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ABSTRACT
The investigation reported here deals with the electrokinetic 
properties of egg albumin adsorbed on a Pyrex glass capillary* A 
systematic study of the effect of temperature and of the effect of 
the nature and concentration of electrolytes on the zeta potential 
produced at an adsorbed albumin-aqueous solution interface has been 
made* The streaming potential technique has been employed as the 
method for determining the zeta potential since it has been found 
particularly suited for such a study*
A streaming cell consisting of a single capillary was designed* 
Compressed medicinal nitrogen gas was used to force the streaming 
solution through the streaming cell* The streaming potential set 
up across the capillary was measured with a Lindemann type quadrant 
electrometer* The electrometer was calibrated by means of a type 
K-2 Leeds and Sorthrup potentiometer* The conductivity of the 
streaming solutions was determined with a Wheatstone bridge circuit, 
using a low range type-A yashbum conductivity cell. All solutions 
were prepared with conductivity water* The solution of albumin was 
prepared by carefully diluting the whites of hen eggs and filtering 
off the insoluble globulin and mucoid. This solution had a high 
gold number*
Temperatures from 30° to 65° C. were employed in determining
—4the temperature effect, using streaming solutions 4 x 10 M in 
hydrochloric acid and lithium chloride (HC1 ♦ LiCl) and containing 
2 ml. of 1̂  albumin per liter of solution. Temperatures both below 
and above the coagulation point of egg albumin (60° C.) are represented. 
Except for a small divergence above a pH of 5.7 and below a pH of
iv
4.G, the seta potential—pH curves for all temperatures were found 
to be identical* The maximum temperature coefficient amounted to 
0*11 x 10“3 volts per degree at a pH of 3.4 between 80° and 50 * 
the isoelectric point of the adsorbed albumin was found to occur 
at a pH of 5*58, indicating that denaturation takes place during 
the adsorption process*
the effect of the adsorbing surface on the zeta potential was 
studied by using quartz as well as Pyrex glass capillaries* the 
isoelectric point was found to be invariant with respect to the 
two adsorbing surfaces and there was no essential difference between 
the zeta potential-pH curves. The effect of the source of albumin 
was studied by comparing the zeta potential of albumin from fresh 
eggs with that from the commercial dehydrated product* Except for 
a divergence at the ends of the pH range similar to that observed 
at high temperatures, no difference was observed. The effect of 
albumin concentration in the streaming solution was also studied*
The isoelectric point was found to be invariant, but a small decrease 
in the zeta potential due to buffer action was observed with 
increasing albumin concentration*
The influence of a number of electrolytes upon the zeta poten­
tial, Hie charge doi sity, and the thickness of the double layer 
was studied. The zeta potential was found to be of the order of 
10 volts, the charge density of the order of 100 electrostatic
units of charge, and the thickness of the diffuse double layer of 
—6the carder of 10 centimeters. The effects were found to be specific 
for each ion* Potassium thiocyanate (KCNS) exhibited a peptizing 
action on the adsorbed albumin surface, reducing the pH of the
v
isoelectric point to 5.15 for a 4 x 10"4 N HC1 + K^MS system. 
Chloroauric acid (HAuCl^) formed a gold colored gelatinous co&gulum 
with the albumin in the streaming solution which underwent photo­
chemical decomposition in sunlight to give a deep purple color 
with a resultant increase in the magnitude of the zeta potential.
the effect of the concentration of different cation species 
upon the zeta potential at the adsorbed albumin-aqueous solution 
interface was investigated. The electrolytes employed were 
lithium chloride (LiCl)# hydrochloric acid (HCl), chloroauric 
acid (HAuCl^), barium chloride (BaClg), lead chloride (PbClo), 
cerous nitrate (Ce(NOs)s), and thorium nitrate (ThfNO^)^). Concen- 
trations were of the order of 10 IT. Distinctive zeta potential- 
cone entration curves were obtained for each of the normal cationic 
species— uni-, bi-, tri-, and tetravalent. If the cations are
arranged according to their influence on the zeta potential, we
+ ++ _ +++ ++ + ++++ have the sequence: Li < Ba < Ce < Pb < H < Th .
♦ ++The H -ion and the Pb -ion displayed an abnormal effect* The
AuCl^ -ion, in the case of HauCI^, exhibited a pronounced effect
on the zeta potential due to chemical adsorption which resulted in
the formation of an albumin chloroaurate complex and a change in
the nature of the surface of the adsorbing substrate.
The effect of the concentration of different anion species 
upon the zeta potential was investigated. Th® following potassium 
salts were used: potassium chloride (KC‘1), potassium thiocyanate
(KC$3), potassium nitrate (KTfOg), potassium sulfate (KgSO^), 
potassium carbonate (K^CO^)# potassium phosphate (P^PO^), and
vi
potassium ferrocyanide A characteristic minimum value
in the zeta potential-concentration curve due to a critical specific 
adsorption of the anions was observed for each of these electrolytes* 
The COg -ion and the PO^ -ion apparently exhibited an abnormal 
influence but this abnormality is best explained as being due to 
the strongly capillary active OH -ions produced by the hydrolysis 
of their salts.
The charge density at the adsorbed albumin-aqueous solution 
interface and the thickness of the diffuse double layer were calcu­
lated for each of the electrolyte systems investigated* A close 
relationship between the charge density and the zeta potential 
was found to exist* If the cations are arranged according to the 
positive charge which they produced at the interface, we obtain the
+ + + ,  +>*■ + 4.4. *sequence: Li ^ Ba < Ce < Pb < H < Th * If the
anions are arranged according to the negative charge which they
*■»produced at the interface, we have the sequence: Cl < CNS <
N°s~ < S O -  < C05~  < (Fe(CW)gil~ < F°4“ *
The thickness of the double layer was found to be primarily 
a function of the concentration of the electrolyte in the streaming 
solution. In case of a variable concentration of a single electro­
lyte, the thickness of the diffuse double layer was found to 
decrease very rapidly with the initial increases in the concentration
of the electrolyte but the rate of decreese fell off rapidly until
-4a concentration of 3 x 10 N was reached and thereafter it was 
uniform. If the total electrolyte concentration was kept constant, 
the thickness of the double layer wag observed to remain nearly
vii
constant regardless of the relative concentrations of the two 
electrolytes in the system or of the behavior of the seta potential 
and the charge density*
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INTRODUCTION
The zeta potential existing at a colloid-solution interface 
has long been employed as a criterion for judging the stability of 
the colloid end the amount of adsorption of the ions of the solu­
tion by the colloid* Recently the zeta potential produced at a 
solid-organic liquid interface has been found to be closely associ­
ated with the molecular structure of the organic molecule, both 
with respect to the size of the chain and with respect to the dis­
tinctive groups of the molecule. Thus, the seta potential is 
closely associated with the electrical asymmetry of the molecule.
Electrokinetic investigations have been made at many different 
interfaces, such as the following: glass-aqueous solution,
cellulose-aqueous solution, cellulose-organic liquids, aluminum 
oxide-organic liquids, oils-aoueous solutions, and various 
proteins-aoueous solutions. One of the proteins that has been 
most often studied is egg albumin. But most of the electrokinetic 
investigations that have been made on egg albumin have been the 
determination of the influence of the pH of th© solution on the 
zeta potential produced at the alburain-solution interface. Differ­
ent methods have been used in these investigations— moving boundary 
technique, cataphoresis, electroosmosis, and streaming potential 
technique. Both dissolved and adsorbed albumin have been studied* 
Most of the determinations have been made with either a 0.03 N 
buffer solution or a 4 x 10 H unbuffered solution, depending upon 
the method being used. Reproducible differences in the electro­
kinetic properties of dissolved albumin and of adsorbed albumin 
have been found to exist.
1
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Ss* albias&n has been found to undergo denaturation, a charac­
teristic of proteins. Among the agents causing denaturation are 
heat and surface forces. Changes of a chemical nature have been 
observed to occur when a protein undergoes denaturation. At tem­
peratures above $0° C, , it has been observed that coagulation of 
egg albumin takes place.
Systematic studies of the effect of t emperature and of the 
effect of the nature and concentration of the electrolyte on the 
seta potential have been made on glass, cellulose and other sur­
faces. Since a systematic study had not been made on egg albumin, 
such a study on an adsorbed egg albumin surface was undertaken in 
this investigation. Since the streaming potential technique has 
been found particularly suited for such study, it was chosen as the 
method to be used. In order to facilitate the ease with which the 
determinations could be made, the albumin was adsorbed on the walls 
of a Pyrex glass capillary. Hence, this investigation concerns 
itself with a study of the electrokinetic properties of adsorbed 
egg albumin.
By determining the zeta potential of the adsorbed albumin at 
different temperatures, it was hoped that some insight might be 
obtained into what change, if any, took place in the albumin mole­
cule when it was denatured and finally coagulated. Since inter- 
facial tension and colloid stability, as well as the zeta potential, 
are surface phenomena, changes in the zeta potential reflect 
changes that are taking place at the albumin-solution interface. 
These determinations would, at least, give the temperature coeffi­
cient of the zeta potential at the albutnin-solution interface.
The effect of th© nature and concentration of both cations and
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anions upon the sets potential of egg albumin were studied* Uni-*, 
di-, tri-, and tetravalent ions of both types were used* Prom the 
data obtained, the charge -density at the surface and the thickness 
of the diffuse double layer were calculated* Thus, it was possible 
to determine just what effect each ionic species has on the various 
electrokinetic variables at an albumin-solution interface*
This electrokinetic information on egg albumin is of interest 
not only for the egg albumin-aqueous solution system per se, but 
it is also of value to the electrokinetic theory as a whole* When 
information has been obtained for a number of different types of 
surfaces, generalizations can be made in the interpretation of 
electrokinetic results*
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A. Early History of Electrokinetics 
Electrokinetic phenomena is the term Freundlich (46) used to 
designate those capillary-electrical processes that are closely 
related to the phenomena of adsorption, Interfacial tension, col­
loid stability, etc. Associated with electrokinetic phenomena Is 
the electrokinetic or zeta potential which is distinguishable from, 
though similar to, the thermodynamic or Hernst potential. Each is 
an interfacial phenomenon. The electrokinetic potential is the 
drop in potential between the movable liquid in a capillary and the 
immovable film of liquid firmly adhering to the capillary wall; the 
thermodynamic potential is the total drop in potential between the 
wall of the capillary itself and the solution,
’’From the time of Thales until the settlement of the dispute 
between Volta and the followers of the school of Galvani regarding 
the nature of the galvanic current, the chemical constitution and 
the physical properties of the boundaries of solid and of liquid 
surfaces in contact with liquids were hardly investigated. The 
reason was not that investigators had lacked interest in the sub­
ject of surface chemistry but rather that many of the characteris­
tics of the solid-liquid and of the liquid-liquid interfaces were 
first disclosed in experiments made possible by the development of 
electrochemistry, •* (7)
Nicholson and Carlisle (104) in 1800 initiated electrolysis 
experimentation by their discovery that v&ter can be decomposed by 
means of a galvanic current. This led Eeuss (116) in 1808 to dis­
cover that a direct electric current transports water through a
4
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porous quarts or clay diaphragm toward the cathode. Ferret (109) 
in 1816 reported the transport of water through animal membranes 
and described the first charged protein-coated membrane, Hapier 
(101) in 1846 studied the effect of electrolytes on electrokinetic 
phenomena and found that they decreased the transport of water 
through an unglazed porcelain diaphragm.
Quantitative experimentation in the field of electrokinetics 
had its beginning with Wiedemann (185, 136) who in 1853 showed by 
means of electroosmosis that the quantity of water transported 
through a day diaphragm was directly proportional to the current 
which was allowed to flow through it, Quincke (113, 1X3} seven 
years later introduced the streaming potential technique, the con­
verse phenomenon of electroosmosis, as a method of measuring elec­
trokinetic potentials and in 1861 studied the electroosmosis of 
various solutions in capillary tubes, Quincke determined the rela­
tive values of the streaming potential for various surfaces with 
water as the streaming fluid. He found that this potential changed 
from negative to positive for many of the surfaces when turpentine 
was used instead of water, and postulated the idea of a rigid 
electric double layer,
Clark (88) and Haga (55) in 1877 introduced the use of the 
quadrant electrometer in measuring streaming potentials, They 
found that the streaming potential was directly proportional to 
the hydrostatic pressure forcing the liquid through the capillary* 
These potentials were also shown by Haga to be Independent of the 
length of the capillary,
Helmholtz (61) in 1879 developed the theory of the electroki­
netic processes and gave it a mathematical form. His theory was
subsequently modified by Iamb (70)* Smoluchowski (12S), Perrin (108) 
Gouy (54) , Stem (IS4) , Abramson (7) , and others# However, the 
final equation derived by Helmholtz for the calculation of the zeta 
potential in term® of the measurable variables of the system 
remains unaltered#
Ifee charge at an interface or on a colloid is due to the pres­
ence of an electrical double layer. The rigid double layer concept 
of Quincke and Helmholtz has been replaced by the diffuse double 
layer concept of Gouy (54) and later modified by Stem (124). The 
theory of Debye and Huckel (41, 4g) has played a prominent part in 
recent advances in interpreting electrokinetic data* The sources 
of the electrical double layer as given by Michaelis (86) are 1) 
the forces of residual valencies which cause oriented adsorption 
(as in AgCl), 2) the forces of dissociation which cause exchange 
adsorption (as in clay), and a) spontaneous distribution of ions at 
the free surface in those cases where the electrical double layer 
is set up at the boundary of substances which are totally unreactive 
chemically and are incapable of dissociation (as in cellulose)#
B. Evolution of Various Electrokinetic Concepts and Factors 
According to the theory of Helmholtz streaming potentials, 
cataphoresis, and electroosmosis are very closely related# Saxen 
(118) established with his experiments the validity of the rela­
tionship between streaming potentials and electroosmosis* Bull (88) 
verified the underlying soundness of the theory with his critical 
comparison of cataphoresis, streaming potentials, and electro- 
osmosis using egg albumin and gelatin adsorbed on quartz#
Moyer (95) points out that, although streaming potential and
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eleetroosmosis techniques have been used to some extent in the study 
of the electrokinetics of proteins» cataphoresis seems to be the 
technique most suitable. However, Freimdlich (46) states that the 
streaming potential technique is particularly suited for determining 
the influence of the nature and concentration of electrolytes on 
the electrokinetic potential* Also, according to Briggs (85), the 
streaming potential method for measuring the seta potential offers 
an accurate means for determining the isoelectric point of a water- 
soluble protein*
Abramson (1), by means of cataphoresis, and Briggs (85), by 
means of streaming potentials, working independently on egg albumin 
adsorbed on quarts particles obtained seta potentials at several 
different pH values that agreed within the limits of experimental 
error. Using the same system, egg albumin adsorbed on quartz,
Bull (28) obtained the same zeta potential by the streaming potential 
method as by cataphoresis*
Hence, the streaming potential technique was the method used 
in this study since one of the aims was to determine the influence 
of the nature and concentration of the electrolyte used in the 
streaming solution upon the zeta potential. The cataphoretlc method 
will be included in this review only in so far as results with egg 
albumin are concerned* Abramson (7) has given a good discussion of 
the cataphoretlc method and Abramson and Moyer (11) have reviewed 
the recent advances which have been made in this technique*
The present streaming potential method Is based upon that used 
by Freundlieh and Bona (46) who had modified the method of measure­
ment used by Kruyt (68) so as to conveniently follow the influence 
of substances upon the zeta potential* Freundlieh and Rona
determined the seta potential on glass capillaries. By means of 
ground glass joints the capillaries could be easily changed and 
cleaned. They found that the streaming potential— the electro­
motive force set up across the tube— is independent of the cross 
sectional area and the length of th© capillary, being constant for 
all shapes and sizes of tubes made from the same sample of glass 
but varying with the nature of the glass used.
Kruyt and van der WiHigan (69), whose results are representa­
tive, also found the streaming potential to be independent of the 
size of the capillary. Urban, ^hite and their co-workers (Eg, 133,
184) undertook a detailed study of the influence of capillary size*
-3Except for capillaries of very small radius,(of the order of 10 mm.), 
they found the size of the capillary to have no influence upon the 
streaming potential produced. For very small capillaries results 
were not reproducible and the potential decreased to nearly zero.
The results of Kruyt (66) and Freundlieh and Bona (46) on 
streaming potentials with glass capillaries are in agreement with 
those of Powis (110) on the cataphoresis of oil drops in aqusous 
solutions and on the eleetroosmosis of aqueous solutions against 
glass and with those of von Elissafoff (133) on eleetroosmosis in 
glass and quartz capillaries. According to Freundlieh (46) these 
are trustworthy measurements of the influence of electrolytes upon 
electrokinetic processes. The influence of the valence of the 
cation and the effect of the concentration of the electrolyte is 
clearly shown in the work of Powis.
The surface of the glass capillary is charged negatively with 
respect to water. With increasing concentration of a monovalent 
cation the zeta potential passes through a minimum value at a low
concentration of th© electrolyte and then slowly approaches th© iso­
electric value of aero potential* In case of a bivalent cation the 
aeta potential approaches th© isoelectric point rapidly at first 
before reaching a nearly constant negative value for increasing elec­
trolyte concentration* A trivalent cation reverses the charge at a 
relatively low concentration and then maintains a nearly constant 
small positive potential for further increase of the electrolyte*
A tetravalent cation reverses the charge at a very low electrolyte 
concentration and causes the potential to pass through a positive 
maximum at a relatively low concentration and then to approach the 
isoelectric point with additional increase* Freundlieh and Bona {46} 
and von Elissafoff (132) have shown that the cations of heavy metals 
have a greater effect on reversing the charge than those of light 
metals*
Bull and Gortner {34} studied the effect of the nature and con­
centration of electrolytes at a cellulose-aqueous interface, using 
a method described by Briggs (24), Their results are in agreement 
with those described above* In addition to obtaining the seta poten­
tial existing at the interface, Bull and Gortner derived equations 
that enabled them to calculate the relative charge density of the 
interface and the thickness of the double layer. This was made possi­
ble by the previous work of Briggs*
Briggs (24) and Bull and Gortner (34) used as a streaming cell 
a diaphragm of tightly packed cellulose. A detailed account of the 
design and the use of this cell is given by Briggs. Finding that 
the streaming potential of this system showed a definite drift with 
increasing pressure, Briggs sought the cause of this anomaly and 
found the difference in the bulk conductivity of the solution and
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the conductivity of the solution in the diaphragm to be the source, 
the large surface area of the cellulose diaphragm produced a surface 
conductance of the same order of magnitude as th® conductance of th© 
dilute electrolyte solution being streamed through the diaphragm.
This necessitated the measuring of the conductance of the liquid in 
the diaphragm. However* for capillary tubes of the size in common 
use* Abramson (?) points out that the surface conductance is negli­
gible*
The woric of Cruse (40) with clay diaphragms and distilled water
indicated that seta potentials have a temperature coefficient. He
obtained a maximum value for the potential at 40° C. Gee and Harrison
(49) observed a maximum seta potential on wool, cotton and silk fibers 
oat 35-40 G. Briggs* Bennett and Fierson (26) say their investiga­
tions showed no maximum zeta potential but that the change in rate 
of volume flow in eleetroosmosis is a function of th® viscosity 
change with temperature. Bull and Gortner (32)* in order t© clarify 
the question of a maximum zeta potential* carefully determined the 
zeta potential for water-cellulose and ethyl alcohol-cellulose inter­
faces at temperatures between 20° and 51° G. The cell constant of 
the diaphragm was not changed by the swelling of the cellulose due 
to a greater hydration with increasing temperature. A definite tem­
perature coefficient was observed which was much greater in the
ethyl alcohol-cellulose system than in the aqueous-cellulose system.
oIn the aqueous-cellulose system a maximum at about 40 C. was found. 
However* for small temperature ranges in the aqueous system, the 
temperature effect was less than the experimental error.
Freundlieh (46) states that the use of reversible calomel half- 
cells as electrodes is important in streaming potential work and all
11
the early measurements were made in this manner* Contamination from 
these cells often developed* Briggs (B4) developed a method for 
using inert gold electrodes with cellulose* His data was repro­
ducible and he obtained a direct variation of zeta potential with 
pressure. To prove the reversibility of such an electrode. Bull 
(ST) used simultaneously both bright platinum electrodes and calomel 
half-cells with a glass capillary* Measurements were made first 
with ene and then with the other set of electrodes* Complete agree­
ment was obtained*
C. Investigations of Electrokinetic Properties at Various Interfaces 
The electrokinetic properties of many surfaces have been studied* 
The work of Wiedemann (135, 136) using a clay diaphragm has already 
been mentioned. Clay was also used by Cruse (40). numerous inves­
tigations have been made on glass surfaces* Freundlieh and Rona (46), 
Eruyt and van der Willigan (69), Urban, #iite and their co-workers 
(23, 133, 134), Powis (110) and von Elissafoff (133) have thoroughly 
investigated the aqueous-glass interface* Powis (110) has also made 
a study of an aqueous-oil interface and von Elissafoff (132) has 
similarly used quartz instead of glass in his experiments* Gee and 
Harrison (49) have made some determinations using wool, cotton and 
silk*
Smith and Reyerson (122) have developed a streaming potential
method for the determination of the electrokinetic potentials of
metals in contact with their ions* Metallized silica gels were used
in this investigation prepared by adsorbing complex ions of ammonia
on the silica gels and then reducing the complex to the metallic state* 
♦ +♦Ag-Ag and Ni-Mi systems were studied. Prampton and Gortner (45)
18
have studied the electrokinetic behavior of charcoals in aqueous 
solutions of organic acids* Ruyssen (117) has investigated the 
electrokinetic potentials of barium sulfate in solutions of electro­
lytes and in fifty per cent ethyl alcohol and obtained typical 
results for the aqueous-barium sulfate systems* Ethyl alcohol 
increased the potential to a large extent in a positive direction* 
Gortner and his co—workers have made rather extensive studies 
on cellulose* aluminum oxide and various protein surfaces* Briggs 
and Gortner (24* 85) have developed a method for studying the elec­
trokinetic properties of cellulose by streaming potentials and have 
investigated both the aqueous-cellulose interface and the aqueous- 
egg albumin interface* Bull and Gortner (81* 88* 81, 32* 34* 35* 36) 
have extended the work begun by Briggs on both cellulose and egg 
albumin surfaces* They have made a critical comparison of the vari­
ous techniques using egg albumin* have determined the effect of con­
centration and valency of cations on cellulose* have investigated 
the temperature coefficient of the zeta potential on cellulose* and 
have studied the ion antagonism of the cations in the streaming 
fluid using a cellulose surface*
Martin and Gortner (84) have investigated the electrokinetic 
properties of a homologous series of aliphatic alcohols and of some 
of the substituted benzenes on a cellulose surface by the streaming 
potential method. The homologous series displayed definite regular­
ities with changes in the molecule and a definite correlation between 
the magnitude of the zeta potential and the dipole moment of the 
organic liquid was evident. Jensen and Gortner (65) have extended 
this same method to an investigation of the electrokinetics of 
normal fatty acids and esters at an aluminum oxide interface.
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Within homologous series regularities were likewise found* In addi­
tion, molecules with an odd number of carbon atoms in the chain were 
found to have a greater effect upon the zeta potential and on the 
electric moment of th© double layer than the corresponding molecules 
with an even number of carbon atoms in the chain. Lauffer and 
Gortner (*?4) by this same method have studied the effect of aliphatic 
alcohols, acids, and esters at cellulose and aluminum oxide interfaces. 
Their results corroborated and extended those mentioned above.
Gortner (58) in generalizing the results of these observations has 
discussed the use that can be made of electrokinetics in the study of 
the moleeular structure of organic compounds.
Martin (81, 83, 88) has devised a practical streaming potential 
technique for determining the zeta potential of a protein-liquid 
interface in unbuffered solutions* Fritted glass crucibles were 
used for diaphragms and the protein was adsorbed on the glass. H© 
has made an extensive study of the electrokinetic properties of 
gliadin, a wheat protein. Sherman, Thomas and Caldwell (130) have 
determined the isoelectric point of malt amylase and have found that 
its optimum enzymic action upon starch is at the pH of the isoelec­
tric point.
Abramson (8) points out from the data in the literature that 
zeta potential-con cent rat ion curves of the same general form have 
been obtained for surfaces of glass, quartz, paraffin oil, silica 
gel, collodion, graphite and cellulose, Irrespective of the nature 
of the material, for a given valence type of electrolyte; i. e., 
uni-univalent. Abramson calculated the charge density for these 
various surfaces from the data in the literature and found that, 
with practically no exception, the type of charge density-
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concentration curve obtained is the same for all surfaces# In each 
case the charge density increased rapidly and almost linearly at 
low concentrations. A limiting value for the charge density was 
apparently reached at a concentration of about 0.001 M. Abramson 
states that the complicated course of the zeta potential-concentra- 
tion curve is due to the fact that the seta potential is a function 
of the charge density and the conductivity* both of which vary with 
concentration.
Abramson (3) also states that the charge density-concentration 
curves resemble very closely the simple Langmuir adsorption isotherm. 
He has plotted smooth curves by the equation
n- BC-cr= crMm  I + j8C
where B  is the initial slope of the charge density-concentration 
curve, <r- c curve, and is the limiting value of 0" . Agreement 
is excellent,indicating that selective adsorption takes place#
D. Electrokinetic Studies of Egg Albumin 
Various investigators have shown that chemically inert particles 
suspended in a protein solution take on the electrokinetic properties 
of the protein. Loeb (77) has found that particles of collodion sus­
pended in solutions of gelatin and other proteins behave as though 
they were particles of the respective protein. Freundlieh and 
Abramson (47) have found that the movement of zinc dust particles 
coated with adsorbed gelatin represented th© movement of th© micellae 
of the gelatin. Abramson (1) has noticed the same effect to be true
for quartz particles. He has found that between concentrations of 
—5 —41 x 10 and 1 x 10 grains of the protein per liter the maximum 
effect is reached and the particles behave like proteins. A
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concentration of 1 x 10 grams per liter is recommended by Abramson 
because at this concentration the correction for the dielectric con­
stant is probably negligible and the solution is sufficiently con­
centrated to give maximum values of the seta potential. Briggs (25) 
and Moyer and Abramson (98) have observed this same phenomenon.
the early measurements of the eleetrokinetic properties of 
proteins, egg albumin in particular, were made on the dissolved 
protein in solution rather than on the protein adsorbed on a surface. 
Michaelis (85) has determined the isoelectric point of various pro­
teins by the migration of the protein T* ion M under the influence 
of an electric field* The amount of migration was determined by a 
chemical analysis of the solution into which the protein migrated. 
But a direct observation of the movement of the boundary was needed 
as the results of the analysis were inexact.
Svedberg and Jette (186) have developed a method for measuring 
the mobilities of a protein by a moving boundary technique. Since 
proteins fluoresce under ultraviolet light, the migration of the 
protein in the columns of a U-tube under the influence of an applied 
electric field was determined by means of fluorescent photography 
on a photographic plate, photographing the system at definite inter­
vals of time. This was a great improvement in method over that of 
Michaelis mentioned above.
Scott and Svedberg (119) have followed the work of Svedberg and 
Jette (136) by measuring the mobility of egg albumin at different 
acidities, using moving boundary cataphoresis as determined by fluo­
rescent photography, the whites from fresh eggs less than 24 hours 
old were diluted and dialyzed. The solutions to be investigated 
contained 0.$^ egg albumin. Part of these protein solutions were
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Bade 0.02 8 with respect to N& with Na^HPO^ and citric acid was added 
to give varying pH values; the other protein solutions were made 
0*02 N to Ha with sodium acetate and the pH was varied by adding 
acetic acid* These two buffer mixtures gave similar results in 
general, indicating a predominant influence of the hydrogen ion 
concentration on the mobility. However, the differences in the 
shapes of the curves indicated that the other ions had some effect. 
The isoelectric point for egg albumin was observed to be at a pH of 
5.0.
Tiselius (127), working in Svedberg’s laboratory, has modified 
this moving boundary method by using absorption photography instead 
of fluorescent photography. Ultraviolet light of wave length below 
300 uu was passed through the cataphoresis tube. It was absorbed 
by that part of the solution containing the protein. Whereas fluo­
rescent photography needed an exposure of 10 minutes, absorption 
photography required only 15 seconds and was much more accurate*
A 0.02 N sodium acetate-acetic acid solution J> in albumin was 
studied. The isoelectric point was observed at a pH of 4.7. There 
was a definite difference in the nature of the graphs obtained by 
Scott and Svedberg (119) and by Svedberg and Tiselius (12?) when 
the mobility of the albumin was plotted against the pH of the solu­
tion*
Since chemically inert particles suspended in a dilute protein 
solution behave as though they were particles of the protein itself, 
Abramson (1) was able to develop a new method for the catar* 
phoretic study of protein mobility using a protein adsorbed on 
fine quartz particles, ^owdered egg albumin from Merck was 
made up in 0.02 ® acetate buffer solutions. Concentrations
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-Sof 1 x 10 grams of egg albumin per liter were used. After the 
protein buffer solutions were prepared, the fine quartz particles 
were suspended in it. Although equilibrium was attained more 
quickly, Abramson allowed 15 minutes to elapse between the making 
of the suspension and the measurements. The mobility was determined 
by means of an ultramicroscope. The results obtained by this method 
for egg albumin for a variable pH agree satisfactorily with the 
values given by Svedberg and Tiselius (13?)•
Not only has Briggs (34) developed a method for measuring the 
zeta potential of cellulose by streaming potentials, but Briggs 
(85) has also devised a method by which the electrokinetics of egg 
albumin can be studied by a streaming potential technique. Finely 
ground quartz powder was made into a diaphragm between two perforated 
gold plates. The surface conductance of such a diaphragm was found 
to be negligible. Through this quartz diaphragm was forced a 
dilute solution of egg albumin prepared by dissolving commercial 
egg albumin and filtering off the water-insoluble fraction. After 
the quartz surface had been saturated with albumin, a streaming 
solution 4 x 10r* N in HCl + LiCl and containing 1 x 10~S grams of 
albumin per liter of solution was streamed through the diaphragm. 
Fifty milliliters of this streaming solution were passed through, 
requiring about 20 minutes, to insure the attainment of equilibrium 
and then measurements were taken. Since these solutions had no 
buffer capacity the pH was determined electrometrically for each 
individual solution.
For the pH range between 8.8 end 5.2 excellent agreement 
between the values of the zeta potential as found by Abramson (1) 
and by Briggs (25) was found, although Abramson used 0.02 N
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buffered solutions and Briggs used 0.0004 H unbuffered solutions. 
Briggs could not use a 0.02 N solution in the streaming potential 
method since the electrical conductivity of solutions of this con­
centration is so great as to prevent entirely the building up of a 
measurable potential across the diaphragm. In the range of pH 
mentioned the zeta potential is influenced almost entirely by the 
hydrogen ion concentration of the solution. On either side of 
this range the values for the more dilute solution diverged to a 
greater extent from the zero potential. Briggs points out that 
this was for the most part due to the higher concentration of the 
ions reducing the 2eta potential although the nature of the ions 
perhaps had an effect.
+ +  +■Briggs chose the Li -ion over the Ha - and K -ions since he
+found that the Li -ion reduced the zeta potential on a negatively 
charged surface to a less extent at a. given concentration than the 
others. That the Cl -ion has a greater lowering effect at a posi­
tively charged surface than the Ac -ion was offered as an explana­
tion for the fact that the two curves lie together for a longer 
range of pH on the acid side of the isoelectric point than they do 
on the alkaline side. It was pointed out that the streaming poten­
tial method for measuring the zeta potential affords an accurate 
technique for determining the isoelectric point of a water-solubl© 
protein. Briggs found the isoelectric point of egg albumin by 
this method to be at a pH of 4.7.
Bull (28) believed the agreement between the results of Briggs 
(34) and Abramson (1) to be fortuitous because of the indefinite 
quality of the albumin from a commercial source. So, in his work 
of justifying the fundamental relationship of the various techniques,
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Bull used thrice crystallized and electrodialyzed albumin from 
fresh eggs. The protein solutions were made up the day before the 
experiment to allow the solutions to come completely to equilibrium. 
Hydrochloric acid was used to bring the protein solutions to the 
desired pH. Fyrex glass capillaries were used in the streaming 
potential measurements and Fyrex glass particles of about 1 u diam­
eter, made from the capillary tube by grinding, were used in the 
cataphoresis measurements.
The streaming potential determinations were conducted first.
The entire protein solution was streamed through the capillary 
several times before readings were taken. After completion of the 
streaming potential measurements, powdered Fyrex glass was added 
to the protein solution and the cataphoretic velocity was deter­
mined after the suspension had stood 15 minutes. Kleetroosmotic 
values were determined by the method of Abramson (3,4,5). The 
zeta potentials measured by the streaming potential, cataphoretic 
and electroosmotic methods were in good agreement. Bull determined 
seta potentials between a pH range of only 4.00 to 4.49.
Abramson (6) found that the isoelectric point of egg albumin 
was dependent on the ionic strength of the streaming solution.
The isoelectric point moved to a lower pH value as the ionic 
strength increased* Smith (lgl) has also observed variations of 
the isoelectric point with ionic strength of quarts and collodion 
particles coated with egg albumin. Since both Abramson and Smith 
had studied adsorbed albumin, Tiselius and Svensson (130), unsat­
isfied with the results of Abramson and Smith, investigated the 
influence of electrolyte concentration on the electrokinetic prop­
erties of dissolved egg albumin by the moving boundary method.
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Their results showed the same effect of ionic strength on the 
isoelectric point* Tiselius and Svensson explained this effect,
4*partially at least, by the combination of ions other than the H 
and OH with the protein* They also stated that as a limiting 
case, at very low ionic strengths, the protein acts as a free ion, 
and they pointed out that the decrease in the zeta potential caused 
by increasing ionic strength can be accounted for by the Debye- 
Huckel-Henry theory (83)*
Abramson (7, 9) points out that egg albumin gives an ionogeni© 
amphoteric surface. The equilibrium
-p — a/ĥ  > p  
** COOH " “* C00‘
can be assumed in the interpretation of many reactions of a protein* 
Ihereas Smith (181) found the pH of the isoelectric point of 
adsorbed egg albumin in a 0.02 K acetate buffer solution to be 
4*32, Tiselius and Svensson (130) found a pH value of 4*55-4.57 
for dissolved egg albumin under the same conditions. Although it 
has been pointed out previously that Abramson and others (1, 25 , 47, 
77, 98) have found that chemically inert particles suspended in a 
protein solution take on the electrokinetic properties of the pro­
tein, Abramson (4) later found that this is not completely true 
for egg albumin adsorbed on quartz* He used highly purified egg 
albumin and observed that the pB-electric mobility (or zeta poten­
tial) curve was shifted upward on the pH scale about 0*87 of a pH* 
The curve for adsorbed egg albumin is essentially parallel to that 
for dissolved egg albumin over the pH range studied. Abramson (4) 
and Moyer (98) have found, also, that adsorbed egg albumin has an 
isoelectric point at a pH of 4.88 while dissolved egg albumin has
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an isoelectric point at a pH of 4*55* It might be stated that Moyer 
(94) and Tiselius (129) have found no difference between dissolved 
and adsorbed horse pseudoglobulin*
Abramson* Moyer and Gorin (12) state that this difference 
between dissolved and adsorbed egg albumin may be interpreted either 
as a change in the availability of certain acidic or basic groups 
upon adsorption or as a change in the shape and molecuL r structure 
of the molecule during adsorption* They also point out that this 
shift in the pH of the isoelectric point upon adsorption indicates 
that the film of egg albumin in contact with the liquid acts as 
though it had become more basic* Moyer and Abels (97) approximated 
this displacement as equivalent to a change of about two electrons 
per molecule in the net charge on the surface, and stated that this 
change was possibly caused by orientation upon adsorption.
The following critique by Abramson, Moyer and Gorin (12) of 
the difference between dissolved and adsorbed egg albumin is very 
pertinent*
A certain amount of confusion has arisen 
because it has been assumed by some workers that 
our data indicate either that the electric mobil­
ity of dissolved protein and of adsorbed protein 
is always the same, or that the electric mobility 
of adsorbed protein is so different from the dis­
solved protein that there can be no significance 
whatsoever attached to the electric mobility of 
the adsorbed protein* Both of these points of 
view are incorrect* As our experiments have 
shown, there are certain instances where the 
electric mobilities of dissolved and adsorbed 
protein are the same within the limits of exper­
imental error. On the other hand, any differ­
ences observed between the mobilities of an 
adsorbed and dissolved corpuscular protein have 
been found to be small. For this reason, the 
properties of the protein surface, although not 
always identical with the surfaces of the single 
molecules, are nevertheless characteristic of a
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given protein and closely related to the 
dissolved form. The effect of salts and pH on 
the electric mobilities of particles covered 
with protein is just as important in the elu­
cidation of the phenomena occurring in biolog­
ical systems as their effect on the electric 
mobilities of dissolved proteins in the analy­
sis of electrokinetic theory.
The early experiments of Rains den {114) showed that egg albumin
underwent a change known as denaturation at an air-water interface.
Bull (39) and Neurath and Bull (103) have found that egg albumin in
oan aqueous solution rapidly spreads out to a layer of about 10 A 
in thickness at the surface* Loeb (78) concluded from his study 
of collodion particles coated with egg albumin that the adsorbed " 
egg albumin surfaces were surface denatured. Growther and 
Liebmann (39) have likewise found that egg albumin undergoes a 
change when it is adsorbed on solid surfaces. Moyer (96) has 
studied cataphoretically egg albumin adsorbed on quarts particles, 
Pyrex glass particles, collodion particles, silica gel, aluminum 
oxide, carbon and mineral oil and has found that all of these sur­
faces act alike in producing a small yet definite effect on the 
surface adsorbed albumin.
Moyer (IS, 95) found that the vibration of the motor of a 
refrigerator induced opalescence in egg albumin solutions stored 
in it. This opalescence was due to denaturation. He placed quartz 
particles in one of the opalescent solutions and by cataphoretie 
measurements found that the isoelectric point was at a pH of 5.03 
instead of 4.82. After the opalescent solution had been filtered 
through a No. 40 Whatman filter paper to a clear solution, the iso­
electric point was observed to have returned to the original pH 
value. A clear dilute egg albumin solution was then shaken to
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produce surface denaturation* Again the pH of the isoelectric point 
had increased to 5*08*
According to Neurath (102) surface denatured proteins are 
strongly surface-active and are selectively adsorbed* Moyer states 
that the data indicate that normal (dissolved) albumin either does 
not coat surface denatured albumin or else is in turn denatured in 
the process of adsorption* Neurath and Bull (108) found that between 
pH 4 and pH 6 the pH of a solution of egg albumin increases 0.6 pH 
units incidental to surface denaturation. This indicates a binding 
of acid or a release of base corresponding to a shift in charge.
Moyer (96) states that the protein molecule probably spreads out 
during denaturation which is in agreement with the statement of 
Mirsky (89) and Mirsky and Pauling (90) that on spreading out a 
protein releases paired carboxyl and amino groups by breaking hydro­
gen bonds* thus shifting the isoelectric point upward on the pH 
scale. Neurath (102) and Bull (SO) found that the process of dena­
turation by spreading at an interface is very closely related to 
the process of denaturation by heating.
M Denaturation** is a term that has been used very ambiguously 
in the literature. The actual reaction or reactions involved in 
the process of denaturation have varied with the authors* Bull (29)* 
in an attempt to bring order out of chaos on this subject, gives 
the following precise definition which is being generally adopted.
Protein denaturation consists of an over­
all process of three reactions, and these reac­
tions can, under appropriate conditions, be 
separated and studied individually. The first 
reaction in the series is that of denaturation 
proper, which apparently is an intramolecular 
rearrangement whereby certain chemical groups 
which were not detectable in the native protein
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are rendered so in the denatured product. 
Denaturation is a necessary but not sufficient 
reaction in the production of coagulated egg 
albumin* The second reaction consists in the 
flocculation of the denatured molecules prepar­
atory to coagulation•«.•••The third and last 
step is the formation of an insoluble coagulum.
It is a very simple matter to demonstrate 
these three reactions* If a solution of egg 
albumin in a salt-free medium be shifted from 
its isoelectric condition by the addition of 
acid or base, and heated, the solution remains 
perfectly clear* The thiol groups have become 
exposed, and there is a considerable increase 
in the viscosity of the solution* The protein 
has been denatured* If the clear solution of 
heat-denatured protein be brought to its iso­
electric point, a flocculation occurs* This 
is the second reaction* The flocculum is com­
pletely soluble in acid or base* The floccula­
tion reaction is the only one of the three that 
is reversible# If one waits too long before 
adding acid or base, or heats the flocculated 
protein, the flocculum is found to be insoluble, 
and nothing short of hydrolysis of the protein 
will render it soluble# This is the coagula­
tion reaction*
25* Derivation of Flectroklnetic Equations 
Briggs (S4) points out the following fundamental assumptions 
upon which the streaming potential formula is based: 1) The
dielectric constant of the liquid in the region of an interface Is 
equal to that of the liquid in bulk* 3) The viscosity of the liquid 
is assumed to remain a constant for dilute salt solutions and to be 
equal to that of the pure liquid in bulk* S) The distance between 
the layers is to be thought of as the distance between the electri­
cal centers of gravity of two diffuse layers rather than as the 
actual distance between two plane surfaces* 4) The specific con­
ductivity factor refers to that of the liquid*
By means of the results from hydrodynamics and electrostatics, 
the equation relating the zeta potential with the measurable factors
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of the electrokinetic system is now derived. According to 
Poiseuille* s law the velocity of the liquid moving with laminar 
flow in a tube of radius a.at a distance r from the axis,Is
V = —  ( a 1 -  r *J  4/jL '
where "P is the hydrostatic pressure forcing the liquid through the 
capillary, 1̂  is the coefficient of viscosity of the streaming 
liquid, and L is the length of the capillary# Poiseuille*s law 
holds for simple cylindrical capillaries of not too large radii 
and with pressures low enough not to cause turbulent flow#
Let cf be the thickness of the diffuse double layer formed by 
the adsorption of ions on the surface of the capillary. Wow at the 
distance cf from the wall of the capillary, r- a -  cf • 
Therefore,
a*_r* * (ft -tfj1 = 2 ad- cf4
But since & »  6 , cf becomes insignificant and can be neglected,
Thus,




Let <T represent the-charge per square centimeter on each side 
of the double layer# How since one side of this double layer is 
forced past the other, the amount of current X produced is
I = z 7T a r
prFrom Ohm's law, I a —  , we can obtain X in terms of the poten- 
tial difference between the electrodes end the specific conductivity 
of the streaming fluid# Let H be the potential difference between
the electrodes* Then E  - H  .
If K is the specific conductivity of the liquid, then
^  = TTa* K  '
7T a zar cf P  
1 L
7T az K  H 
L
and
The function (T cf was introduced into the electrokinetic literature 
by Bull and Gortner (S3) and called the electric moment per square 
centimeter of double layer.
But we can consider this diffuse double layer equivalent to 
an electrical condenser consisting of coaxial cylinders. The capac­
ity between the surfaces is given by
unit length, V  is the potential difference between the two cylin­
ders, and D  Is the dielectric constant of the medium between the
cms. per cm. of length
where C  is the capacitance of the condenser, Q. is the charge per
■ l o g f  + +3 (7 ) ~ 4 < V J + '




But the potential existing at the interface across this diffuse 










This is the same equation obtained in a similar manner by 
Gladstone (50) and Briggs (24) under the assumption that the diffuse 
double layer is equivalent to an electrical condenser ̂ ith parallel 
plates. Helmholtz (61) and Briggs (24) by more rigorous methods 
have arrived at the sane result.
From the expression <T u - p ~" * the thickness of the double
h KHlayer is J •per
But, from the equation for T  •
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Therefore,
r . T D0 - .4/rcr
Hence, cf can be determined if <T can b© evaluated*
The following derivation for <T follows closely the work of 
Abramson (?) and %clnnes (80), Let ■ • n / be ions
of different kinds per cubic centimeter of solution and 
~£if be the valency of the different species* Then
£fi, 2( e = O where £ is the elementary charge* According to the 
Boltsmann principle the density of the ions is given by
€ <f/
d n x - e ' A  T d*
so that
€ **
p =, e 
K )
where p is the electrical density per unit volume, is the poten­
tial existing at the surface, is the Boltzmann constant, and 7“
is the absolute temperature.
The volume density of charge in a liquid of dielectric con­
stant jD is given by Po is son’s equation to be
V  V  - - '
r
Therefore, in the case under consideration,
<tV. . - U  n, Z, e* &
JltC- J>
e_ a  - £ E * z  *  *, ^  ^  =  * 1 ( & L
JkT dx? 2>JiT i d x Z
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6 (1/
4 r  * then
z = _ Sire* j-
dx* 3>-*r y
2 i/^i.\=: Sire* r-
~ 3>-*T i
<P
2 ^  £  m  Z, ,d* ' dx dx 3>JkT / d*
£ j £  dfi±) - --SES^ £  «: Z, e*'* .
d x t d t * D.& f *
Integrating,
z
/sLi) - ^ f ~ r  £  n, e*‘ * + C .dx ' B 4 T ;
But at x = a> » (p - 0 and — ^ - O  , so that
dx
„ &  7T \— •Cl' 577 f ■
Therefore,
d-Q \~„ Qire* v  ^ / -*;$
'■dx/ J)J£T ;
But by Gauss *s law immediately outside the surface E
w  E . - v r ~ g
and d$ _  ̂ d p _ __ 4-?r<rfe
d 7~ d T  I U T
Now,
b ^ r  ' 5>4r /
<r* = * ^ . £ £ r En
T>£T a n * **- ; ' '
‘hirer
D
0" - Z TT
Bat,
L n4 (e 4 -IJ.
£  M e * ? / )  = £  f
where /V Is Avogadro*s number and C; is the concentration of the 
ion species in moles per liter. Therefore,







Bat, according to the definition of the zeta potential, p- T* . 
Therefore,
<r= > E c.fe * ir~/J\JZOOOir i ,l
This equation holds for any value of as contrasted to the
Debye-Huckel approximation which is valid only for ^ ^
In case
:pOi ^ 1
c; ’ c *
and
<r= a \l 2000*r
EXPKEB.ffiNTAL METHOD
A* Introduction 
The streaming potential method is an accurate technique for 
determining the isoelectric point of egg albumin (25) • It is also 
particularly suited for determining the influence of the nature and 
concentration of electrolytes on the zeta potential (46)* These 
characteristics made the streaming potential technique the best 
method for this investigation.
Numerous modifications (84, 46 , 74, 04) have been made in the 
original streaming potential method of Kruyt (68) • Further refine­
ments in the apparatus were made in this study. A small Pyrex 
glass capillary was used for the streaming cell. The egg albumin 
adsorbed on its surface and produced an albumin capillary. Such a 
streaming cell had the advantage of being easily prepared, changed 
and cleaned*
B. Description of Apparatus 
A diagram of the streaming cell devised for this study is 
seen in Fig. 8. Since Freundlich and Rona (46) and Kruyt and van 
der Willigen (69) have established that the zeta potential is inde­
pendent of the length and size of a capillary tube, a Pyrex glass 
capillary approximately 4 eras, in length and 1 mm. in diameter was 
chosen as the most convenient 3ize. This was determined as a result 
of trying several different sizes. This capillary bore is larger 
than the limiting minimum value suggested by Urban, 'Thite and their 
co-workers (S3, 138, 134) and is small enough to require less than 
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pressures of 8-80 cms.
Onto each end of the capillary was sealed a short 6 mm. Pyrex 
glass tube. Around this was sealed, as in a Liebig condenser, an 
18 mm. Pyrex glass tube with two side-arms. This outer jacket 
extended in both directions about 8 cms. beyond the capillary*
Then onto each end of this jacket was sealed a small outer ground 
glass joint, to facilitate cleaning and handling. The entire length 
of this streaming cell was limited to 14-15 cms.
Briggs (84) and Bull (37) have shown that inert gold or plati­
num electrodes are completely reversible and can be used in electro­
kinetic investigations. The electrodes used in this study were 
made from platinum (No. 83) wire. A piece of wire 12 cms. in length 
was sealed at its midpoint into a 8 mra. Pyrex glass tube so that 
half of the .ire extended down the center of the tube. Onto this 
end of the glass tube was sealed a small inner ground glass joint, 
corresponding to the joint on the streaming cell, so that the plati­
num wire extended but a few millimeters beyond the end of the 
joint. The platinum wire was then heated in a hot oxygen-gas flame 
until a small ball was formed on the end of the wire, When the 
electrodes were placed in position, they reached to within about 
2.5 cms. of the opening of the capillary. However, in the process 
of developing the technique of preparing the streaming cells and 
the electrodes, it was found that the zeta potential was independent 
of the distance of the electrode from the capillary over a range of 
about 4 cms.
A 1-liter ground glass joint wash bottle was used as a reservoir 
E to hold the streaming solution. The ground glass top of the reser­
voir was constructed with three side arms. Two of these side arms
were fitted with ground glass joints* One ana C connected the flask 
with a pressure source P $ the other B connected the flask with an 
open-arm manometer M by which the hydrostatic pressure forcing the 
liquid through the cell S was measured* Onto a third ana A which 
extended nearly to the bottom of the reservoir was sealed on© of 
the electrode containing glass tubes*
Medicinal nitrogen gas, which is inert, was bled from a cylin­
der into a 50-liter flask P which served as a pressure tank* The 
desired pressure was maintained by bleeding in more gas from the 
cylinder as it became necessary* The flow of the liquid through 
the streaming cell C was controlled by a pinch-clamp placed on a 
short rubber tube attached to the electrode arrangement leading 
from the streaming cell*
The pressure on the surface of the liquid in the reservoir B 
was measured with the mercury manometer M* The pressure actually 
forcing the liquid through the streaming cell C was obtained by sub­
tracting from the pressure recorded by the manometer M the pressure 
due to the water column between the surface of the liquid in the 
reservoir R and the point of emission of the liquid from the system 
(to sink)* Since the length of this water column was of the order 
of 10 cms* and since the specific gravity of mercury is 18*6* the 
correction factor in the pressure that had to be applied each time 
was of the order of 1 cm* of mercury*
The thermostat T was constructed of two concentric metal con­
tainers, properly lagged and insulated* The temperature range 
covered was 30-65° C* Heating and tenperature control were obtained 
to —0*0l°* A precision mercury relay and light bulbs were used for
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heating and temperature regulation. The streaming solutions were 
protected from the light rays. Streaming cell temperatures were 
maintained by circulating water from the bath through the jacket 
of the cell by means of a centrifugal pump. Mo temperature differ­
ential was discernible between the effluent liquid from the cell 
and the thermostated solutions.
The streaming potential set up across the capillary of the 
streaming cell was measured with a Linderaann type quadrant electrom­
eter made by the Cambridge Instrument Co. According to Lindemann 
and Keeley (75) this instrument is insensitive to tilt and is capa­
ble of a high sensitivity. The following is the description given 
by its designer.
The principle of this electrometer is the 
same as that of the quadrant electrometer; it 
consists essentially of a needle, which in this 
case really has the shape of a needle, suspended 
at its centre on a torsion fibre in such a way 
that it can rotate between four cross-connected 
plates which take the place of the ordinary 
quadrants. The important innovation is that the 
torsion fibre is fixed at both ends under tension
so that the centre of rotation of the needle is
fixed, and its rotation can therefore be deter­
mined by the motion of one end through a micro­
scope. This renders a mirror unnecessary, and 
consequently, the moment of inertia of the 
moving parts can be reduced to a minimum. Hence 
a very small torsional restoring force may be 
used without increasing the period unduly.
The ouadrant electrometer was employed to avoid polarisation 
of the electrodes, or at least to reduce polarization to an infini­
tesimal constant factor. Briggs (34) found that the ordinary 
potentiometer produced polarization due to the passage of current
while finding the null point. &e tried to eliminate this by using
liquid contacts and non-polarizing calomel half-cell electrodes
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with a capillary electrometer but he found such inadequate# The 
quadrant electrometer is a capacitance potentiometer and requires 
only an infinitesimal amount of charge flowing from the electrodes 
to charge the needle# The atmosphere inside the electrometer was 
kept dry by frequently charging with PgO§* The electrometer was 
fastened to the stage of a Bausch and Lomb laboratory microscope#
The displacement of the needle of the electrometer was determined 
by means of a scaled ocular, using a magnification of 60 times,
A diagram of the electrical arrangement required for the use 
of the quadrant electrometer in measuring the streaming potential 
is seen in Fig# 1# The electrometer 3 was connected in a balanced 
circuit to supply the needed potential to the quadrants of the 
instrument. A bank of batteries totalling 90 volts was used as 
the source of this potential# Burgess batteries were employed and 
they were connected in series in the following order: ' 7j| v., v#, 
four 7-| v.# 22ig v#, 7£ v#— a total of 90 volts# The 7^ volt batteries 
were Ho. 5540 ,f C#t batteries and the 82| volt batteries were 
Ho# 4156 #,B M batteries# A 10M ohm Xaxley variable potentiometer 
3 was then connected across each of the volt batteries on the 
ends of this series; a SOM ohm Taxley variable potentiometer 4 was 
connected across the four 7^ volt batteries in the middle# In each 
of these three circuits a knife switch was placed so that all cir­
cuits could be easily kept open except during the time of a meas­
urement# The center tap of the SOM ohm potentiometer w as grounded# 
The center tap of each 10M ohm potentiometer was attached to one
pair of the quadrants#
By this arrangement one pair of the quadrants was given a
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positive potential while the other pair was given a negative potential. 
With the potential due to the two 7-J volt batteries on the end removed 
from the quadrants by means of the 10M ohm potentiometer, the elec­
trical zero of the electrometer was brought to that of the mechanical 
zero by adjusting the SOM ohm potentiometer. After this adjustment 
had been made, the SOM ohm potentiometer was left unchanged* The 
sensitivity of the instrument was increased to the desired point by 
simultaneously increasing the potential on the quadrants by varying 
the 10H ohm potentiometers. After any change had been made in the 
potential on the quadrants, the needle was always adjusted to the 
position of its mechanical zero. To remove any influence that stray 
currents might have, the case of the electrometer was grounded. It 
was found necessary to keep the thermostat grounded also.
The electrodes of the streaming cell 1 dipped into mercury 
cups mounted on a rack which also served as a support for the cell.
The mercury cups were connected to a Fisher knife switch by heavy 
copper wires. The pole of this switch that was connected to the 
electrode leading into the streaming cell, (from the direction of 
flow of the liquid from the reservoir to the cell.) ,was in turn con­
nected by means of heavy copper wire to one of the contacts of a 
multi—point rotary switch 5. The other pole of the Fisher knife 
switch was grounded* A second contact of the multi-point rotary 
switch was connected to a source of known potential; and & third 
contact of this rotary switch was grounded. The arm of the multi­
point rotary switch was connected by means of a heavy copper wire 
to the needle of the quadrant electrometer. The rotary switch was 
used so that the electrometer could be calibrated against a known
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potential and then immediately switched to measure the unknown 
potential set up across the streaming cell* It was necessary to 
have the time of break in changing poles a minimum since the needle 
of the electrometer deflects completely off the scale when not 
grounded* Except during the time of a calibration or of a measure­
ment, the ana of the rotary switch was in contact with the grounded 
point*
The quadrant electrometer was calibrated by means of a type 
K-2 Leeds and Northrup potentiometer 7* The potentiometer readings 
were standardized with an Eppley standard cell certified to give 
1*01895 volts at 24° C. The null point was determined by a Leeds 
and Northrup galvanometer, (Type H) reflecting mirror type* A If 
volt dry cell was used as the source of the known potential for the 
calibration of the electrometer. This dry cell was connected in a 
potential divider circuit with a type-L rheostat 6 which was used to 
reduce the potential to the order of 0*1 volts. The exact value of 
this potential was determined with the potentiometer 7* To apply 
this potential to the needle of the electrometer 3, one of the poles 
of the dry cell was grounded and the other pole was connected through 
the variable contact of the rheostat 6 to the rotary switch 5 as 
depicted in Fig* 1*
$hen this potential was applied to the needle of the electroi&~ 
eter, the needle was deflected and the number of divisions of the 
deflection was read from the scale in the ocular of the microscope* 
The number of volts corresponding to each division of the scale 
could then be calculated. A deflection of approximately 10 divisions 
for a potential of 0*1 volts was found to give optimum results* At
this sensitivity potentials could be measured with an accuracy of 
approximately 0*001 volts* The magnitude of this deflection, how­
ever, could be varied by varying the potential on the quadrants.
The direction of the deflection could be reversed by changing the 
pole of the dry cell that was grounded. In the course of this 
investigation, the electrometer was calibrated against a positive 
potential if the streaming potential was positive and against a 
negative potential if the streaming potential was negative. This 
was done even though the system was found to be symmetrical, that 
is, the magnitude of deflection was independent of the sign of the 
potential*
A low range type-A Washburn conductivity cell 10 (Fig* 1) was 
used to determine the conductivity of the streaming fluid* The 
familiar Wheatstone bridge arrangement was employed to measure the 
resistance of the solution. The arrangement of the apparatus is 
shown diagraramatically in Fig* 1* A Leeds and Northrop 99,930 ohm 
resistance box 13 was used as a variable standard resistance* A 
Leeds and Northrup 10 meter wire bridge 11 supplied the other two 
resistances in the 7heatstone bridge circuit. The resistance sup­
plied by the resistance box was always adjusted to such a magnitude 
that the point of balance was near the mid-point of the bridge wire*
Since the solutions studied had a low electrolyte concentration, 
of the order of 10~^ H, they had a very low conductance. Hence, it 
was necessary to compensate for the capacity of the conductivity 
cell* This compensation was attained by connecting a General Hadio 
variable air condenser 14 across the resistance box* In case of
e  wvery low electrolyte concentratiorv*10” N and 10 N, it became
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necessary to add additional capacitance 15. The alternating current 
for the conductivity measurements was obtained from a General Hadio 
1000 cycle audio oscillator 13# A Sargent conductivity detector 
headphone 8 with low impedance was used to detect the balance point 
of the system# The sensitivity of the balance was increased by 
using a General &adio audio amplifier 9. ĵith this apparatus inde­
pendent balances on the wire bridge with a maximum deviation of 
S mm, could be made#
The cell constant of the conductivity cell was determined from 
the values of the specif ic conductance of KC1 solutions given by 
Parker and Parker (105). They found the specific conductance at 
80° C. of a solution of 0,74635 g# of &C1 dissolved in 1000 g# of 
water to be 0*001546^. A KC1 solution of this strength was pre­
pared by carefully weighing out the specified amount of previously 
dried KC1 and dissolving it in 1000 g. of specially prepared con­
ductivity water# Several readings were made of the conductance of 
this solution and the cell constant from these was 0*02485#
The platinization of the electrodes of the conductivity cell 
was entirely eliminated for this investigation# Jones and Bollinger 
(66) point out that if the solutions whose conductivities are to be 
measured are either acid or alkaline, or very dilute, or liable to 
be influenced catalytieally by the platinum, it may be advisable to 
reduce the platinization or even to eliminate it entirely# Since 
all of the solutions to be studied were dilute, since many of them 
were acid and since the egg albumin was liable to be influenced by 
the finely divided platinum resulting from platinization, polished 
electrodes were used#
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The conductivity cell was cleaned according to the method 
suggested by Morgan and Lammert (92)• At all times except during 
a measurement the electrodes were connected by a heavy copper wire* 
This was done to prevent any possible electrical asymmetry from 
developing in the electrodes. To clean the cell it was first filled 
with hot cleaning solution and allowed to stand for several minutes* 
After being emptied, it was rinsed thoroughly with distilled water 
and finally filled with hot conductivity water, and steam was passed 
through the water for about an hour* When not in use the cell was 
filled with conductivity water and tightly dosed* Before being 
used each time, the cell was emptied and carefully rinsed from three 
to six: times with the solution to be studied*
The conductivity water used in this study was prepared by 
redistilling distilled water from a blocked tin tank. A 5-liter 
round bottom Pyrex flask was used as a still and the water was 
heated internally by a 750 watt nichrome coil* This heating unit 
boiled the water rapidly and without bumping* The steam passed up 
through a Kjeldahl bulb with a baffle plate into a blocked tin con­
denser* Only partial condensation was permitted in the condenser 
so that any volatile gases present would be, carried out with the 
steam* “Pie condensed conductivity water was collected in 1-liter 
Pyrex bottles and fitted with stoppers covered with tin foil. The 
first 100-200 ml* of water to be condensed each time were discarded* 
Yfater was added to the still by means of a funnel fitted with a 
stopcock and at frequent intervals the still was emptied and cleaned. 
Since all of the solutions used in this study were prepared with 
conductivity water, the still was in operation almost continually*
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The conductivity of this specially prepared water was determined 
on several different samples at a temperature of §0° C, The specific 
conductivity of these random samples ranged from a low of 0*66 x 
K T 6 to a high of 1*28 x 10~6 with the majority around 1*0 x 10~S*
The distilled water from the tap was found to have an average spe­
cific conductivity of about S*8 x iCf^* Jones and Bradshaw (67) 
point out that for the preparation of their solutions they thought 
it best to use conductivity water, having a specific conductivity 
of 1*0 x 10“® more or less at 25° C*, which was prepared in contact 
with laboratory air instead of attempting to prepare and use •’’ultra- 
pure ** water* Since the water in this investigation had to be 
transferred about three times, adequate purity was obtained by the 
method just described*
The pH of the solutions was measured with a Leeds and Northrup 
universal potentiometer (pH meter) using a glass electrode* The 
instrument was standardized against a buffer solution obtained from 
Leeds and Northrup having a pH of 4 .00. Since the instrument needed 
to be standardized for each measurement., a large amount of buffer 
would have been required* It was found that 0*01 N HCl, although 
unbuffered, could be used as a check. &>» once each day the 0*01 
& HCl was compared with the special buffer solution and then the 
0*01 N HCl was used as & check for all the determinations made on 
the solutions*
C. Brep&ration of Solutions 
The egg albumin solutions used in the investigations reported 
in the literature have been prepared with varying degrees of elab­
oration* Briggs (24) and Abramson (1) prepared the solutions used
in their work by dissolving commercial egg albumin and filtering 
off the water-insoluble fraction* On the other hand, Bull (28) 
used fresh eggs as the source of albumin and, after removing the 
water-insoluble globulin and mucoid by dilution and filtration, 
crystallized out the albumin three times and then electrodialyzed 
the solution prepared from the thrice crystallized albumin.
Svedberg and his co-workers (119, 186, 127) used albumin solutions 
that had been electrodialyzed* By comparing the results of Briggs 
and Abramson against those of Svedberg and his co-workers, a close 
agreement was found to exist* The small pH range used by Bull made 
it unsuitable for comparison•'jpHence, in order to speed up the prog­
ress of this study, it was decided to prepare the albumin solutions.
U*JL Jlu* lilt .uliUt itby the simpler technique* I Q
Fresh Leghorn hen eggs obtained from the university poultry 
experiment station were the source of the albumin solutions used in 
this investigation* On the day that they were laid, four eggs were 
chilled and the whites were separated from the yolks* Approximately 
100 blU of egg white was obtained* This egg white was diluted to 
about 1000 ml* with cold conductivity water* The best solutions 
were obtained by having all materials cold* Gentle stirring with 
a glass rod was employed to disperse the white in the water* This 
mixture was allowed to stand in a cold place for 24 hours before 
the water-insoluble portion was removed by filtering through a 
Ho. 40 Whatman filter paper. The resulting clear straw-colored 
albumin solution, approximately 1'fr albumin, was placed in a 1 liter 
glass stoppered Pyrex glass bottle and stored in a refrigerator*
This solution was refiltered each time just before using since
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Ifoyer (12, 96} found that the vibration of the motor of a refrigerator 
induced denaturation in egg albumin solutions stored in it but that 
the denatured albumin was removed by filtering the solution through 
a So* 40 Whatman filter paper* This effect of vibration on an 
albumin solution was observed in this study. Fresh albumin solutions 
were made about every six weeks*
Solutions of the following electrolytes were prepared: HCl,
XdCl, BEL, KNOg, SCMS, Kgs04, KgCOg, KgPO^, K/efCNjg, BaCIg, PbClg,
CefNO ) , Hi (NO }., and HAuCl • In the case of the potassium salts.8 8 3 4 4
the crystals were dried and then one-tenth of a gram equivalent 
weight was carefully weighed out and made into a liter of solution 
using a volumetric flask* The PbClD solution was prepared in a 
similar manner except that only a 0,01 N solution could be prepared 
because of the slight solubility of PbClg* It was impossible to 
prepare standard solutions of the other electrolytes by this method*
So approximately 0*1 N solutions of these electrolytes were prepared 
and their exact normality was subsequently determined by appropriate 
analytical methods* Then for each electrolyte one liter of 0*01 N 
solution was prepared by careful volumetric dilution. All of these 
stock solutions were stored in 1-liter glass stoppered Pyrex bottles* 
Ho solution was made, however, until the time it was to be used in 
the investigation*
The HCl solution was standardized by four methods— titration 
against a known weight of dried pure Na^COg, titration against a 
known volume of standardized AgMQg (both Mohr’s method and Volhard’s 
method} and precipitation of AgCl from a known volume of HCl 
(gravimetric method)* The reason for making these four different
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determinations on HCl was to check the relative accuracy of the 
various methods against each other since one or more of these 
standardization techniques were used at different times throughout 
this study. The HAuCl^ solution was standardized both with respect 
to the gold and with respect to the chlorine content. A Volhard 
titration gave the normality referred to the chlorine. A back 
titration with standard O&1O4 on excess standard HgCgClj. added to a 
known volume of HAuCl^ gave the normality referred to the gold.
The results showed that the "gold chloride *7 used to prepare the 
solution was HAuCl^ and not AuClg. The Ce(NOg)g and Th(NOg)^ solu­
tions were standardized by precipitating the metal as the oxalate, 
igniting, and carefully weighing the oxide.
It was necessary to prepare the LiCl from. LigCOg as no LiCl was 
available. This was accomplished by decomposing the Li^COg with 
HCl and evaporating the resulting solution to dryness. It was nec­
essary to carry out the evaporation in excess HCl since LiCl has a 
tendency to for®, a basic salt. The dried residue was dissolved 
and diluted to one liter. One drop of 0.1 N HCl when added to 25 ml* 
of the LiCl solution gave a definite color change with methyl orange* 
indicating that the solution was neutral* The normality of the LiCl 
solution was determined both with respect to the lithium and with 
respect to the chlorine. The lithium was determined gravimetrically 
as the sulfate by treating 10 ml. of the solution with HgSO^, evap­
orating, baking, and weighing. The normality was found to be 1.2416.
*
The chlorine was determined volume trie ally by the Mohr method on 
2 ml. samples. The normality was found to be 1.2455 by this method. 
Since this solution had to be diluted over a hundred fold to form a
0*01 If solution, the average normality of 1.848 was considered 
sufficiently accurate* This dilution was accomplished by first 
preparing & 0.1 H solution and then from the 0.1 N solution prepar­
ing the 0.01 S solution.
*&ie streaming solutions as well as all the stock solutions 
were prepared from conductivity water. Approximately 800 ml. of 
the conductivity water was poured into a 1-liter volumetric flask* 
Then the requisite volume of 0.01 K electrolyte solution to prepare 
1000 ml. of solution of the desired strength was added from a SO ml. 
buret. From a pipette 1 ml. of refiltered 1$ egg albumin solution 
was added, and conductivity water was added until the mark was 
reached. After being thoroughly mixed, this streaming solution was 
stored in a 1-liter glass stoppered bottle* the amount of 0.01 If 
solution added varied from 0 to 80 ml*
For example, a sequence of streaming solutions with HCl as 
the electrolyte was prepared by adding the following number of 
milliliters of 0.01 N HCl: 0, 1, 8, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, 25, and 40.
A typical sequence for 0.01 N salt solution with a univalent cation 
is given by the following: 0, 5, 10, 15 , 20, 30, 40, 60, and 80.
With cations of higher valence, a smaller initial interval had to 
be taken. In the case of Th(N03)4 , the following sequence was used: 
0, 1, 2, 4, 7 , 13, 20, 30, 40, 60, and 80. The sequence of volumes 
was always chosen so that the interval would be small in the region 
where the greatest change in the effect of the electrolyte on the 
zeta potential occurred. This often had to be determined experi­
mentally. In the streaming potential method the concentration of 
the streaming solution is liraited because the increase of electrical
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conductivity of the solution with concentration finally prevents the 
building’ up of a measurable potential between the electrodes. After 
the seta potential of egg albumin with no electrolyte present had 
been determined several times, the 0 ml. of 0.01 Hf electrolyte per 
liter of streaming solution was eliminated from the sequence of 
solutions.
In those cases where HCl and one of the salts were added 
Jointly, the total electrolyte concentration was kept constant and 
the concentration of each electrolyte was varied. With but one 
exception, in these cases 40 ml. was the total volume of 0*01 H elec­
trolyte added* For a given sequence of such solutions the following 
number of milliliters of 0.01 N salt solution were added: 40, 89,
88, 87 , 86 , 85, 38, SO, 39, IS, and 0* Hence, the number of milli­
liters of 0*01 M HCl added were the following, respectively: 0 , 1,
3, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, 35, and 40* There were but few deviations 
from these respective volumes*
It was found that the length of time, 15 minutes or 8 days, 
between the preparation of the streaming solution and the determina­
tion of the zeta potential with that particular solution had no 
influence on the value of the zeta potential* However, to insure 
that the albumin-electrolyte system had attained equilibrium, the 
solutions were allowed to stand at least 12 hours before the deter­
minations were made. As a rule, for convenience, an entire sequence 
of streaming solutions was prepared and stored in 1-liter glass 
stoppered Pyrex bottles the afternoon before the determinations 
were to be made.
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D. Method of Making a Determination 
In order to calculate the zeta potential, it was necessary to 
measure three variables simultaneously— the potential set up across 
the capillary, the electrical conductivity of the streaming liquid, 
and the hydrostatic pressure forcing the liquid through the capillary. 
And in those cases where the influence of the pH of the streaming 
solution on the seta potential was being investigated, it was nec­
essary to measure simultaneously a fourth variable— the pH of the 
stressing solution. Since the streaming solutions were unbuffered, 
the id! of each individual solution had to be determined.
The seta potential of the egg albumin produced by each streaming 
solution was determined with two streaming cells. Ibis afforded a 
check on the results since occasionally a cell would behave errat­
ically. The maximum deviation permitted with the two cells in most 
cases was about 1 millivolt. If a greater deviation occurred, either 
the cell giving the anomalous results was thoroughly cleaned(if its 
identity could be determined from previous results)or both cells 
were thoroughly cleaned before further determinations were made.
Five different cells were compared with each other in the course 
of this study and their agreement was within the limits of experi­
mental error, (-̂ 0.5 x 10~3 volts) .
Before each sequence of determinations was begun, the streaming 
cells were thoroughly cleaned. The cell was first placed in a bath 
of hot cleaning solution for about SO minutes and moved about at 
frequent intervals in order to bring fresh cleaning solution in con­
tact with the capillary walls. After the cell had been rinsed with 
tap water, about 250 ml. of distilled water was poured through the
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cell* Then steam was passed through the cell for SO minutes to 
complete the cleaning process* White, Urban, and Tan Atta (134) 
found that glass capillaries after being thoroughly cleaned gave 
reproducible zeta potentials. The reservoir and the electrodes 
were also thoroughly cleaned before each sequence of determinations 
by using hot cleaning solution, rinsing with tap water and flushing 
with distilled water.
To insure that the walls of the capillary would be completely 
covered by the adsorbed protein, about 5 ml. of refiltered 1# egg 
albumin solution was poured through the clean streaming cell imme­
diately before the cell was fitted with the electrodes in the 
streaming line. This was found to give the same results as stream­
ing a large volume of the streaming fluid through the cell and 
materially simplified the technique. It was also found that an 
entire sequence of solutions could be run with but one preparation 
of the streaming cell. This was ascertained by carefully cleaning 
the cell each time before measuring the streaming potential for 
each solution of a sequence and comparing the values thus obtained 
with those for the consecutive determinations of the same sequence 
of solutions with but one preparation of the cell.
Also, the order in which the solutions of a sequence were taken 
was found to have no influence on the zeta potential. However, for 
the sake of uniformity, a definite order was followed. Measurements 
were made on the solutions of a sequence in the order of increasing 
concentration. In case the total electrolyte concentration remained 
constant throughout the sequence— as was true for the mixed electro­
lyte solutionr where HCl was always one of the electrolytes—
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seasTjrements were made in the order of increasing concentration of 
HCl.
It was necessary to measure the electrical conductivity 
of the streaming solution as well as the streaming potential produced 
in order to calculate the zeta potential, The Washburn conductivity- 
cell was rinsed three times and then filled with the given streaming 
solution which had been previously prepared* Then a reservoir was 
rinsed and filled with the streaming solution* Both the conductivity 
cell and the reservoir were clamped into the thermostat which had 
previously been brought to the desired temperature. By means of 
shielded copper wires the conductivity cell was connected into the 
Wheatstone bridge arrangement* The top of the reservoir was placed 
in position and then connected to the pressure source, the mercusy 
manometer, and the streaming cell which had just previously been 
treated with refiltered Ip albumin solution* The electrodes were 
fitted into the mercury cups so that the streaming cell was connected 
to the potential measuring apparatus* Pressure was placed on the 
reservoir forcing the streaming solution through the cell*
An hour was allowed for the streaming solution to attain the 
temperature of the bath and for the system to reach equilibrium in 
general* During this hour, at frequent intervals, small amounts of 
the streaming solution were streamed through the cell* Since dupli­
cate determinations were made with two cells, the second cell was 
treated with refiltered Ip albumin solution just like the first 
cell but instead of placing It in .the streaming line the emitted 
streaming solution was passed through it* Thus, the second cell 
could be reaching equilibrium along with the first cell and the
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determinations were thereby expedited. However, the capillary of 
the streaming cell was kept filled at all times, regardless of 
whether the cell was in or out of the streaming set-up, And although 
the streaming liquid passed through a short rubber tube after leav­
ing the cell, DuBois^and Koberts (43) found that the rate of contam­
ination with rubber connections was no greater than would be 
expected for conductivity water in any type of container*
In those cases where the influence of the pH on the zeta 
potential of egg albumin was being investigated, the pH of the 
streaming solution was measured while the equilibrium of the system 
was being attained. The determination was made on part of the solu­
tion that had been streamed through the cell. The pH meter was 
first standardized against a solution of known pH— either a phos­
phate buffer solution having a pH of 4 or a 0,01 N HCl solution.
After the electrodes and solution cup of the pH meter were washed 
with distilled water, dried, and rinsed with the streaming solution, 
the pH of the solution was determined.
Measurements were not made on a streaming cell until approxi­
mately 250 ml, of the streaming solution had been streamed through 
the cell. About five minutes before the taking of the readings was 
begun, the desired potential was placed on the quadrants of the 
electrometer and the switch connecting the source of current, two 
Ijt volt dry cells connected in series, with the potentiometer was 
closed. It was found that this time was necessary to permit the 
attainment of equilibrium in the respective electrical circuits.
After the potentiometer had been standardized against the Eppley
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standard cell* the value of the known potential to be placed on the 
needle of the quadrant electrometer was determined* The number of 
divisions that this known potential deflected the needle of the 
electrometer was measured by means of the scaled ocular in the 
microscope*
Following this* the electrometer needle was immediately con­
nected to the electrodes of the streaming cell by means of the 
rotary switch* the pinch dan?) on the rubber tube at the end of the 
streaming line was opened so that the solution could stream through 
the cell* and the number of divisions that the streaming potential 
deflected the electrometer needle was observed* 'Hie deflection pro­
duced by the known potential was again observed. This was followed 
by another measurement of the deflection produced by the unknown 
streaming potential. These operations were performed three or four 
times* If the different sets of readings did not check* the values 
observed were not accepted* The pressure on the manometer was 
observed as well as the distance between the level of the solution 
in the reservoir and the end of the mission tube* The height of 
this water column was converted to centimeters of mercury and sub­
tracted from the manometer reading* This was the true pressure 
forcing the streaming solution through the cell* Then the pressure 
cm the reservoir was released so that the second streaming cell 
could be placed in the streaming set-up* The same procedure was 
followed with the second cell as with the first*
In order to give some additional time for the second cell to 
attain equilibrium with the streaming solution, the conductivity of
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the streaming' solution was determined following the placing of the 
second streaming cell in the set-up. Sufficient resistance was 
placed in the line by means of the resistance box to make the bal­
ance point of the wire bridge come close to its mid-point. Suffi­
cient capacitance was placed in the circuit by means of the 
variable air condenser* and at the balance point no sound was 
detectable with the headphone using the amplifier. Three independent 
settings of the bridge were made for each resistance placed in the 
circuit and the average of these readings was taken. Also, with each 
solution, three different resistances were used in determining its 
conductivity* Very close agreement was obtained in the conductivity 
of the solutions for the three resistances*
As soon as the readings were made on the second cell, prepara­
tions were made for making determinations on the second solution of 
a sequence of streaming solutions. The conductivity cell was 
emptied, rinsed three times and filled with the new solution, and 
replaced in the thermostat. The remainder of the solution was 
placed in a second reservoir. The first reservoir was removed from 
the theraostat, the reservoir top was removed and fitted into the 
second reservoir, and the new assembly was placed in the thermostat. 
The operations for determining the values of the measurable variables 
of the electrokinetic equation were again repeated. This process 
was repeated until all the solutions of a sequence had been run.
Then a new sequence of solutions was prepared; the conductivity 
cell, the streaming cells, the electrodes, and the reservoirs were 
thoroughly cleaned; and the operations of measurement were again
repeated.
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A special streaming cell of quartz was prepared so that the 
zeta potential of egg albumin adsorbed on a quartz surface could be 
compared with the zeta potential of egg albumin adsorbed on a 
Pyrex glass surface* A short piece of 6 mm* quarts tubing was 
sealed onto each end of a 1 mm* bore quartz capillary* An outer 
Pyrex ground glass joint was connected to each end of the resulting 
quartz tube by means of a short piece of rubber tubing* DuBois and 
Roberts (AS) have demonstrated that rubber connections can be used 
in electrokinetic investigations* The quartz streaming cell and 
the electrodes were constructed so that the electrodes terminated 
within the larger quartz tube* Since measurements were made with 
the quartz cell only at 30° C., it was not necessary to have the 
capillary sealed into a condenser arrangement*
When measurements were made with the Pyrex glass streaming 
cells at one of the higher temperatures, the jacket to the stream- 
ing cell was connected with a circulating pump so that the water 
from the bath could be circulated about the capillary of the cell* 
The streaming solution and the streaming cell were maintained at 
the temperature of the bath for at least an hour before any meas­
urements were made in order to realize any effect that temperature 
might have on the egg albumin*
E. Method of Calculation 
From the values of the streaming potential, the hydrostatic 
pressure forcing the streaming solution through the streaming cell, 
and the specific conductivity of the streaming solution, the zeta 
potential can be calculated from the electrokinetic equation
s?y 4 rrn K H 
■PJD
Fundamental assumptions upon which the formula for the zeta potential 
is based include 1} the dielectric constant of the liquid in the 
region of an interface being equal to that of the liquid in the 
bulk and equal to that of water for dilute electrolyte solutions* 
and 8) the viscosity of the liquid remaining constant for dilute 
electrolyte solutions and being equal to that of water in the bulk# 
Since both the dielectric constant and the specific viscosity 
are temperature dependent, it was necessary to obtain their value 
at the desired temperature. According to the International Critical 
Tables (SB) the dielectric constant D of water can be calculated by 
the use of the following equation
D « 80 - 0.4(t - 80°) 
where t is the temperature in degrees Centigrade, The specific 
conductivity of water at the same temperature was read from a table 
in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (57) • Since most of the 
determinations in this investigation were made at 30° C*, the defi­
nite relationship between the zeta potential and the three measurable
variables at this temperature is calculated below. Thus, the dielec­
tric constant has a value of 76 and the specific viscosity is 
0,008007 poises.
A H  calculations with the electrokinetic equations must b© 
made with c. g, s. electrostatic units since the electrostatic 
equation
ID T ^   cr4*rcT
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enters Into 'the derivation of the equation for the zeta potential 
and the other equations contain the zeta potential as one of the 
variables. In order to convert the streaming potential in volts 
to electrostatic units It Is necessary to divide by 300. To convert 
the pressure in centimeters of mercury into the absolute unit of 
dynes, it is necessary to multiply by the specific gravity of
mercury, 13*6, and by the gravitational constant of 981 dynes. The
11specific conductivity in reciprocal ohms is multiplied by 9 x 10 
to convert it to electrostatic units. Then, since the value of the 
seta potential thus obtained is in electrostatic units, it is nec­
essary to multiply by 300 in order to obtain the value in volts.
Urns,
4-irq/f>/ „ 4 x 3.1416 x 0.008007 x 9 x 1011 x 300 KH 
W  ~ 13.6 X 981 x 76 x 300 X "p"
- 8.931 x 104 x ̂
~P
where both the zeta potential T  and the streaming potential H 
are expressed in volts, the specific conductivity K is in reciprocal 
ohms, and the pressure P  is in centimeters of mercury. The value 
of this constant at 40° is 7.733 x 104; at 50°, 6.849 x 10% at 55°,
6.504 x 10% at 56°, 6.443 x 10% at 57°, 6.380 x 10% at 58°,
4 o 4 o 4 o6.331 x 10 i at 59 , 6.250 x 10 j at 61 , 6.155 x 10 j and at 65 ,
5.954 x 104. These are the temperatures at which the zeta potential 
was determined in order to study the effect of tenperature upon the 
electrokinetic properties of egg albumin.
The density of the charge on the albumin surface can be calcu­
lated from the equation
J J U B A X2000 r IT c; ( e"^ At - / )
which can be rewritten as
CT - I N D A T  
2000 TT
For purposes of this study it was necessary to determine the 
constants of this equation only once since the effect of the nature 
and the concentration of all electrolytes was studied at a single
since N  * 6*023 x 1Q2°, J) * 76, -A * 1*381 x 1Q“^S, T  * 808*1,
where <Lj is the concentration and Z, is the corresponding valence 
of the cation species in moles per liter, Cj is the concentration
per liter, and J* 3-s ihe seta potential produced for that particular 
streaming solution*
In ease the cations and the anions of the electrolyte are uni­
valent as in the case of EC1 or KCl plus PJC1, the equation for the 
charge density reduces to
temperature, 80° C. Thus, the general expression for the charge 
density becomes
<r= 17*63 */o4 £  CjCe"*8 z+*zt> T  ^
and € * 4*808 x 10“^* Or, this equation can be written as
CT= /• 7*63 *10
And ?. is the corresponding valence of the anion species in moles J
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4. ,  / - 3 8.Z+8Z* r 3S. z48i(*TCT=/7463*/0 s/c Ĵe + «
wher® c is the total electrolyte concentration* In these equations, 
it is to be remembered that the zeta potential y is expressed In 
volts and the concentration c is in moles per liter* The charge 
density <T thus calculated is in st at coulombs. To convert stat- 
coulombs to coulombs it is necessary to divide by 8 x 109. But 
since the charge density in statcoulombs is as significant as it 
would be in coulombs, the conversion was not made*
The equation relating the thickness of the diffuse double 
layer to the zeta potential and the charge density is
n>
6 - 4  ircr
!?hen the constants are evaluated, the thickness cf in centimeters 
is given by
cf  ̂ 2 .0/6 a /0 £ -f-
where the zeta potential T  is in volts and the charge density cr 
is in statcoulombs* The proper factors for the conversion of the 
units is included in the constant factor*
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The geta potential that was produced by the various streaming 
solutions at the adsorbed albumin-aqueous solution interface was 
calculated for each streaming solution from the sinrultaneously 
measured values of the streaming potential set up across the capil­
lary, the hydrostatic pressure forcing the streaming solution 
through the capillary, and the specific conductivity of the stream­
ing solution. The calculations were greatly facilitated by the 
fact that the constant of the equation had been determined for 
each temperature at which measurements were made. Hence, to evaluate 
th/ seta potential it was necessary only to divide the product of 
the constant, the streaming potential in volts and the conductivity 
in reciprocal ohms by the pressure in centimeters.
After the value of the zeta potential was known, it was possi­
ble to calculate the density of the charge on the layer of adsorbed 
albumin. The calculations of the charge density were not nearly 
as straightforward as the calculations of the zeta potential since 
it was necessary to evaluate two or more exponentials. However, 
since such calculations were made only for a temperature of 30° C. 
and since all the constants of the equation were previously evalu­
ated, the work of computation was reduced to a minimum. Then, it 
was a very simple matter to calculate the thickness of the double 
layer from the corresponding values of the zeta potential and the 
charge density. It was necessary only to multiply the quotient of 
the zeta potential and the charge density by a constant.
In Table I is found a tabulation of the experimental results 
of the study of the effect of temperature on the zeta potential at
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an adsorbed albumin-aqueous solution interface* Since all measure­
ments were made in duplicate, that is, by using two streaming cells 
with each streaming solution, both results and their average are 
recorded* Measurements were made at the following Centigrade tem­
peratures: 30°, 40°, 50°, 55°, 56°, 57°, 53°, 59°, 61° and 65°*
This data is presented graphically am Fig. 8 where the seta potential 
is plotted against the pH of the streaming solution* In all of the 
graphs presented the size of the points represents the margin of 
error* Since the temperature effect was very slight, only the curves 
for 80° and 50° are given* The zeta potential-pH curves for the 
other tenperatures lie somewhere between those for 30° and 50°, the 
points being so close together when all the temperatures are plotted 
that the entire space Is nearly filled* The specific conductivity 
of the streaming solutions is plotted against the concentration of 
HCl in the solutions at 30°, 40°, 50°, 55° and 65° in Fig, 4* In 
this series of experiments the total electrolyte concentration was 
kept constant at 0.0004 N* The range of pH was obtained by varying 
the relative ausounts of 0*01 N HCl snd 0*01 N LiCl*
The effect that the concentration of the albumin in the stream­
ing solution had on the zeta potential was studied for solutions 
4 x 10-4 N in HCi and LiCl at a temperature of 80° • The number of 
milliliters of If refiltered egg albumin solution used per liter of 
streaming solution were 1, 2, 5 and 10* The results are tabulated 
in Table II* The zeta potential vs. pH curves for the different
albumin concentrations are found in Fig* 5* The buffer action of 
the egg albumin with increasing concentration is clearly brought
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out in Fig. S where the pH of the streaming solution is plotted 
against the logarithm of the number of milliliters of 10 N HCl 
solution per liter of the streaming solution*
Since the Isoelectric point of the egg albumin as determined 
in the above-mentioned investigations was different from the iso­
electric point of egg albumin reported in the literature (4, 96#
121# 180), determinations were made using a quartz capillary as the 
adsorbing surface for the protein and, also, determinations were 
made using albumin solutions prepared from commercial egg albumin 
obtained from Elmer and Amend. In Table III is found a tabulation 
of the results of these determinations. The effect of the adsorb­
ing surface is graphically presented in Fig. 7 where th© zeta 
potential at the interface is plotted against the pH of the stream­
ing solution for both Pyrex glass capillaries and quartz capillaries. 
The effect of the source of the albumin is graphically presented 
in Fig. 8 where the zeta potential is plotted against the pH for 
both fresh egg albumin and commercial egg albumin. The significance 
cf these results will be discussed in the next chapter.
To complete the study of the isoelectric point of egg albumin 
the LiCl used to maintain the total electrolyte concentration was 
replaced, by other electrolytes. KC1, KCNS, PbCl;~>, Th(N0.)4 and 
RAuClq were used. However, in the case of Th(N0^)4 and HAuCLg. the 
range of the pH was so small that the change of the seta potential 
with pH has no significance. In the case of HAuCl^ it was found 
that a protein complex was formed which undervent photodecompo­
sition In the presence of sunlight. The electrokinetlc properties
S4
of the photodecoisposed complex were found to be different from those 
of the undeconjpoaed complex* Tables IV and V contain the tabulated 
results of these experiments* The effect of KC1, KCNs and PbClg on 
the isoelectric point of the albumin are compared with LiCl in 
Fig* 9 by plotting the zeta potential against the pH*
In Fig. 10 zeta potential vs. concentration of HCl curves for 
the data of Tables IV and V are plotted* Fig. 10 does not bring 
out the influence of th© nature and the concentration of each elec­
trolyte on the zeta potential, but merely compares the influence 
of each electrolyte studied with HCl and depicts the change in the
zeta potential in the transition from a solution 4 x 10“^ N in the
-4electrolyte to a solution 4 x 10 N in HCl where the total concen- 
tration of HCl plus the other electrolyte is 4 x 10 H.
In order to determine the influence of the nature and th© con­
centration of the various ion types on the zeta potential of egg 
albumin, a series of determinations were made using variable con­
centrations of but one electrolyte in each sequence of streaming
solutions* The concentration of electrolyte in each sequence
£ranged from 0 to 8 x 10 x H except for HCl where the maximum concen-
—4tration was 4 x 10 N. The following electrolytes were used in 
this study: LiCl, HCl, HiiuCl4, BaCl2* FbClg, Ce(MG3)o and Th(N09)4*
Univalent, bivalent, trivalent and tetravalent cations and a heavy 
anion are represented in the above electrolytes* The results of 
this study are tabulated in Table VI* In Fig. 11 is found the zeta 
potential vo* concentration curves for the data contained in 
Table VI* These curves very definitely bring out the influence of
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both the nature and the concent rat ion of the ion on the zeta 
potential.
Table 71 and Fig* 11 deal primarily with the influence of the 
cations of various valence types on the zeta potential. In order 
to study the influence of the various valence types of anions, a 
series of electrolytes were used in which the cation was held the 
same but the anion was varied. The following potassium salts of 
univalent, bivalent, trivalent and tetravalent anions were studied: 
KC1, KCN5 , KNOg, K2S04, K?C03, KgP04 and K4Fe{CN)6* Table VII 
contains the tabulation of the results of this series of determi­
nations* In Fig* 13 the zeta potential is plotted against the 
electrolyte concentration for each of the potassium salts. In 
order to see how the specific conductivity of the streaming solution 
varies with increasing electrolyte concentration, in Fig. 13 is 
plotted the specific conductivity against the electrolyte concen­
tration for KCl, KgP04 and Ce(NOg) T h e s e  curves are representa­
tive of the curves obtained from the results of all the electrolytes 
investigated*
Then from the data recorded in Tables I, IV, 7, 71 and VII, 
the charge density and the thickness of the double layer corres­
ponding to each experimental point on the zeta potential vs. con­
centration of electrolyte in the streaming solution were calculated. 
These calculations were made only for those runs made at 30°. The 
following electrolyte sequences are represented: HC1, LiCl, HAuCl^,
KCl, FCN5, KS09b KgS04, %C0g, KgP04, K4Fe(CN)6, BaClg, PbCl2, 
Ce(^03)3* Th(N03)4, HC1 ♦ LiCl, HC1 + HAuC14, HC1 + KCl, HC1 + KCNS, 
H d  + FbClg and HC1 + Th(N0g)4* The results of those solutions for
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which all the ions of the electrolyte are univalent are tabulated 
in Table VIII. in case the electrolyte contained a polyvalent ion 
the results are tabulated in Table IX. The zeta potential, the 
charge density and the thickness of the double layer are then 
simultaneously plotted against the concentration of the electrolyte 
(or the concentration of HC1 in the case of the mixed electrolytes) 
for each of the electrolyte sequences mentioned. These curves are 
seen in Figs. 14-35. Finally, in order to bring out the relation­
ship that exists in these streaming solutions between the concen­
tration and the ionic strength, the zeta potential, the charge 
density and the thickness of the double layer are all 
plotted on the same graph against both the concentration and the 
ionic strength in Fig* 36.
In the tables that are presented the various columns of figures 
are numbered instead of being given an explicit title. The signif­
icance of these numbers is now explained. For Tables I-VII the 
legend is as follows:
1 stands for the pH of the streaming solution,
2, the specific conductivity of the streaming solution x 105,
3, the pressure in cms. of Hg for hhe first streaming cell,
4, the streaming potential of the first cell in volts x 103,
5 , the zeta potential of the first cell in volts x 103,
6 , the pressure in cms. of Hg for the second cell,
37 , the streaming potential of the second cell in volts x 10 ,
Q, the zeta potential of the second cell in volts x 10*,
9, the average zeta potential of the first and second cells in 
volts x 103,
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10, the number of milliliters of 0.01 N electrolyte solution per 
liter of the streaming solution (in case of a mixed electrolyte 
where the total concentration is constant this has reference to the 
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T  x 10*
9
Ave. T  x 10®
10
HC1
6*86 5.68 11.8 -34.35 -10.49 9.5 -19.08 -10.18 -10.84 0
6.38 5.46 11.7 -13.09 - S.4S 13.4 -15.21 - 5.54 - 5,50 1
6*00 5.44 14.7 -10.80 - 3.96 12.8 - 9.44 - 3.58 - 8.57 1.5
5.80 5.39 14.4 - 5.24 - 1.75 18.3 - 6.54 - 1.72 - 1.74 2
5.78 5.44 11.1 - 4.18 - 1.88 9.3 - 3.53 - 1.87 - 1.85 2,5
5.11 5.53 10.9 +11.30 + 5.11 13.3 -16.78 + 6.22 + 5,67 3.5
4.74 5.90 6.7 +16.75 +13.18 10.3 +26.55 +13.70 +13.44 5
4.39 6.60 7.5 +36.05 +30.45 3.3 +81.95 +21.85 +20.80 8
4.04 7.97 5.0 +18.30 +26.05 9.0 +32.40 +25.60 +25.83 12
3.76 9.95 9.7 +39.20 +26.85 6.5 +21.05 t37.80 +37.33 18
3.65 12.72 11.8 +28.50 +87.40 9.5 +24.95 +29.80 +28.60 27
3.46 16.88 7.4 +14.96 +30.30 5.5 +10.46 +28.60 +39.40 40
TABU I (b)
Influence of Temperature on Zota Potential .
















T x  10s
9
Avc. r x 10®
10
mi
6.90 6.78 11.1 -28.05 -10.88 12.5 -25.30 -10.00 -10.34 0
6.SO 6.58 9.6 -11.00 - 5.77 10.4 -12.00 — 5.83 - 5.80 l
6.17 6.47 7.8 - 7.11 - 4.87 7.8 - 7.84 - 5.08 - 4.94 1.5
5.93 6.44 9.7 - 5.19 - 2.63 10.5 - 6.51 - 3.03 - 2.88 2
5.70 6.44 8.7 - 2.69 - 1.54 9.6 - 8.63 - 1.88 - 1.71 2.5
5.41 6.55 7.8 + 2.48 ♦ 1.61 3.5 + 8.87 + 1.71 + 1.66 8.5
4.78 6.89 6.8 +12.88 +11.35 7.4 +17.85 +12.85 +12.10 5
4.45 7.64 10.5 +86.90 +30.70 11.4 +40.20 +20.00 +20.75 8
4.33 8.53 9.8 +32.90 +23.50 10.0 +37.15 +24.60 +24.05 12
3.90 10.90 7.8 ♦25.20 +37.20 8.7 +38.60 +37.70 +27.45 13
3.65 14.70 6.6 +17.90 +80.90 7.5 +19.75 +29.90 +80.40 27
S.47 18.45 5.8 +12.90 +81.70 6.4 +14.50 +32*40 +32.05 40
TABLE I (e)
0 Influence of Temperature on Zeta Potential
















X x  ID®
9
Avef T x  10®
10
m i
6*90 7*60 6*4 -18*40 -10*90 5.8 -18,88 -11,95 -lit4® 0
6*27 7*59 10.9 -12*78 — 6.05 10,0 -18.OB - 6,77 — 6*41 i
6*20 7.62 9*0 - 9.81 - 5.68 8.8 - 9,88 — 5.33 - 5,76 1,5
5.84 7,64 10,8 - 7.45 — 3.60 11.7 - 7.18 - 3. IS - 8.39 2
5*63 7*59 8*9 - 1.86 - 1.08 11,9 - 8.6? - 1.16 - 1.12 2,5
5*25 7*59 10.8 ♦ 7.07 + 8.56 11.1 ♦ 8,90 + 4.15 + 8,86 S»5
4*93 7*95 8*8 *15.25 + 9.42 8,0 +14.88 + 9.70 + 9.56 5
4*44 8*95 7*8 +24.50 +30.50 7.8 +88,15 +32.10 +21.80 8
4.XS 10.45 14*6 +58.75 +28,55 18.4 +51.45 ♦27.40 +27,98 12
3*86 13*75 13.0 +41.55 +80.20 13.0 +44.40 +29.30 ♦80.00 18
3.67 16.28 10.8 +30.80 +31.70 11.4 *32.75 +32.00 +81.85 27
3.45 21.80 9.4 +21.54 +88.40 10.1 +33.90 +84*40 +38.90 40
TABUS I (d)
Influenes of Temperature on Zeta Potential














H x U >8
3
T x  10®
9
Av«. T x 10s
10
HOI
6*90 8.35 8.7 -19.30 —IS.08 9.2 —20.15 -11.78 -11.89 0
6.89 3.33 8.4 -11.35 - 7.88 7.7 -10.08 - 7.00 - 7.18 I
6.30 3.30 6.1 - 7.55 - 6.60 7.4 - 3.32 — 6*35 — 6.48 1.5
6.00 8.15 10.0 - 8.06 - 4.88 10.8 - 9.10 - 4.46 - 4.87 2
5.60 8,10 8.9 - 1.89 — 0. 32 9.8 — 1.34 - 0.72 - 0.75 2.5
5.15 3*16 7.8 ♦ 3.75 + 5.95 3.6 +10.20 + 6.30 + 6*18 3.5
4.93 8.54 6.3 +11* 90 +10.03 7.6 +14.87 +10.05 +10.05 5
4.55 9.30 8.6 +26.35 +18.50 9.6 +23.70 +18.10 +18.80 8
4.18 10.80 7.1 +27.30 +37.00 7.7 +29.30 +26.75 +26*88 IB
3.90 13*20 9.0 +29.30 +88.00 6.8 +23.40 +29.60 +88.80 18
3.60 17.05 7*7 +33.38 +32.30 8.4 +83«00 +30. S5 +81.28 27
8.40 23.15 6.7 +14.90 *33.10 7.5 +17.90 +34.40 +38*25 40
TABLE I (•)
96° C. Influenceof Temperature on ZetaPotential 4 x 10“* If HC1 ♦ UCl
1 8 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10pH k x 10* Pcm. H x 10* Tx 10s pcm. HxXO8 T X 10* Ave. r  x 10* HOI
6.40 8.37 8.2 -11.10 — 7 . 30 8.8 -11.70 - 7.16 - 7.33 0
4.18 8.32 9.1 - 9.89 - 3.83 10.0 -11.10 - 5.95 — 5.88 1
5.78 8.38 8.1 - 8.70 - 3*44 9.0 - 5.20 - 3.08 - 2.76 2
5.25 8.31 6.7 + 8.98 + 8.18 7.8 + 8.98 + 2.92 + 3.05 3
5.00 8.52 8.0 +11.93 + 8.18 3.9 +14.90 + 9.20 + 8.69 4
4.70 3.94 6.8 +17.00 +14.89 7.5 +18.60 +14.25 +14.83 5
4.32 9.85 6.4 +33*00 +21. 80 5*5 +18.56 +21.40 +21.60 7
4.05 11.25 4.9 +18.58 +37.55 5.8 +19.85 +27.10 +87.38 10
3.87 13.60 8.9 +29.53 +29.00 10.0 +33.90 +29*60 +29,30 15
3.70 17.14 7.8 +21.65 +80*60 8.8 +84.10 +30.30 +80,40 35
3.45 22.60 6.9 +15.88 +88.45 7.7 +17.55 +33.15 +38*80 40
57° C.
TABLE X (f)
Influence of Temperature on Zeta Potential
4 * XCT4 H HCl ♦ UCl
1pH 8k x 10® 8Pcm. 4H x 10® 5r x io8 6Pcm. 7H x 108 6Tx 10* 9Ave. T x 10® 10HCl
6.90 8.55 6.6 -14.88 -12.80 6.8 -15.62 -12.55 -12446 ©
6*54 8.62 5.8 -10.05 - 9.58 6.4 -11.48 - 9*87 - 9*70 1
5.98 8.44 9.1 - 7.95 - 4.70 9.9 - 7*66 - 4*16 - 4*48 %
5.SO 8.42 8.8 ♦ 4.12 + 2.52 8.0 + 4.08 + 2*̂5 ♦ 2*7© S
5.16 8.56 9.8 *11.49 + 6.40 10.6 +11.90 ♦ 6*14 ♦ 6 *27 4
4.9S 8.78 6.1 *10.80 + 9.87 6.7 ♦11* 28 ♦ 9*35 + 9*61 %
4.49 9.68 8. S *24.75 +17;27 9.6 +39.95 +18.55 +17.91 7
4.31 10.72 7.8 *26.55 +28.80 8.6 +23.60 +22.85 +23*08 10
8.99 12.52 6.6 *21.65 +26.25 7.5 *24.50 +36*10 ♦26*18 15
3.70 16.52 7.8 *22.10 ♦29.87 3.3 ♦84.85 ♦29.75 *39.81 35
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6.75 8.75 7.5 -16.48 -12.20 6.8 -14.31 -12.06 -12.13 0
6.89 8.68 8.9 -12.68 -7.80 9.8 -13.18 - 7.38 - 7.59 1
5*S8 8.46 8.8 - 1.65 - 1.01 7.9 - 1.47 - 1.00 - 1.00 %
5*40 8.52 7.0  ̂8.81 ♦ 6.79 7.5 + 9.34 + 6.78 + 6.75 8
5.14 8.57 7.1 +11.57 + 8.85 6.5 +11.11 + 9.28 + 9.07 4
4.81 3.82 9.4 +25.10 +14.90 10.3 +25.46 +13*80 +14.85 5
4.21 10.88 9.0 +34.85 +25.37 8.1 +30.35 +84.58 ♦24.95 7
4.07 11.34 7*2 +24.25 +23.45 8.0 ♦85.80 +82.95 +28.45 10
3.90 13.08 6.9 +34.25 +29.10 6.2 +22.75 ♦80.85 +39.73 15
8.70 16.67 5.4 +15.80 +30.85 4. S +14.20 +81.30 +31* 03 85
S.S3 23.10 8.7 +19.05 +32.00 9.5 +21.40 +33.90 +82.45 40
TABLE I (h)
Influence ot Temperature on Zeta Potential .















r x  I©8
9
Ave* T x 10*
10
HOI
7.28 3.89 9.6 .89.93 -17.80 8.9 —23.00 -17.40 -17.89 0
ft .64 8.64 3.3 -18.64 -11.47 9.8 -19.96 -11.08 -11.39 1
6.09 8.58 10.8 — 9.80 - 4.88 9.7 — 8.11 — 4.50 - 4.89 2
5*60 8.98 10.7 + 5*21 + 3.61 11.6 + 4.30 + 1.95 + 2.28 8
5.06 8.73 11.7 +22.55 +10.38 10.5 ♦18.48 + 9.63 +10.10 4
4.70 9.33 9.3 +38.04 +17.72 9.8 +28.58 +16.94 +17.89 5
4.47 9.97 9.6 +33.80 +21.88 8.2 ♦37.00 +30.60 +31*04 7
4.30 11.10 7.8' +38*55 +25.45 8.S +28.65 +24.00 ♦84.78 10
8*96 13.50 7.5 +23.00 +39.20 6.8 +25.05 +38.86 +29.03 15
8.67 16.25 8.0 +34. 36 +81.00 8.3 +35. 88 ♦39.90 +80*45 25
8.44 33.78 7.8 +16.61 +82.45 6.7 +15.48 +32.95 +83.70 40
TABLE I (1)


















Av«. T x 10*
10
m 2
7.02 S* 94 10.5 -26.15 -13.70 9.8 -23.40 -14.23 —14« 00 0
6*60 Be 90 10.1 -12.08 -10.82 10.1 -22.55 —11.22 -10*77 i
6 4 SO 3.63 9.6 -10.13 - 5.60 8.8 — 9.58 - 5*79 - 5+70 %
5.52 3*93 10.4 ♦ 8.19 ♦ 4. S3 9.7 ♦ 3.09 ♦ 4.59 ♦ 4*41 3
5.12 9.14 10.4 ♦17.97 ♦ 9*74 9.1 ♦16.14 + 9*96 + 9*85 4
4-82 9.44 10.2 ♦25.48 +14.50 9.1 +28.07 +14.74 ♦14*62 5
4*65 9.79 10.8 ♦27.19 ♦15.89 8*7 ♦33.20 +16*07 ♦15*98 7
4*37 11.08 S.0 ♦28.69 ♦20.18 7.3 +20.70 +19*34 +19*71 10
4.01 13.10 11.9 ♦88.17 ♦25.90 10.9 +37.98 ♦28*10 ♦27.00 15
S. 70 17.26 9.8 t28.10 +30.43 10.4 ♦30.60 ♦31*30 ♦SO* 06 25

























7.S8 9.59 9.0 •37.38 •13.03 7.7 •22.80 •16.90 -17.48 0
6.46 9.47 10.7 •19.31 •10.30 10.0 -18*95 - 9.93 -10.09 1
6.1? 9.40 8.9 •13.15 - 8.18 10.0 -13.70 - 7.66 • 7.97 2
5.82 9.40 10.6 - 7.01 - 8.70 10.7 - 7.01 • 3.68 • 8.69 3
5.87 9.38 9.8 4 5.63 + 8.35 10*3 ♦ 5.91 + 8.81 ♦ 8.23 4
4.90 9.63 3.6 +16.05 ♦10.78 9.0 ♦18.95 ♦ 9* 98 ♦10.38 5
4.50 10. 35 7.5 +21.73 +17.85 7.9 ♦21.80 ♦16.53 ♦17.19 7
4.21 11.38 7.4i +24.20 ♦23.18 6.7 ♦21.65 ♦81.90 ♦28.04 10
4.08 13.13 a.i ♦37.13 ♦36.20 8.3 +28.65 ♦25.48 ♦25.84 15
3.78 17.60 7.5 +31.35 ♦39.85 7.0 ♦19.50 +29.10 +89.43 m




Influence of Temperature on zeta Potential
3 X 10"* Nf HC1 ♦ LiCl
1 a 3 4 9 6 7 a 9 10
pH k x 10s Pcm* H x 10® r  x io8 Pem* H * M 8 T x  108 Ave. T  x 10® HOI
6*80 S* 94 12.1 -47.60 • 9*98 10*7 -41.00 - 9.78 • 9.® 0
6*0? 8*79 11*1 •15*53 • 8*43 9.7 •16*12 • 4*14 • 8.31 1
5*40 8*86 10*3 ♦ 8.18 ♦ 1*93 13*0 ♦ 7.95 ♦ 1.69 ♦ 1.80 2
5*10 8.06 10*7 ♦37*35 ♦ 6*95 11.3 ♦88*05 ♦ 7*48 ♦ 7.19 8
4*74 S* 86 9.9 +88,05 ♦10.00 12*0 +88# 90 ♦ 9.78 + 9.87 4
4*54 8*64 10*8 ♦89*80 +11*98 11. S ♦44*10 ♦12.18 ♦12,08 3
4*89 4*80 10.6 ♦43*80 ♦17*27 9*6 ♦44.80 ♦17.50 ♦17,89 7
4.01 5*19 8.5 ♦89*60 ♦21*60 9*2 ♦45*10 ♦22.70 ♦28,05 10
s.as 6.81 n.g ♦46.10 ♦25.00 10*1 ♦41*10 ♦24*80 ♦24,90 15
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/  (VARI ABLE H C L )
1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8
CONCENTRATION OF H C L  (N XIO**)
3.2 36 4.00.80.4
FIG.  4
TABLE n  (a)
Influence of Albumin Concentration on Zata Potential .
80° C. * x 10“* H HC1 ♦ UCl




















6.54 5.37 9.9 -18.58 i- 8.97? 9.0 -17.38 — 9.25 - 9*11 0
6.27 5.36 10.1 -10.13 - 4.71 11,2 -10.78 - 4.50 - 4.60 1
5.45 5.27 10.0 + 1.87 + 0.6S 9.3 + 1.37 ♦ 0.70 + 0.68 2
5.05 5.49 10.0 +14.93 + 7.30 10.9 ♦15.38 ♦ 6.90 ♦ 7.10 3
4.80 5.78 9.6 +81.40 +11.30 8.6 +30.85 +18.16 +11.83 4
4.60 6.09 9.0 +24.65 ♦14.90 10.0 +86 . 05 +14.17 +14.54 5
4.40 6.64 8.4 +86.10 ♦18.42 9.3 ♦87.55 +17.58 +17.97 7
4.18 7.57 8.6 +29.00 +88.80 9.2 +28.80 +21.15 +31.98 10
3.90 9.30 10.6 +34.50 +26.70 9.3 +29.85 +25.95 +86.32 15
S. 58 12.43 10.0 +26.20 +89.10 9.3 +24.46 +89.10 ♦29.10 25
3.33 17.30 8. 8 +17.18 +30.15 9.6 +19.30 +30.63 ♦30.39 40
TABLE XI (b)
Influence of Albumin Concentration on Zeta Potential
80° C. 4 * 10“* n HC1 ♦ UCl


















Ave. T x 108 10mx
6.65 5.57 11.8 -17.68 - 7.76 10.1 -15.19 - 7.46 - 7.61 0
6.45 5.53 10.6 -11.80 - 5.53 11.3 -18.OS - 5.51 - 5.52 i
6.10 5.S9 10.8 -10.10 - 4.50 9.6 — 3.38 - 4.70 - 4.60 2
5.68 5.51 10.5 - 8.44 - 1.14 11.7 - 2.44 - 1.02 - 1.08 3
5.40 5.49 10.1 ♦ 6.87 + 3.04 11.5 ♦ 6.98 ♦ 3.97 + 3.00 4
4.95 5.73 9.7 ♦16.78 + 8.82 11.0 +16.85 + 7.84 + 8.83 5
4.75 6.30 11.8 +83.70 +11.10 8.1 +18.42 +12.60 ♦11.85 7
4.80 7.16 8.8 +24.55 ♦18.90 10.1 +89.05 +18.41 ♦18.65 10
4.00 8.85 10.1 +38.60 +25.50 8.7 +26.95 +24.43 +84.98 15
3.73 10.91 9.4 +26.00 +86.95 10.9 ♦88.65 +85.60 +26.38 25
8.50 16.98 11.4 +23.00 +30.60 9.4 +19.14 ♦30.90 +80.75 40
TABLE ZI (o)
Influence of Albumin Coneantration on Zata Potential
90° C« * x W T 4 BHC1 ♦ UCl





















7;58 6.78 11.8 -24.86 -18.48 9.7 —23.15 -13.83 -13.62 0
7.1S 6.80 10.8 -19.69 -10.0B 11.6 -20.S3 - 9.70 - 9.88 1
6.89 5.75 10.0 -17.78 - 9.10 9.2 -16.83 - 9.08 - 9.09 2
6.67 5.71 10.4 -15.61 - 7.65 11.8 -16.40 - 7 .47 - 7.56 3
6.55 5.93 10.2 —12.61 - 6.53 9.3 -11.08 - 6.89 - 6.40 4
5.84 9.78 10.8 0.00 0.00 n. s 0.00 0.00 0.00 5
5.13 6.29 12.3 +11.10 + 5.06 11.4 +11.78 + 5.78 + 5.42 7
4.05 6.69 9.8 +83.90 +14.97 10.9 +85.15 +13.75 +14.1$ 10
4il7 7.07 llil +81.62 +18.30 9.8 +21.35 ♦13.72 +13.01 15
Si 79 9.67 8.6 +21.12 +81.20 9.5 +80.70 +18.80 +20,00 25
8.50 14,20 10.0 +19.00 ♦84.10 9.1 +16.54 +88.04 +28.57 40
TABU II (d)
Influence of Albumin Concentration on Zeta Potential
80® C. 4 x 10"* tl HC1 ♦ UCl
















T  x io8
9
Are. T x  10*
10
HC1
7.70 6.86 9.4 -20.75 —13.52 10.3 -22.30 -13.20 -18.36 0
7.85 6.91 11.0 -20.60 -11.58 10.1 -16.81 -10.28 —10.93 1
7.01 6.90 10.8 -17.60 -10.04 9.3 —14.50 - 9.60 - 9.82 2
6.80 6.82 10.3 -17.87 -10.80 11.2 -18.00 - 9.80 -10.05 3
6.7? 6.79 11.8 -13.28 - 9.76 9.9 -14.33 - 8.76 - 9.26 4
6.55 6.68 10.9 -15.39 — 8.40 11.7 -14.49 - 7.8? - 7.88 5
6.30 6.45 10.8 -12.11 - 6.46 10.0 -11.46 - 6.60 - 6.53 7
5.5? 6*34 9.0 - 2.01 - 1.36 CO•o* -8.01 — 1.16 — 1.21 10
4.48 8.00 8.7 +88.72 ♦30.30 9.1 ♦35.34 ♦19.88 ♦20.09 15
3.94 11.11 8.4 +19.30 ♦33.80 7.5 ♦16.33 ♦81.60 +22.15 25
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FIG.  6
TABU III (a)
Effect of Adsorbing Surface on Zeta Potential .
80° C. A * 10 H HC1 ♦ UCl



















6*96 5. 61 8.6 -31.60 -18.60 8.0 —80.15 -12.60 0
6*64 5.51 10.1 -19.00 " 9.35 10.9 -80.45 — 0.85 1
5,95 5.43 11.? - 7*78 — 3. S3 10.7 - 7.80 - 3.39 2
5*41 5.40 9.2 ♦ 1.49 + 0.78 10.0 — 3.08 - 0.98 3
5.11 5.59 9.4 ♦ 9.90 + 5.15 7.9 + 6.56 + 5.41 4
4.71 5.8? 9.2 +18.85 +10.40 10.1 +83.48 +11.68 5
4.43 6.4? 8.8 +33.85 +15.88 7.7 +20.55 +15.40 7
4,Si ?.45 8.5 +85.08 +19.60 9.6 +89.30 +S0 * 2,5 10
S.98 9.06 3.4 +32.85 122.04 7.6 +80.93 +82*98 15















Effect of Adsorbing Surface on Zeta Potential 4 x 10** N HC1 + UCl 












9.5 -28.35 —12.48 8.3 —80.45 -11.89
10.7 -18.92 - 8.70 10.1 -17.62 - 8.58
10.3 -11.98 - 5.65 10*2 —12*80 - 6.03
10.9 - 2.56 - 1.17 11.7 - 8.87 - l.U
10.5 + 8.84 + 4.13 9.3 + 8.96 + 4.49
9.9 +16.75 + 8.66 11.1 +17.61 + 8.13
10.0 +26.75 ♦15*08 8.8 +24.80 +15.88
6.9 +23.80 +21.97 7.8 . +24.80 +20.50
7.0 +21.60 +23.07 5.9 +17.50 +82.20
8.3 +22.25 +27.85 9.1 +81.10 +24*1©








E F F E C T  OF ADSORBING SURFACE
H C L  +
3 2
2 8





O P Y R E X  G L A S S
5 8 6-2 6.6 7.04.6 5.0 5 44.03-4 3.8
F I G .  7
TABLE ZZ1 (o)
Effect of Albumin Source on get* Potential 30 C. 4 x KT4 If HC1 > LiClCommercial Albumin
1 2 3 4 5
pH k x 10® ^csu H x 108 rxuaP
6.60 5.48 16.3 -40.00 -12.00
6.13 5.37 7.6 -13.70 - 8.83
6.10 5.37 12.8 -31.05 - 7.89
5.83 5.36 11.7 -13.70 — 5.20
5.2a 5.43 13.6 > 7.18 > 3.76
5.15 5.S0 3.5 ♦ 8.45 > 4.37
4.80 5.83 10.9 >33.30 >10.60
4.44 6.81 9.7 >31.05 >19.50
4.05 s. a 6.4 >30.30 >26.50
5.83 10,10 10.6 >33.40 >28* 18
3.65 IS,19 9.5 >35.10 >81.00







9 «Ave. T x 10
10
HC1
9.5 -24.33 -12.63 -12.33 0
6.0 -12.05 — 9.62 - 9.14 1
7.5 -lS.30 - 8.63 — 8*27 1.3
10.8 -11.98 — 5.30 - 5.85 2
U.1 > 3.64 > 2.46 > 2.61 2.8
8.8 > 9.20 > 5.14 > 4.7$ 3.-3
10.1 >83*70 >18.18 >11.40 3
9.1 >32.40 >81.60 >20*55 8
7.9 >29.00 >87.00 fSS.?3 13
9.7 >81.60 >89.40 >28.79 18
8.6 >88.70 >38*30 >31.65 87
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Influence of Electrolyte on Isoelectric Point .












T  X 108
9
Ave. T  x 1
U.O -17.91 — 9.91 10.2 -16.99 -10.11 -10*01
9.9 - 9.63 - 5.86 11.5 -11.46 - 6.00 — 5.98
11.8 — 0.96 — 0.52 10. 2 - 1.01 - 0.60 - 0.5S
9.3  ̂7 . 06 ♦ 5.80 8.7 + 7.68 ♦ 5.40 ♦ 5.30
11.5 ♦18.04 ♦ 9.89 10.4 +16.69 ♦10.11 +10.00
12.3 ♦80.03 ♦16.50 11.1 ♦28.38 ♦17.06 ♦16.78
10.7 ♦89.64 ♦19.88 9.9 ♦26.85 ♦19.42 +19*05
11.9 ♦35.00 ♦23.35 10.8 +82.53 ♦23.85 ♦28.60
10.7 ♦29.84 ♦25.53 9.6 ♦27.14 ♦25.84 ♦25.68
11. S ♦87.74 ♦27.65 10.7 ♦25.47 ♦28.05 ♦37.85
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Influence of El.otrolyta on Isoaloetrlo Point
















Ave. T  x 10®
10
Ml
5.65 6.33 7.6 ♦ 5.14 + 3.85 9.3 ♦ 7.19 + 4.18 + 4.03 0
3.49 6.33 3.0 ♦ 6.17 ♦ 4.39 8.9 + 7.04 ♦ 4,50 + 4.45 1
5. 81 6.41 3.0 ♦ 9.65 + 6.90 7.0 ♦ 7.23 + 5.92 ♦ 6.41 2
4.95 6.63 3.3 ♦12.68 + 8.52 9.3 +12.45 + 7.92 + 8,22 3
4.63 6.86 8.5 +15.58 +11.20 7.8 +14.71 ♦11.56 +11.33 4
4.50 7.10 8.9 +18.42 +13.11 9.9 +21.50 +13.77 +13.44 5
4.36 7.66 7.9 +16*89 +14.61 6.9 +15.00 +14.89 +14.75 7
4.09 8.5S 8.6 +20.00 ♦17.34 9.3 +31.43 +17.68 +17.76 10
3.80 10. OS 7.2 +16.68 ♦20.73 6,7 ♦16.38 +21.05 +21.29 15
3.60 13.93 3.0 +17.15 +24,75 3.6 +19.30 +35.90 +25*83 25














K GNS  
PB CL  2-10






















Ave. T x 10®
10
m:
3*50 14.09 10.9 -16.12 -18.60 10.4 -16.39 -19.80 —19.20 0
3.51 14.20 3.6 -11.53 -16.99 9.5 -11,98 -15.95 -16.47 2
3e 53 14.44 11.2 -13.07 -13.90 10.5 -11.40 -14.00 -13.95 5
3.50 14.98 9.5 - 6.70 — 9.42 11.4 - 7.81 - 9.15 - 9.89 10
3.51 15.80 10.0 + S.51 + S.54 9.3 + 2.63 + 3.97 + 3.76 20
3.53 16.40 3.4 ♦ 5.30 ♦ 9.24 10.1 + 6.91 +10.00 + 9.53 25
3.51 16.89 11.6 + 8.95 +11.61 10.7 + 7.78 +10.95 +11.28 30
3.48 17.19 8.3 ♦ 7.88 +13.74 9.5 + 8.95 +14.40 +14.07 33
3.50 17.42 10.8 til.88 +17.10 10.1 +10.86 +16.72 +10.91 35
3.43 17.50 9.2 +17.15 +29.15 10.2 +20.17 +30.95 +30,00 40
TABLE V (b)
Influence of Electrolyte on Zeta Potential
80° C. * at 10“* N HOI ♦ HAnCJ*


















Ave. T x 10®
10
HC3
3.52 14.31 8.6 -81. ML -32.83 7.6 -18.97 —32.40 —88*62 0
3.50 15.33 9.0 <•30.60 -31.40 9.8 -32.90 -33.10 -31.75 1
8.51 13.58 8.6 -19.40 -31.32 8.0 -17.70 —30.64 -30.93 2
8.53 15.44 9 . 2 -19.50 —39.20 10.0 -21.40 -29.45 -29.83 3
3.50 I d .  2*7 9.5 —30.10 -29.00 8.5 -17.95 —28.80 -28>90 4
8.48 15.64 10.1 -19.80 -27.40 10.9 -21.06 -27.00 -27.20 5
8.5 2 1 5 . 3 3 8 . 4 -14.52 -23.78 7.5 -12.23 -22.40 -23.09 7
8.58 16.12 9 . 0 -10.42 -16.70 9.8 -11.92 -17.50 -17.10 10
3.50 15.80 11.1 - 7.81 - 9.92 10.4 - 6.96 - 9.44 - 9*68 15
3 . 4 8 16.98 9.5 + 1.29 + 2.06 10.1 + 1.27 ♦ 1.91 ♦ 1.99 25
8 . 4 3 17.50 9.3 +17.15 ♦39.15 10. 2 ♦20.17 +30.85 ♦30.00 4 0
TABLE 7 (e)
Influence of Eleotrolyte on Zets Potential .
















T x  108
9
Ave. T x  IO8
10
HCj
3*80 10.50 9.9 *►57 • 00 +53.90 8.9 +50.55 ♦53.25 +93*58 0
3*7? 10*70 9*6 ♦54.70 +54.40 10*4 ♦59.20 ♦94.40 754*40 1
3*78 10.88 8.7 +48.SO +58*60 7.8 +42.85 ♦53.13 +53.33 8
3*76 10.82 9*4 ♦58*50 ♦54.95 10*8 +56*79 +53*25 +54.15 3
8*78 10.91 9.7 ♦53.15 +98.30 8*7 +48.60 +54.45 +53.38 4
3*74 11*06 8*1 +48*80 ♦53.30 8*8 +48.50 +54.35 +53.88 5
3.78 11*12 10.2 +55*80 +58,70 9.3 +49.35 +53.SO +53.50 7
8*70 11.44 7.8 +48.80 +58.40 8.4 +44.15 +53.70 +58,55 10
8*68 13.10 9*5 +46,50 +58.80 8.5 +41.25 +51.80 +52*20 15
3*55 18.81 10*1 +37.95 1 40 * ĝt 8.1 +80,83 +46.10 +46*28 89







T O T A L  E L E C T R O L Y T E  
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FIG. 10
TABUS n (a)

















Aw. T X  108
10
LiC]
1*045 U.S -160.1 -18.89 10.3 -143.8 -13.90 -13.18 5
1.70 9.8 - 91.80 —15. l8 10.0 - 98.00 -14.88 -15.00 10
8. 85 11.4 - 76.55 —14.08 10.5 - 74.33 -14.80 -14.45 15
8*95 8.8 - 43.60 -14.73 9.7 - 51.70 -14.30 -14.46 30
4.81 11.8 - 38*79 -13.00 10.3 - 85.90 -18.08 -18.04 30
5.40 8.8 — 83*95 -18.58 9.7 - 34.18 -11.98 -13.38 40
7*93 11.0 - 17.99 —11.58 10.3 - 16.07 -11.04 -11.81 60
































Ave, T  x
0*41? 11.3 -265.8 - 8.78 9.8 -208.5 - 7.98 ** 8,84
0,44? 10.8 - 97.50 •* 3.83 11.2 -106.0 - 8.78 - 3.80
0*59? 9*6 - 90.40 - 3.01 10.1 • 94.60 * 4.99 - 5.00
0.848 U.1 ♦ 77.05 + 5.25 12.0 + 84.15 + 5.80 + 5.87
1* 26 12.1 + 97.55 ♦ 9.08 10.4 ♦ 88.28 + 9.55 + 9,82
1*69 8.7 + 66.60 *11.58 9.6 + 76.55 ♦12.04 +11.81
3*64 11*4 + 77.80 *16 • 10 10.3 ♦ 78.00 ♦17.88 +16.74
3*93 10.8 ♦ 64.75 +81.04 11.9 + 72.05 +21*14 +21.09
5.94 12.2 + 54.00 +33.45 11.0 + 30.70 +24.40 +38.98
8*61 9*3 + 33.88 +27,38 10.5 + 36.30 +26,60 +37.00
17*38 11*9 + 33.18 +30.05 11.0 ♦ 22.82 +81.10 ♦80.57
table; vi (q)








0. 39S 7.5 -287.4
0*475 9*4 -162.3
0*657 10.5 - 58.00
1.91 10.0 + 78.30
4.17 9.7 ♦ 39.98
5.9? 9.8 + 15.18
8*07 10.8 + 4.78
10*80 8.6 — 6*90
18*84 10.4 - 14.70
19 .94 10.9 — 11.59








- 7.32 10.5 -189.3
- 2.96 9.3 - 57.50
+13.38 U.0 + 84.50
+11.50 8.9 + 89.05
+ 6.35 10.6 + 16.00
+ 3.13 10*2 + 3.43
- 7.74 9*2 - 7.48
-17.47 9.3 - 12.58
—18.29 9.9 - 9.76
-18.60 9.0 - 7.78
HAuC14
8 9 10
T  x 10® Ave. T  x 10® HAuCl^
—10.65 —10.63 0
- 7.65 - 7.44 1
- 3.44 - 3*20 2
+18*10 +13*24 5
+12.15 til. 33 10
+ 8.04 + 8.15 15
+ 8.44 + 2.81 20
- 7.84 - 7.79 30
-18.40 -18.94 40
—18.81 -19.55 60













T  x 108
6
P<m.
0.711 9.1 -178.8 -12.47 10.1
1.17 10.8 -126.0 -12.90 9.3
1.94 12.3 - 04.75 -11.98 11.0
2.71 10.2 — 49.90 -11.81 9.8
3.46 11.8 - 40.05 -10.95 10.S
4.97 12. 2 - 27.05 - 9.34 11.1
€.51 9.7 - 14.60 - 8.79 9.0
9.72 10.S - 10.05 — 3.28 10.0
12.60 11.2 - 8.24 - 8.27 10.3
BaClg
7 B 9 10
H x 108 T  x 10S Aire* T  x 10® B&Glg
■193.0 -12.25 -12.86 2
■116.7 -13.11 -18.00 3
■ 30.00 -12.58 -12.30 10
• 43.90 -18.07 -11.94 15
’ 36.60 -10.77 -10.86 20
* 24.95 - 9.97 - 9.90 30
> 13.96 - 9.00 - 3.90 40
• 9.90 - 3.39 - 8.41 60
• 7.09 - 7.59 - 7.98 m
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TABLE VI (#)









1.10 9.7 - 30.50
1.86 11.0 - 14.91
2i67 10.8 - 5.54
3.43 8.3 ♦ 1.18
5. OS 10.5 ♦ 4.49
Si 4? 8.4 + 5.65
9.85 11.1 + 6.86








- 6.60 10.6 •114.1
• 5.10 8.7 • 88.54
- 2.25 8. 3 • 10.15
- 1.28 9.4 - 4.84
♦ 0.41 9.0 ♦ 1.09
♦ 1.92 9.9 ♦ 4.72
♦ 8.$8 9.2 ♦ 5.78
♦ 4.7l 10.8 ♦ 6.26









- 6.18 • 6*39 3
- 4.1S — 4* Si 5
- 2 .08 • 2.14 10
- 1.10 • 1.19 15
♦ 0*87 ♦ 0.39 20
♦ 2.14  ̂2.02 30
* 8.64 + 8.71 40
♦ 5.08 * 4.90 60
♦ 9 M 5.66 $0
104
TABLE VI (f)









T  x IQ3
6
ĉra.
0*531 10.7 -148.0 - 7.16 9.8
0*674 10.9 -100.9 - 5.57 9. 8
0*917 10.4 - 53.10 — 4.1S 9.5
1*35 9.2 - 87.00 - 3.54 10.8
1.83 11.2 - 9.35 - 1.36 10.3
2.78 10.8 - 1.72 - 0.40 9.4
S.99 9.7 ♦ 3.24 * 1.19 8.7
0*18 9.9 + 4.55 * 2.18 11.0
7.04 11. S ♦ 5.75 ♦ 3.42 10.5
9.88 9.2 * 4.62 * 4.42 10.0
e.(»o8)8
7 8 9 10
H x 10® T x  10* Aw* f x 10* C*(H08)8
-140.4 - 7.44 - 7*20 1
- 87.50 — 5.66 - 5.62 2
- 54.10 — 4.66 * 4.42 4
- 31.00 — S.62 - 8.58 7
— 11.38 - 1.81 — 1.59 12
- 1.63 - 0.43 - 0. 41 30
■+ 2.64 + 1.08 + 1.13 30
f 5.27 + 2.22 ♦ 2.17 40
♦ 4.75 * S. 04 ♦ s. as



















T  x 108
9
Ave. T x 108
10
Th(SOg
0,594 9.0 -163.8 - 9.45 3.2 -147.8 - 9.22 - 9.42 1
0.578 10.8 ~129.6 * 6.50 11.0 •OQL8.0 - 5.51 - 6.00 2
1.08 9.5 >868.5 >26.75 3.6 >289.7 >26.87 >26.81 4
8.09 10.1 >820.4 >40.70 11*3 >235.5 >33.86 >89.78 7
8i 75 9.6 >184.8 >47.00 8.7 >125.9 >43.40 +47.70 12
6il4 9.7 > 91.80 >51.85 10.7 > 99.00 >50.65 >91.25 20
3.58 9.0 > 61.80 >52.10 8.1 > 54.55 >51.54 >51.33 30
10.71 10.0 > 54.90 >52.50 11.0 > §9.60 >51*80 >52.10 40
14*33 10.8 * 39.40 >48.85 10.2 > 37.g§ >48*75 >48.55 60


















V A R I A B L E C O N C E N T R A T I O N
<D TH ( NO 3) 4 
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BA CL  
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® LI CL
© H AU C L 4
3 4
C O N C E N T R A T I O N
F I G  I I
TABU VII (a)
Effect of Electrolyte Concentration on gcia Potential
30° C. KOI
Influence of Anions of Potassium Salts
2 8 * 3 6 7 8  $ 10
k x 10® ĈBl. H x 10s r x 10® ^cm. H X 10® r  x 10s Ave. r * 10® KC1
1.21 9,1 *-109.3 -18.94 8.2 -99.90 -14.34 -14.09 9
2.1* 10,9 * 73,80 -13.88 11.9 -82.50 -18.87 -IS. 89 10
2,96 10.6 - 30*50 —12,53 9,3 -45.60 -18.48 -18.63 15
3.^5 10.8 • 40.25 -11.42 11.8 —41.45 -11.79 -11.98 20
3,23 10.8 - 22.00 -10,00 9.4 -21.87 -10.93 —10.46 20
$,93 10.7 - 13.81 -10.95 11.3 -19.40 -10.84 -10.99 40
10,13 9,9 - 11.17 -10.20 8.9 - 9.88 -10.04 -10,12 60
13.4© io. a — 8.35 - 9,8© 11.3 - 9.05 - 9.58 - 9.69 8©
§
TABLE V H  (b)
Effect of Eleetrolyte Concentration on Z«ta Potential
80° C. K M
Influence of Aniona of Potassium Salts
3
k x 10®
8^om. 4H x 10® 5r x 10s 6P0BU 7H x 10® 8r x io8 9Ave. T x 10® 10mm
1.85 11.1 -148* 3 -IS.43 10.0 —ISO.5 -15.78 -15.58 5
8.19 10.6 - 84.50 -15.58 9.7 - 78.15 -14.74 -15.16 10
S.00 9.7 - 44.75 —12. 85 8.7 - 42.05 -13.95 -13.65 15
3. 84: 10.7 - 83.45 -13.00 11.6 — 40.33 -13.07 —18 .03 20
5.34 10.0 • 82*75 —11.96 10.4 - 28.30 -11.91 -11.88 30
7.16 3.9 - 14.36 -10.69 9.8 - 16.31 -10.85 -10.67 40
10.73 18.8 — 16.89 —11.80 13.8 - 15.01 -11.70 —11.75 60
14.80 10.5 — 10*24 -12.86 11.3 - 10.57 —11.96 —is*is 80
hoto
TABLE VII (a)
Effect of Electrolyte Concentration on Zeta Potential
80° C. KHO-
Influence of Anions of Potassium Salts
£ 8 4 5 6 7 8  9 X 0
k x 108 ^cau H x 10® r  x ios ^om. H X ID3 r  * io8 Ats. T x  I®8 KHOj
1.14 13.4 -1S7.5 ~H. 28 11. S -133.9 -11.89 -11.57 5
3.00 11.3 • 84.43 *18.45 10. 8 - 78.00 -18*91 -13.48 10
3.80 13.3 - 68.95 -14.13 11.4 - 69.80 -15.19 -14.66 IS
3.65 11.1 - 53.15 -15.59 10.2 - 48.10 -15.33 -15.47 20
5.S3 13.3 - 84.70 —13.41 11.3 - 31.80 -13.19 -13.30 30
6.77 10.6 - 32.**5 -13.97 9.7 — 21.90 -18.65 —l3.31 40
9.7l 13.2 - 17.19 -13.31 11.5 - 17.38 -13.08 -18.68 60




Effect of Electrolyte Concentration on Zeta Potential
80° C. KeS04
















Av»« T x 10®
10
h Bi
1.88 18.0 -143.9 —Is,70 11.8 -iss.o -18.97 -13.84 5
08 10,S - 88.55 -13.58 9.7 - 38.30 -15,97 -15.75 10
8*8? 18,7 — 71*80 -14.48 11.3 - 69.20 -15.08 -14.88 IS
3.7§ U.O - 43.95 -13.87 10.1 - 43.50 -18.97 -18.68 30
5*38 13,4 - 36.18 -12.93 13.2 — 84.10 —13 .42 —13•18 30
7.01 11.4 - 38.73 -13.01 10.5 — 21*63 -12.90 -18.95 40
10.18 13.7 - 17.88 -13.33 11.6 — 16.25 -18.78 —12,53 60
13.34 13,9 — 13,88 —11*90 18.0 — 12.54 -11,49 —11.39 m
80° C.
TABUS m  (•)
Effect of Electrolyte Concentration on Zeta Potential 














Aw* T x l O 1
10
KfcPa!
1*63 9.4 ♦131#1 ♦18*61 8.6 -118.9 -19,17 -18.89 3
2.54 11,9 ♦ S3*50 ♦16.85 10.6 ♦ 76.50 ♦16,35 -18.60 10
3.41 9,8 ♦ 52.90 ♦16 *41 9,1 - 50.95 ♦17 * 04 -IS.78 15
4*8? 12.0 - 49,53 ♦16.10 10,9 ♦ 46 * 25 ♦16.56 —10.33 SO
6,30 13,6 — 36 .03 ♦16.08 11.3 ♦ 88.40 ♦15.93 ♦16,00 SO
8,03 10,9 - 25.15 ♦16.55 10.0 ♦ 32.05 ♦15.80 -16.18 40
11,92 11.5 ♦ 17,32 ♦16,02 10.8 ♦ 16 • 80 -16.58 -16.30 60
15.43 13,4 ♦ 13,54 ♦16.00 12.6 - 14.31 ♦16.20 —16•10 80
TABU r a  (f)
Iffeat of Electrolyte Concentration on Zete Potential
80° C.


















1*05 11.6 *848.5 •80.10 10.7 -338.8 -20.35 -20.23 5
1.88 9.5 *141.4 -84.30 10.3 —144.2 -38.78 -28.49 10
8.40 11.8 *184.2 -32.60 13.9 ~lS5•0 -22.40 -32.50 15
8.08 9.5 - 74.05 *81.43 10.8 - 85.93 —21.70 -31.36 20
4.64 12.6 - 67.40 *32.15 11.4 - 39.85 -21.50 -81.83 SO
5.84 18.1 * 52.70 *30.95 13.0 - 48.20 -20.95 -20.93 40
@.86 is.g - 35.20 -20.00 12.3 - 81.65 —19.12 -19.56 60
11.88 12.1 * 23.08 -18.48 11.5 — 21.04 -13.50 -13.48 @6
TABLE VII (g)
Effect of Electrolyte Concentration on Zeta Potential
30° C. KgCOg














r  x io8
9
Ave* T x  10S
1<
KgC<
1.13 10.3 -387.3 —33.00 9.3 -282.5 —34.45 -38.73 5
a. os 9.5 —106»9 —38* 35 9*4 -126.8 -85* 00 -34.18 10
3,95 13.9 <*103*8 -31.07 13.0 -106.7 -33.41 -23.24 15
3*33 10.1 - 6.8.30 -21*40 10.9 - 65.65 -88.45 —21. 88 20
5*77 13.9 - 46.50 -18.61 11.9 - 45.90 —19.33 -19.22 30
7*80 10.8 - 38*99 -19.09 11.2 - 31.87 -19.31 -19.80 40
ii.oa 18.1 - 38*85 -16 • 87 12*1 — 21*90 -17.90 -1?;38 60









































The legend for table VIII is as follows:
41 stands for the concentration expressed as moles per liter x 10 (concentration of HC1 in the case of a 
mixed electrolyte); or C x lo\
2 y— 22, the square root of the molarity x 10 or vC x 10 *
4 4S* the ionic strength x 10 or M x 10 ,
8 &4, the average ceta potential in volts x 10 or T x 10 t
5, 8.824886 x IQ-8 I D or £ ,
, , 3.834826 X 10"2jr| , „ $6, log • 1 or I09 er ,
„ 3.834836 x 10~SI Tl7, e ' or er ,
-3*824826 x 10~S|T| -g8, e or € ,
q 3.824826 x 10~2) Tl , -3.824826 x 10~ZITl 99, e _______________ * e__________________ -sy or e + e -c. t
10, * 10”S<rl ♦ e-8.S24836 X 10-3/r/ . , orJe!^*-Z ,
11, 1.7463 /C x 104,
12, the charge density in electrostatic units or CT , and
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Evaluation of Charge Density and Thickness of Double Layer ,
30® 0. HftnDl4
1 2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9 10 U  12 13
xlO4 adO2 adO4 adO3 xlO4 adO6
C Sc m r e B/09 e e* e ‘ 9 -9 / e '9 e+e.-z ve +e-i /.7 443^c <J~
0*1 0.3162 0*1 - 7*44 0,28456705 0*12359 1,3292 0.7523 0,0815 0.2855 55.21 - 15.76 9.52
0*2 0.4472 0.2 * 3.20 0.12239443 0*05316 1.1302 0.8848 0.0150 0.122S 78.08 - 9*56 6,76
0,5 0,7071 0*5 +13*24 0.50640696 0.81993 1.6593 0.6027 0*2620 0,5119 123.46 + 63,20 4,22
1.0 1,0000 1-0 +11.83 0.45247692 0.19651 1.5722 0*6361 0,2083 0,4564 174,60 + 79.69 2,99
1.5 1.2247 1.5 + 8.15 0,31172332 0.13538 1.3658 0.7322 0,0980 0.3131 213*83 ♦ 66*95 2,45
2,0 1*4142 2*0 + 2.81 0.10747761 0.04668 1,1135 0,8981 0.0116 0,1077 246,92 + 26.59 2,13
3*0 1*7321 3*0 * 7.79 0,29795390 0,12940 1,3471 0.7423 0,0894 0*2990 302*42 — 90.42 1.74
4.0 2.0000 4.0 -18*94 0*64792552 0*28140 1.9116 0.0231 0.4347 0*6593 349,20 -230.23 1.48
5.0 2.4495 6.0 -18.55 0*70950522 0,30813 2.0330 0,4919 0.0249 0*7245 427,68 -309.85 1,21




































o.s 0.7071 0.5 -14.09 0,53891798 0,23405 1.7142 0,5834 0.2976 0,5455 123.48 - 67.36 4.22
1.0 1.0000 1.0 -13.25 0.50678945 0,22010 1.6600 0.6024 0*2624 0.5122 174.63 - 89.45 2,99
1*5 1.2247 1.5 -12,63 0,48307552 0.20980 1,6211 0.6169 0,2380 0,4879 213.87 -104,35 2,44
2*0 1.4142 2.0 -11.58 0.44291485 0.19236 1*5573 0.6421 0.1994 0.4465 246,96 *110.2? 2.12
3.0 1.7321 3.0 -10,46 0,40007680 0*17375 1,4919 0.6703 0.1622 0.4027 302.48 -121.81 1*73
4.0 2.0000 4.0 -10,59 0.40504907 0.17591 1.4994 0.6669 0.1663 0.4078 349,26 -142,42 1.50
6.0 2.4405 6,0 -10,12 0.38707239 0.16810 1,4727 0.6790 0,1517 0,3895 427.76 -166,@1 1.22
8.0 2.8284 8.0 « 9,69 0.37062564 0.16096 1.4486 0,8903 0.1389 0,3727 493,92 -184.08 1.06 131
TABLE Tilt (•)
30° G.
Evaluation of Charge Density and Thickness of Double layer
KCUS
X 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
lio4 xlO xlO4 xlO3 *104 xlOS
c /C M r ? toy e e e e+c-z 1.7 4b3/C (r <T
0*5 0.7071 0.5. -15.58 0.59590789 0.25880 1.8147 0.5511 0.3658 0,6048 123,48 - 74,68 4,81
1.0 1.0000 1.0 -15.16 Q,57984362 0.25182 1.7858 0.5600 0.3458 0.5880 174,63 —102,68 2.98
1,5 1.2247 1.5 -12.65 0.48384049 0.21013 1.8223 0.6164 0.2387 0.4886 213,67 -104.50 2.44
2.0 1.4142 2.0 -12.03 0,46012557 0.19983 1.5343 0.8313 0.2155 0.4642 246,96 —114*64 2,12
2.0 1.7321 3.0 -11.88 0.45438933 0.19734 1.5752 0.6348 0.2100 0.4583 302.48 -136.63 1.73
4.0 2.0000 4.0 -10.67 0.40810893 0.17724 1.5040 0.6649 0.1689 0.4110 349,26 -143.55 1,50
6,0 2.4495 6.0 -11.75 0.44941708 0.19518 1.5674 0.6380 0.2054 0.4532 427,76 -193.86 1.22




Dfaln&tion of Charge Density and Thickness of Doable %yer
C. * » 3
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 u 12 13
ElO4 xlO2 xlO4 xlO3 3d04 xio6
c v'c M  r e , elog e Pe e e ~P ̂ e i- e -z xfT ^ TV e + e. -z /.7463/c <r 6
0.5 0.7071 0.6 -11.57 0,44253237 0.19219 1.5566 0.6424 0.1990 0.4461 123.48 - 55.08 4,23
1,0 1.0000 1.0 -13.48 0,51558654 0.22392 1.6746 0.5972 0.2718 0.5213 174.63 * 91.03 2.99
1.5 1.2247 1.5 -14.66 0.56071949 0.24352 1.7520 0.5708 0.3238 0.5682 213,87 —131.52 2,43
2.0 1.4142 2.0 -15.47 0.59170058 0.25697 1.8070 0.5534 0.3604 0.6003 246.96 -148.25 2.10
3.0 1.7321 3.0 -13.30 0.50870186 0,22093 1.6632 0.6013 0.2645 0.5143 302.48 -155.57 1.72
4.0 2.0000 4.0 -13.31 0.50908434 0.22109 1.6638 0.6010 0.2648 0,5146 349.26 -179.73 1.49
6.0 2.4495 6.0 -12.62 0.48269304 0.20963 1.6204 0.6171 0,2375 0.4873 427,76 -208.45 1.22




c o m  nit ig)
Evaluation of Charge Density and 7hleten«»§ of Oaahla layer





























4*0 2*0000 4.0 « 5.50 0,21036543 0.09136 1.2341 0,8103 0,0444 0,2107 349,2 - 73.58 1 51
11 11 ii - 3.57 0,13654629 0.05930 1,1463 0.8724 0,0187 0,1367 11 - 47.74 1 51
11 it m - 1.74 0.06665197 0.02890 1.0688 0.9356 0.0044 0.0663 11 « 23.15 1 52
11 it »* 4* 5.67 0,21686763 0.09418 1.2422 0,8050 0,0472 0,2173 ! t «*■ 75.88 1 51
i1 it 11 413.44 0,51405661 0.22325 1.6720 0,5981 0,2701 0,5138 t f +179.42 I 51
11 it it 420.80 0.79556381 0.34551 2.2157 0.4513 0.0670 0.8167 1 I +285,19 1 47
» 5 if i» 425.83 0,98795256 0,42906 2.6857 0.3723 1.0580 1.0286 i i +359.19 1 45
1 t ft it 427.33 1,04532485 0.45398 2.8443 0.3516 1.1969 1.0930 11 +361.89 1 44
1 8 it it 428,60 1.09390024 0.47507 2,9859 0,3349 1.3208 1.1493 11 +401,34 1 A AtE"3B







*mi& n u  (h)
Evaluation of Charge Density and fhiclmeaa of Doufcla Layer
4 6 10
2  X 1 0 * *  *  BB l ♦  U C 1
XI 12 13
xlO3





• 3.81 0.14572587 0.06329 1.1569 0.8644 0.0213 0,1459 246.93 - 36.03 2.13
♦ 1.80 0.06884687 0.02990 1.0713 0.9334 0.0047 0.0686 1 1 + 16.94 2.14
+ 7.19 0.27500499 0.11943 1.3165 0.7596 0,0761 0.2759 1 f + 68.13 3.13
♦ 9.87 0.37751033 0.18395 1,4586 0.6856 0,1442 0,3797 f t + 93.76 2.12
4-12.08 0.46203898 0.20066 1.5873 0.6300 0.2173 0.4662 1 f +115.11 2.12
*17.39 0.66513724 0.28887 1.9448 0.5142 0,4590 0,677© t t +167.29 2.10
*22.05 0.84337413 0.36627 2.3242 0,4303 0.7545 0.8686 f I +214,47 2.07
+24.90 0.95238167 0.41361 2.5919 0,3658 0.9777 0.9888 1 1 +244.15 2.06




Evaluation of Charge Density and Thickness of Double layer






























4,0 2.0000 4,0 -10,01 0.38286608 0.16628 1.4665 0,6819 0.1464 0.3653 349*2 -134,51 1.50
11 1 1 1t - 5,93 0,22681218 0.09850 1,2546 0.7971 0.0517 0.2274 t i - 79.41 1.51
11 1 » »i - 0,56 0.02141903 0,00930 1,0216 0.9789 0.0005 0.0224 »i - 7.82 1.44
11 1 1 11 4* 5,30 0,20271578 0.08804 1.2247 0,8165 0.0412 0.2030 11 + 70.89 1,51
t i 1 1 * i 4-10.00 0,38248260 0.18611 1.4659 0,6822 0.1481 0,3848 11 +134.37 1.50
! 1 I 1 11 +16.?8 0.64180580 0.27873 1,8999 0.5263 0,4262 0.6528 11 +227.96 1.48
1 1 I 1 19,65 0.75157831 0.32641 2,1204 0.4716 0,5920 0*7694 it +268,67 1.47
1 f I 1 »i 4-23,60' 0.90265894 0.39202 2.4662 0.4055 0.8717 0.9337 »i +326.05 1.46
t t 1 I 11 +25.68 0.98221532 0,42657 2.6704 0.3745 1,0449 1.0222 »t +366.95 1.45
% I f 1 11 +27,85 1.0652140 0.46262 2.9015 0.3446 1.3461 1.1183 ii +389.81 1,44




]2valuatloa of Charge Density and 
I S  6 7
Thickneea of Double layer ,
4 * icf* ir soi ♦ s m s













a.oooo 4*0 * 7.66 0.29298167 0.12724 1,3404 0.7460 0.0964 0,2939 349.30 -►102.63 1.60
* t 11 * 5.99 0.22910708 0.09950 1*2576 0.7952 0,0627 0,2296 11 i 80.18 1.51
1 1 11 + 0.88 0,03365847 0.01462 1.0342 0.9669 0.0011 0,0332 11 + 11.59 1.53
t i % t ♦ 3.20 0,12239443 0.0S316 1.1302 0.B848 0.0150 0.1225 11 + 42,78 1,51
* 1 11 ♦ 8,52 G.32587818 0.14153 1.3853 0.7219 0.1072 0.3274 11 +114.33 1.50
1 1 11 ♦11.09 0.42417320 0,18422 1.5283 0.6543 0.1926 0,4273 11 +149.21 1.50
f S M +16,20 0.61962181 0,28910 1,8582 0.5382 0.3964 0.6296 tl +219.86 1.49
11 11 +22.30 0.85293620 0,37043 2.3456 0.4261 0.7727 0.8790 11 +306.95 1.46
1 t 11 +28,45 1,0881630 0.47258 2.9688 0,3368 1.3056 1.1426 11 +399.00 1.44
1 1 II +29.25 1,1187616 0.4858? 3.0611 0.3267 1.3878 1.1781 11 +411,39 1.43
127
TABLE 7IXI (k)
Evaluation of Charge Density and Thickness of Double layer *
30° 0. 4 x  v f  n HOI * H*a01
1 3 3 4 5 6 7
dO4 XlO2 xlO4 xlO3
c Vc A< r 6 i e .... lo9 e e*
4.0 2.0 4.0 -19,20 0.73436659 0.31893 2,0841
11 11 11 -16.47 0,62994884 0.27358 1,8775
11 »i 11 -13.95 0.53356323 0.23172 1.7050
11 i i t % - 9,29 0.35552634 0.15432 1,4267
11 i s t 8 + 3.76 0.14381346 0.06246 1.1847
11 11 « 1 * 9.62 0.36794826 0.15980 1.4448
tt 11 I t *11,28 0.43144037 0.18737 1.8395
i < 1 t M *14.07 0.53815302 0.23372 1,7129
1 4 1 ! 1 ! *18.91 0.64677808 0,28089 1.9094
No Photodecojuposition




e* ■6 -sete-2 1*/?+ e*-2 m e 3 «/c cr 6
0,4798 0.5639 0,7509 349.20 -262,21 1.48
0,5326 0.4101 0,6404 11 -223.63 1.48
0.5865 0,2915 0,5399 11 -188*63 1.49
0.7009 0.1276 0^3572 9 ? -124.73 1,50
0.8660 0.0207 0.1439 1 1 * 50,25 1.51
0,6921 0.1369 0,3700 1 f *129,20 1.50
0,6496 0,1891 0.4349 f 1 *151,87 1.50
0.5838 0.2967 0.5447 i i *190.21 1.49
0,5237 0,4331 0.6581 a *229,81 1.48
30° 0.
CABUt Till (1)
Evaluation of Charge Density and Thiokneeg of Double Layer
4 x 1 <T4 B HOI 4 Hta014
Photodecompoaitlon
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
xlO4 XlO2 xlO4 xlO2
loq e *
xlO4 xlO6
c v/C T 6 ee j .0e +e-a >/eVe*-Z /•7463/c cr <S
4.0 2.0 4.0 -32.62 1.2476582 0.54185 3.4832 0.2872 1.7694 1,3302 349,20 -464.51 1.42
11 11 11 -31.75 1.2143823 0.S2740 3.3682 0.2969 1.6651 1,2904 11 -460,61 1.42
i i 11 11 -30.93 1.1830187 0,51378 3,2642 0.3064 1,5706 1.2533 11 -437,65 1,42
t« * t 11 -29.33 1.1218215 0.48720 3,0704 0,3257 1,3961 1.1816 * s -412,61 1.43
i» 11 it -23.90 1,1053747 0.48006 3,0204 0,3311 1,3515 1.1625 I 1 -405.95 1,44
11 1* 11 —si?, 20 1.0403527 0,45182 2.8302 0.3533 1.1835 1,0879 1 t -379,89 1,44
t t 11 »* -23.09 0.88315232 0.38355 2,4185 0,4135 0,8320 0,9121 St -318.51 1.46
tt 11 11 -17.10 0.65404525 0.28405 1.9233 0,5199 0.4432 0,6657 f t -232.46 1.48
11 *1 11 - 9.68 0,37024316 0.16079 1.4481 0,6906 0.1387 0,3724 t i -130.04 1.50
»r 11 11 + 1.39 0.07611404 0.03306 1.0791 0,9267 0*0058 0.0762 i» + 26.61 1.51
11 t i 11 +30.00 1.1474478 0,49833 3,1501 0.3175 1.4676 1.2115 11 +423,06 1.43
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The legend for Table XX le as follows}
4 41 stands for the ionic strength x 10 or M  x 10 ,
8» the average seta potential in volts x 10® or T x 10®,
8, 3.884886 x 10** IT Ifc* or £ ?f ,
4. log e8'824886 * 10“®ITl H  or I e f ,
8j ̂ 3.884886 x 10"21 T| 2l Qr P
-8.884836 X 10-8  ITl Z l - * * i6f e or e 9
, 2 8.884886 X l<r8H'l Za .e 1 - 1 or e t
4
8, the molarity of the cation x 10 or C, x /o* ,
9, c.(e-8-8B4926 x l 0-2 ir; Zl _ x) x 10* Qr Ci(e^ Z'-0 x 104,
10, S.834836 x 10 I"*-/ Z^ ©** £ »
U. log e3-884886 X 10-8'T( ZJ or /o9 e 6 ̂  .
12, eS.834886 X 10“8 |T/ Z) or e «*J f 
-8.884836 X 10- 2 1 Tl Z, -0*113, e j ope ,
10~2|r| z,14, ® j - l o r e  -1,
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15« the molarity of the anion x 10* or Cj x 104,
16, - 10-*in ZJ . X) x 10* or Cj(e^ * i () x
». (C1{«-®*as48a6 * 10"8,r| h . X ) *  Cjt.-8*884886 * 10“8,t' Zj - 1)) x 104 or <P x lo\
18. x io-8m  n ml). ĉ . m m  X io-*m Zj _ x 10a ov̂  x ̂
19, the charge density In electrostatic units or (F $ and
6 630, the thickness of the double layer In centimeters x 10 or £ x 10 *
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Let us first consider the results of the experiments involving
the variation of the seta potential with pH for the MCI + LiCl
solutions where the total concentration of electrolyte is kept eon— 
-4slant at 4 x 10 N. From Fig* 3 it is readily apparent that the 
isoelectric point of the adsorbed egg albumin occurs at a pH of 
3*58. This value for the pH of the isoelectric point differs from 
the values that have been reported in the literature (1, 4, 25, 96, 
ISl, ISO). Abramson (1) studied the eataphoretlc mobility of egg 
albumin adsorbed on quarts particles and Briggs (25) studied the 
electrokinetic properties of adsorbed egg albumin by a streaming 
potential technique using a diaphragm of quartz particles. Each 
reported that the isoelectric point was observed at a pH of 4.7.
Smith (181) found the pH of the isoelectric point of adsorbed 
egg albumin to be 4.98 while Svensson (130) found a pH value of 
4.55-4*57 for dissolved egg albumin* Abramson, Smith and Evens son 
used 0.03 H buffered solutions while Briggs used 0.0004 M unbuffered 
solutions. Moyer (96) points out that the difference in the pH of 
the isoelectric points of dissolved egg albumin and of adsorbed egg 
albumin is probably due to a spreading out of the albumin molecule 
during adsorption with the resulting loss of about two polar groups 
per molecule due to a splitting of hydrogen bonds* Abramson (4) 
found that this amounted to a shift upward on the pH scale of about 
0.37 of a pH. Moyer (96) found that egg albumin denatured at the 
air-liquid interface by shaking had an isoelectric point of 5*02. 
Meurath and Bull (103) found that between pH 4 and pH 6 the pH of
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a solution of egg albumin increases 0-6 pH units incidental to 
surface denatur&tion.
However, none of these values for the isoelectric point were 
obtained by the streaming potential method with the albumin adsorbed 
on the walls of a capillary. It is true that the streaming poten­
tial method was represented in these values, but in such cases a 
diaphragm of finely ground quarts particles was used. Only one 
report was found in the literature where a capillary was employed 
as the streaming cell. Bull (28) in his critical study of the vari­
ous methods of measuring zeta potentials used a capillary of Pyrex 
glass. His streaming solution work was limited, however, to a pH 
range of 4.00 to 4.49. sinee this pH rang© is definitely below the 
isoelectric point and the data may not be safely extrapolated, no 
previous work will suffice to determine the Isoelectric point of 
albumin when the streaming potential technique through a single 
capillary is employed. When the zeta potentials obtained from the 
work of Bull are plotted against the pH of the streaming solutions, 
the resulting points do not lie on the zeta potential-pH curve given 
by Briggs (25) • It Is significant to point out that these points 
determined by Bull do lie very close to the zeta potential-pH curves 
given In Fig. 8. Although the pH range over which Bull made measure­
ments is not wide enough to Justify definite conclusions, indications 
are that he might have found the isoelectric point of the adsorbed 
albumin to be in the neighborhood of 5.58 had he investigated this 
region of pH.
According to other Investigators (4, 108, 180) native egg
16*?
albumin has an isoelectric pH ranging from 4,55 to 4.57 and on 
denaturation there is an increase in the pH of the solution ranging 
from G*&7 to 0*6 of a pH unit. In some of these cases the denature- 
iion was caused by agitating or shaking the solution* The variation 
in the change of pH m s  accounted for in terms of the specific 
nature of the substrate. In this investigation* however* an increase 
in the isoelectric point of 1*08 pH units occurred in passing from 
dissolved egg albumin to the adsorbed albumin. On the basis of 
Moyer's calculations this would correspond to a loss of eight polar 
groups upon adsorption of the albumin molecule on the walls of the 
capillary. Such adsorption must therefore undoubtedly be accompanied 
by denaturation*
Moyer (95) points out that extreme care must be taken with 
regard to the purity of the egg albumin solution and that the method 
of preparation and proof of purity should always be given. The 
albumin solutions used in this investigation were prepared* as 
previously described* by diluting the whites from fresh eggs and 
filtering off the insoluble globulin and mucoid* A water-clear 
preparation was obtained. The gold number of the solution was deter­
mined according to the method described by Morrow and Sandstrom (98)* 
employing the technique of Schulz and Zsi^aondy. The resulting 
preparation was characterized by a high gold number indicating a 
high degree of purity. Many of the investigators (88* 119, 186,
189) purified the albumin used in their experiments by very elaborate 
procedures using repeated recrystallizations and electrodialyzing 
the solutions* Others (1* 24) used very simple techniques in the 
preparation of their solutions* A comparison of the results seemed
168
to indicate that the method of preparation was not particularly 
significant*
On the other hand, when the nature of the adsorbing surface 
is changed from finely divided particles to a single capillary the 
nature of the adsorption process seems to be greatly altered* This 
is clearly indicated in curves 1 and 2 of Fig* 8* Apparently, much 
stronger energy forces come into play when the albumin is adsorbed 
on the surface of a capillary* This results in a greater deaatura- 
tion | intramolecular rearrangement) than occurs at a liquid-air 
interface* This view is strengthened by Fig* 9. Here it is 
observed that the isoelectric point for solutions 4 x 1G~4 N in 
LiCl + HC1 and in KCl + hCI occurs at & pH of 5.58.
$hen KCHS is used instead of liCl or 161 so that the solution 
is 4 x K T 4 H in KCH5 ♦ HCl, the isoelectric point is at a pH of 
5*15* This represents a lowering in the isoelectric point of G.4g 
pH units* Thus the KCtfS has had a peptizing effect upon the 
adsorbed albumin since the isoelectric point of the adsorbed albu­
min has been partially returned to that of the native albumin.
This is in agreement with the investigations of Bancroft and his 
eo-workers (15, 16, lv* 18, 19* 2 0, 81* vl) who studied the peptizing 
action of ffaGHS on coagulated albumin and denatured nerve cells*
They developed a NaCNS therapy for treating schizophrenics and opium 
addicts* and the beneficial results were explained on the basis of 
the denatured brain cells being peptized by the N&CNS and returned 
to a normal condition*
In order to establish the fact that the isoelectric point at 
a pH of 5*58 wee not an anomalous result characteristic of a partic­
ular system* the following investigations were undertaken. Five
109
sources of &gg albumin were used for preparing1 the solution. Some 
of these were from fresh eggs while others were from dehydrated 
commercial products. The effect of the concentration of the albu­
min in the streaming solution over a tenfold range in concentration 
was also investigated. Finally, the effect of the adsorbing surface 
was studied by replacing the Pyrex glass capillary with a quarts: 
capillary. In every case the isoelectric point of the egg albumin 
was found to be at a pH of approximately 5.58. Fig. 5 shows that 
the Isoelectric point is invariant with respect to changes in the 
concentration of albumin in the streaming solution. Thai the iso- 
electrie point is also invariant with respect to the two adsorbing 
surfaces used is clearly shown by Fig. ?• And in Fig. 8 it is 
clearly seen that the difference in the isoelectric point of albu­
min from fresh eggs and from commercial albumin is less than 0.05 
pH units, ^t is also of interest to note in this connection that 
the isoelectric point was invariant with respect to temperature 
between 30° and 65°. Table I and Fig. 3 clearly depict this fact.
Hot only is the isoelectric point unaffected by a change in 
temperature but the entire seta potential-pH curve is also but 
slightly altered by such a change. Divergence occurs only at the 
ends of the pH range. The lowest values of the seta potential were 
observed at a temperature of 80° while the largest values caste at 
a temperature of 50°. In Fig. 3 where the zeta potential is plotted 
against the pH for these two temperatures, it Is readily seen that 
the curves arc identical between a pH of 4.0 and a pH of 5.7. The 
points for all the other temperature® studied lie between the curves 
for 30° and 90°. Thus, the temperature coefficient of the zeta
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potential of egg albumin adsorbed on a Pyrex glass surface Is very 
small* The maximum deviation amounts to 0*11 x 10*"® volts per 
degree at a pH of 8*4* The results were much more difficult to 
reproduce for the higher temperatures of 58-65° C*t where coagula­
tion is taking place and equilibrium is not maintained*
it is a very significant fact that the zeta potential-pH curves
sad especially the Isoelectric point did not undergo a change for
o otemperature a of 61 and 85 • At these temperatures coagulation of 
egg albumin takes place* At 61° it was noticed that the streaming 
solutions whose pH values were close to the isoelectric point became
opaque* At 65° a definite coagulum was produced in the streaming
solution* This Is additional evidence that the egg albumin under­
went complete denaturation when it was adsorbed on the surface of 
the capillary* Since denaturation proper can according to Bull (89) 
be considered as an intramolecular rearrangement or an unfolding of 
the molecule, denaturation is the process that would cause a shift 
in the isoelectric point* If denaturation is a necessary reaction 
In the production of coagulated egg albumin (89) and if denaturation 
were not complete on adsorption, further denaturation would take 
place when the temperature reached the coagulation point resulting 
in a shift in the isoelectric point* Since there Is no change in 
the isoelectric point, there is no indication of further denatura­
tion during the coagulation process*
The following is the explanation presented for the phenomenon 
under consideration* The large organic chain part of the egg albu­
min molecule is held cohesively by the surface of the capillary in 
the adsorption process so that the carboxyl and amino groups are
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preferentially oriented in the streaming solution, according to the 
theory of Harkins (58, 59} and t-angmuir (?2 ) • During the adsorption 
process the albumin molecule spreads out (denatures) (96) and 
paired carboxyl and amino groups are released by the breaking of 
hydrogen bonds (89, 90), thus increasing the pH of the isoelectric 
point* The nature of these functional groups is unaltered by coagu­
lation and the groups are merely fixed in their preferentially 
oriented positions. Since the nature of the functional groups is 
unaltered, the electrokinetic properties of the coagulated albumin 
are identical with those of the denatured albumin.
When the zeta potential-pH curves are analyzed, it is found 
that they closely resemble the potentiometrlc titration curve 
obtained by titrating a weak base (NH^OH) with a strong acid (HC1) • 
Since egg albumin is an ionogenic amphoteric substance, and its 
concentration is maintained at a constant level, a change in the 
hydroniura ion concentration will result in increased adsorption of 
this ion by the amino group of the denatured protoin. Hence, the 
zeta potential varies directly with the net charge on the surface 
of the adsorbed albumin layer* The charge density at the adsorbed 
albwmin-solution interface is changed by the preferentially oriented 
carboxyl and amino groups combining with the ions of the streaming 
solution. The orientation is selective involving the hydronium 
Ion, see Tables I (a), I (k), VI (b) and Figs* 8 and 9.
Since both the zeta potential and the pH of the streaming 
solution are functions of the H -ion concentration, the acid concen­
tration must play a predominant role in determining the magnitude 
of the seta potential. This Is amply exemplified In the plots
17%
seta potential vs* pH, Figs* 8, 5, 7 and 8* The characteristics of
these curves are essentially those which would be predicted by
analogy t© potentiometrlc titration curves of unbuffered solutions
of weak bases and strong acids.
this view is further substantiated by Fig. 6 in which the pH
of the streaming solution is plotted against the logarithm of the
milliliters of a 0.01 N HC1 solution per liter of the streaming
solution for four different albumin concentrations. These curves
also resemble potentiometrlc titration curves. The hypothetical
line represents the curve that would result if no albumin were
present in the streaming solution* In every case it is observed
that the curves are approaching the theoretical limit when 40 ml.
of acid have been added per liter of the streaming solution.
Svedberg (185) has shown that the molecular weight of egg albumin
is of the order of 34,500 grams. The molarity of the streaming
*•10solution with respect to the albumin is of the order of 10** while
+ -4the molarity with respect to the H -ion is of the order of 10 •
Thus, one molecule of albumin can combine with many H -Ions. The
increase in pH with increase of albumin clearly indicates that the
albumin is exerting buffer action by combining with the H —ions of
the acid in the solution.
A close examination of Table IX throws considerable light on
+the stoichiometry of the combination of H -ions with the egg albumin. 
Where 1 ml. of X$ albumin has been added per liter of the streaming 
solution, about 1.8 ml. of 0.01 N HCl per liter of the streaming 
solution was required to bring the adsorbed albumin to its isoelec­
tric point. For Z ml. of 1# albumin, about 8.4 ml. of 0.01 N HCl;
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for 5 ml. of 1$ albumin, 5 mi* of 0.01 St HCl; and for 10 ml* of 1> 
albumin, about 10 ml* of 0*01 St HC1* But irrespective of the con­
centration of the albumin in the streaming solution, the isoelec­
tric point remained at the same pH* For 5 ml* and 10 ml* of 1$ 
albumin, it is seen that the ratio between the number of milli­
liters of 1$ albumin and the number of milliliters of 0.01 N HC1 
required to bring the adsorbed albumin to the isoelectric point is 
about 1. For 1 ml* and 2 ml* of 1% albumin, this ratio is 1*8 and 
1*7, respectively* But this is to be expected since equilibrium 
must be established in the system and a definite amount of the HCl 
is dissipated by the solution regardless of the amount of albumin 
present*
+That H -ions are definitely being removed from the solution is 
clearly seen from Fig* 4 where the specific conductivity of the 
streaming solution is plotted against the concentration of the HClAin the streaming solution* In case of solutions 4 x 10- N in 
HCl ♦ LiCl, the conductivity actually decreases with an increase 
of HCl* . The concentration of the Cl -ion remains constant and the
Li*-ion is merely being replaced by the H+—ion of greater mobility.
+ ♦The difference in mobility of the H -ion and the Li -ion is shown
by the end points of the curves in Fig. 4. The lower end point in
—4each curve is for the solution 4 x 10 H in LiCl only while the 
higher end point is for a corresponding concentration in HCl only* 
Thus, if no albumin were present in the streaming solution, the 
conductivity would begin increasing as soon as the concentration of 
HCl begins increasing* However, the conductivity does not increase 
from the start, but actually undergoes a slight initial decrease.
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It appears, therefore, that H*-ions are being removed from the 
streaming solution by the albumin*
Since 8 ml- of 1$ egg albumin were used in the streaming solu­
tion for the 4 x 10 N HCl ♦ LiCl determinations, It Is seen that 
the conductivity does not exceed its initial value where no HCl is 
present until after the isoelectric point of the protein has been 
reached* The rate of change of the conductivity with Increase of 
HCl does not reach a constant value until after 8 ml* of 0*01 N HCl 
have been added* From Table I and Fig* S it is found that this 
point corresponds to a pH of about 4*4* At this pH value the zeta 
potential-pH curve is beginning to flatten out again, indicating 
that the albumin surface is nearly saturated with H*~ions* Here 
again we have evidence of the binding of H*-ions by the albumin*
The nature of this binding is of interest as will be seen later In 
this paper*
It has previously been pointed out that a slight temperature 
effect was observed in the zeta potential-pH curves to the extent 
that a divergence of the curves for different temperatures occurred 
at the extremities of the pH range studied* This is seen in Fig* 8* 
There is also a divergence of the zeta potential-pH curves for 
fresh egg albumin and commercial albumin, Fig* 8* If Fig* 8 is 
compared with Fig* 8, it is obvious that the two graphs are almost 
identical* It is probable that the curve for the commercial albumin 
represents that curve which would be obtained from fresh egg albu­
min at the temperature at which the egg white was dehydrated*
’Ihere a salt of a mult I valent cation replaces the LiCl in the
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—4streaming solutions 4 x 10 H in HCl * LiCl, the zeta potential-pH
curves hare little significance* Either the polyvalent cation is
strongly active in influencing the zeta potential of the albumin
so that it never reverses its charge or else the salt of this cation
undergoes hydrolysis so that there is but little change In the pH
of the streaming solution in going from a solution 4 x 10“^ in the
-4salt to one 4 x 10 N in HCl* This is clearly seen from Tables I?
and ¥ and Fig, 9.
If the concentration of the HCl in the streaming solutions is
plotted against the zeta potential of the egg albumin, curves are
obtained which bring out the relative influence of the various ions
cospared with the H -ion as the solution changes from 4 x 10 N in
the other electrolyte— LiCl, KC1, KCNS. PbGlg, Th(BJ0s)4 and HAuGl*—  
—4to 4 x 10 N in HCl. It has already been pointed out that the 
*
11 —ion exerts practically no influence on the zeta potential cost-
♦pared to that of the H -ion. In other words, a sequence of stream­
ing solutions 4 x U t V h  in HCl ♦, LiCl will give the same zeta 
potentials as a sequence of streaming solutions containing only the 
respective concentrations of HCl. Hence, the LiCl curve in Fig. 10 
can be used as the basis for comparing the H*—ion with the other 
Ions represented.
The KCHS curve of Fig. 10 differs slightly from the LiCl curve. 
This difference is due to the peptizing action of the CHS -ion 
since from Fig. 9 it is obvious that the Li -ion and the K -ion have 
the same influence on the zeta potential. In the case of PbClg 
where a heavy divalent cation Is present, the zeta potential is 
always positive since the Fb**-ion has a pronounced effect on the
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seta potential of egg albumin. The Pb —ion, however, does nob 
oaeert as great an influence on the zeta potential as the H -ion.
The relative effectiveness of the two ions can be judged by com­
paring the end points of the PbCl- curve# However, the tetravalentA♦♦♦♦ +Til -ion Is more active electrokinetically than the H -ion* due
no doubt to the high charge on polyvalent ions of this type#
The determinations made on the sequence of streaming solutions 
—44 x,10 N in HCl ♦ HAuCl^ portray the effect of a heavy anion 
(AsCl^— ion) on the seta potential of egg albumin. ?#ien the first 
sequence of solutions was prepared* the solutions were not shielded 
from the sunlight and as a result photodecompo s it ion of the ** protein 
ehloroaurate ** took place giving a deep purple color to the streaming 
solution# This purple color was due to a highly colored gelatinous 
suspension in the liquid# Another sequence of streaming solutions 
4 x K T 4 N in HCl * HAUCI4 was prepared but the solutions were kept 
in a dark place until the determinations were made# After the solu­
tions had stood overnight* it was observed that a gold colored 
gelatinous coagulum was present in all the solutions containing the 
AsClg -ion# On being placed in the sunlight this eeagulum would 
tuns purple in a few minutes# The pH of all these solutions was 
3.4-S.5 which is below the isoelectric point of the egg albumin.
The work of Loeb (̂ 6) on solutions of gelatin agrees with the above.
He added AgSC to gelatin solutions of different pH values and then -3
eapeeed the solutions to light# Solutions with a pH greater than 
4.7* the Isoelectric point of gelatin, turned black in a few minutes 
while those solutions with a pH less than 4.7 remained transparent
1?7
indefinitely. However, if K^FefCN)^ were added instead of AgHOg, 
the solutions with a pH less than 4,7 turned blue while those with 
a pH greater than 4.7 remained transparent. Loeb concluded that 
below the isoelectric point a protein is able to combine with 
anions but not with cations while above the isoelectric point a 
protein is able to combine with cations but not with anions* Since 
all of the solutions containing the AuCl^~-±on were below the iso­
electric point of the albumin, it was to be expected that a combi­
nation between the albumin and the AuCl^ -ion would take place in 
all of these solutions*
the electrokin ©tic properties of the albumin are changed fey 
the photodecoaposition* In Fig* 10 are seen seta potential-concen- 
tration of HCl curves for both sequences of determinations*— the 
sequence for which photodecomposition had taken place and the one
for which no photodecomposition has occurred* Since In each case 
+the R -ion concentration of the system remained practically the 
sane throughout the sequence of solutions, the change in each curve 
is due to the influence of the AuCl^ -ion. The AuCl^ -ion contains 
a heavy metal and would be expected to produce a large negative 
potential when adsorbed at the albumin-solution interface. Refer­
ence to the curve indicates that the seta potential undergoes 
transition from a high positive value to a low negative value with 
increasing concentration of chloroauric acid. Sine© the photo— 
decomposition causes a reduction of the gold and the probable 
formation of complex ions having higher negative charges, there 
results an increase In the negative charge on the surface of the 
adsorbed albumin. Freshly prepared solutions of chloroauric acid
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and albumin gave identical zeta potentials with solutions which had 
been standing for some time and in which an albumin—chloroauric 
acid coagulum had formed,
Thus far we have discussed the relative effect of various elec­
trolytes on the seta potential of the egg albumin where the total 
electrolyte concentration was kept constant* bet us now consider 
the influence of the concentration of the individual ionic species* 
Figure 11 shows zeta potenti&l-concentr&tion curves for LiCl, HCl,
HAuCl^, BaClg, pbClg, Ce(NOs)g and Th{N0g)4* Except for HOI, the
* —4concentr at ion of each electrolyte ranges from 0-8 x 10 H. The
maximum value for HCl is 4 x 10”4 N. Fowls (110) has studied the 
influence of the concentration of various ionic species on the seta 
potential ©f oil drops and of glass* Bull and Qortner (84) have
studied the same effect at a cellulose-aqueous interface* The
eurves obtained by Powis and by Bull and Gortner are of the same 
form for the different ionic species as the curves plotted in 
Fig. 11* Hence, the following generalization seems to be justified* 
The characteristics of a 2eia potential—concentration curve are 
dependent upon the ions which are in the solution while the magni­
tude of the zeta potential is dependent upon the substance at whose
interface it is measured* In other words, the ions In the solution
determine whether the zeta potential is positive or negative, 
whether the zeta potential—concentration curve will pass through the 
isoelectric point, whether this curve will pass through a maximum 
or a minima®, etc*/ and the substance whose potential is being meas­
ured determines the magnitude of the zeta potential.
The LiCl, BaGl̂, Ce(H0g}3 and Th(H0g)4 curves of Fig* 11
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represent, respectively, the normal curves for uni-*, hi-, tri, and
tetravalsnt c&tions* 'She curve for PbClg indicates the abnormal
effect of a heavy bivalent cation* Shis abnormal influence of the
Fb -ion is in keeping with the results of Freundlich and Bona (46)
and von Hissafoff (182} who have shown that the cations of heavy
metals, particularly lead, have a greater effect on reversing the
charge than those of light metals*
A small but definite effect is exerted on the zeta potential
of egg albumin by LiCl which is representative of the effect produced
by salts containing a univalent cation* For such a system the zeta
potential is always negative* with the initial addition of LiCl to
the stream solution the seta potential decreases and passes through.
a minimum value when the concentration of the LiCl is about
1*5 x 10"4 5* $ith further increase in the concentration of LiCl
the seta potential slowly increases until it has just exceeded its
<*4initial value at a concentration of 8 x 10 N«
A more pronounced effect is produced in the case of a salt 
containing a bivalent cation* baClg is representative of such salts 
provided the cation is of low molecular weight* Again the zeta 
potential is always negative* For BaClg the initial decrease of 
the seta potential found in the case of a salt with a univalent 
cation is much less marked and the minimum value occurs at a much 
smaller concentration of the salt* At a concentration of 2 x 10 N 
the seta potential has again reached its initial value and it con­
tinues to slowly increase with increasing concentration of B a C V  
In case the bivalent cation increases in molecular weight, this 
initial decrease in zeta potential with a resulting minimum may be
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entirely overcome*
If the bivalent cation becomes very heavy, as is time for PbCl0**3
& reversal in the sign of the potential can occur. Thus* for 
PfeClg* there is & marked initial increase in the seta potential 
which gradually decreases with increasing concentration* The iso­
electric point is reached when the streaming solution is 2 x 10~* ft 
in PbClg and with increasing concentration the curve flattens out 
at a small positive zeta potential. If we consider a salt with a 
trlvalent cation* as in the case of Ce(NOg)s, we find the same 
effect produced on the zeta potential with increasing concentration 
as is exhibited by a salt with a very heavy divalent cation* That 
is* there is a marked initial increase In the zeth potential which 
gradually decreases* the isoelectric point is attained at a rela­
tively low concentration and the zeta potential reaches a constant 
small positive value* In Fig* 11 it is seen that the zeta potential- 
cone entration curves for FbClg and Ce(N0g)s are almost identical*
In the case of the Ce+**-ion the effect on the zeta potential is 
probably due entirely to the high charge on the ion. The Fb -ion* 
however* shews a very specific action as the magnitude of the 
changes involved cannot be entirely explained in terms of enhanced 
ionic charge* The curve for BaClg is more nearly in keeping with 
what would be expected for bivalent cations*
In the case ©f Th(ftOg)4 which is representative of salts having 
a tetravalent cation* we observe a very pronounced effect upon the 
zeta potential* For an initial addition of salt there Is a very 
great increase in the zeta potential which rounds off and produces 
a maximum at a large positive potential in the zeta potential-
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concentration curve at a concentration of 3 x 10~4 with further 
increase in the concentration of ThfNOg)̂ . the zeta potential slowly 
decreases.
+the effect of the H -ion on the zeta potential is anomalous.
the exact extent of this anomalous behavior of the H*-ion is more
easily appreciated when it is pointed out that the H*«ion is not
only a monovalent ion but that it also has the lowest atomic
weight of any of the elements. Figure 11 shows that the zeta
potential-eoncentration curve for HCl approaches that for Th{N03)4.
there is a very rapid increase in the zeta potential for an.
initial addition of HCl* The isoelectric point of the egg albumin
is reached at the same concentration of electrolyte for HCl as for
»4Th(80g)^* This occurs at a concentration of about 0*825 x 10 H.
ffet the curve for HCl begins rounding off at a lower zeta potential
than the curve for Th(NOs)̂ . Although the highest concentration of
-4HCl investigated was 4 x 10 it is doubtful whether a maximum 
at a large positive potential is reached for a concentration less 
than 8 x 10"* N.
The zeta potential-eoncentration curve for HauCI^ is very 
interesting. In the region of very low concentration of HAuCl^ the 
zeta potential increases very rapidly with increasing concentration
-4just as in the case of HCl. But when a concentration of 0.6 x 10 H
is reached, a sharp maximum occurs at a rather high positive zeta
potential* For additional increase in the concentration the zeta
potential experiences a rather rapid decrease, passing through the
isoelectric point a second time at a concentration of about 
—4g»85 x 10 If, and continues to decrease until the curve suddenly
las
flattens cmt at a large negative potential at a concentration of 
4 x 1CT4 N.
Bus to the increased mobility and anomalous capillary activity
of the H+-ion, the equilibrium concentration at the adsorbing surf ace
is reached rapidly and in the region of low concentration the effect 
+of the H -ion is predominant* The maximum point in the curve repre­
sents saturation of the albumin with respect to the H+-ion in the 
presence of the AuCl^ -ion. Thereafter, combination (chemical 
adsorption) of the AuCl^ -ion with the basic group of the protein 
is the predominating factor* This combination is of such a nature 
that the zwitterion character of the albumin is completely destroyed 
and only its acidic properties remain. The adsorption interface, 
therefore, is no longer albumin but rather an albumin chloroaurate 
complex whose eiectrokinetic properties are those of a negatively 
charged complex ion. The zeta potential of such an ion is given by 
the lower portion of the curve*
«Just as the influence of the different valence types of cations 
upon the zeta potential has been investigated so has the influence 
of uni-, bi-, tri-, and tetravalent anions been studied. This was 
accomplished by using the following group of potassium salts; KC1 , 
KCRS, KHOg, K2SC4 , KgCOg, KgP04 and K^FefCf^g. The zeta potential- 
eoncentration curves obtained from the results are given in Fig. 12* 
Since the curves were in general very much alike, the curve for 
each salt has been plotted on the same sheet so that the exact effect 
of each anion can be readily seen and also the effects of the differ- 
ent anions can be easily compared. Since the K -ion is common to 
ail of these salts, the relative effect of each of the anions of
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the different salts is obtainable*
is observed that the zeta potential-eoncentration carves 
of this group of potassium salts plotted in Fig* 12 are very simi­
lar sad are analogous to the curves for the other univalent cations 
studied* the zeta potential is always negative and over the concen­
tration range studied the largest potential obtained was -10 x Xcf 3 
volts while the smallest potential was about -25 x 10 3 volts* In 
every case there is a decrease in the zeta potential with the 
initial addition of the salt* The zeta potential passes through 
a minimum value at a low concentration, then slowly increases with 
increasing concentration but tends in almost every case to level 
off to a constant negative potential at a concentration of 8 x 10 N*
The minimum in the seta potential-eoncentration curves of 
Fig* 12 can be explained on the basis of a critical specific 
adsorption of the anions* The concentration at which this minimum 
occurs appears to be a property of each anion* $here the anion 
is in solution with a normal monovalent cation, the influence of
the cation is very small* Since the zeta potential of the egg
—8albumin in a solution free of electrolyte is about -10*5 x 10 
volts, the effect of the anions on the zeta potential is not as 
apparent as the effect of the polyvalent cations* This is in 
agreement with the explanation of Gortner (52) for analogous 
systems*
The magnitudes of the zeta potentials produced by SCI, KCN3 ,
KUOg and are very much the same throughout the concentration
range* The most conspicuous deviation is the shift in the minimum 
value for KHO^ to a higher concentration value than that for KC1 ,
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KCNS and K^SO^. Bat the magnitude of the zeta potentials produced 
by K^FeCCl?^, K3PO4 and KgCOg is progressively greater* The mini- 
fflffl® value in the KCl curve occurs at a potential of about -14 x 1G~® 
volts $ in the KONS, KNGg and KgSO^ , curves at about -IS x 10*"® volts; 
ia the K4?e(CN)6 curve* at about -19 x ICf8 volts; in the KgPG4 
curve* at about -28 x 10 volts; and in the KgCOg curve* at about 
—S5 x 10 volts* Thus, the valency of the ion does not play as 
great a part in influencing the zeta potential in the case of 
anions as it does for cations*
However* if the electrolyte is the salt of a strong base and 
a weak acid* another influence other than the specific action of 
the cation and the anion of the salt must be considered. This 
factor is the hydrolysis of the salt. Freundlich (46) points out 
that the 0H~-ion is strongly capillary active. Thus, the explana­
tion for KgCOg and K^PO^ having a greater influence than K^Fe(CH)^ 
and also for the ̂ influence of KgCOg being greater than that of 
V ° 4  is apparent. &gC0g and K^PO^ solutions undergo hydrolysis 
to produce OH -ions. Hence* it is the strongly capillary active 
OlT-ion that is really causing the decrease in. the zeta potential* 
And since the ionization constant for HgCOg is i&ich less than that 
for HgPO^* the concentration of 0H~-ions will be greater for %G0g 
than for K5PO4 in solutions of equal concentration. Thus, just as
«f*in the cation group the H —ion exerts an anomalous influence, so
mmin the anion group the OH -ion has a corresponding anomalous 
influence*
The fact that the conductivity of the 4 x 10~4 N HCl ♦ LiCl 
streaming solutions showed a decrease for the initial addition of
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SCI has previously bean mentioned* That the increase in conductivity 
for the Initial addition ©I HCl is abnormally slow has also been 
pointed out* Fig* 4 gives a graphical representation of this fact* 
The great activity of the H*—ion in combining with the egg albumin 
is indicated* In Fig* 18 is plotted the conductivity of the 
streaming solution against the concentration of the electrolyte
for KCl, KgPO^ and Ce(NOg)g. In each case a straight line is
+ ++•+ obtained* Thus, the K —ion or the Ce -ion does not possess the
great activity in combining with egg albumin that the H+-ion does*
Let us now consider the nature of the combination of the albu­
min with the ions of the streaming solution— whether this combina­
tion is an adsorption process due to electrostatic forces or 
whether it is a chemical reaction. In the preceding paragraphs 
several results of this investigation have been mentioned that are 
pertinent to the question under consideration. It has been pointed 
out that the conductivity of a 4 x 10~^ H HCl + LiCl streaming 
solution decreases for an initial addition of HCl, that the egg 
yibuBdn exerts a buffer action that becomes very pronounced with 
increasing concentration of the albumin, that a tT protein 
ehloroaurateis formed which undergoes photodecomposition (the 
pH of the streaming solution being below that of the isoelectric 
point), that the anions (especially the OH —ion) exert a definite 
influence on the zeta potential even on the alkaline side of the 
isoelectric point, and that the cations {especially the H —Ion and 
toe Th****—ion) definitely influence the zeta potential on the 
acid aide of the isoelectrie point*
According to Abramson (7 , 9) many reactions of a protein can
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be interpreted by assuming the following equilibrium to exist:
-H-^  X COOtf ■*—  K  ̂  COO"
Xu reality, the albumin molecule probably consists of many of these 
cells
coo NH* CDo~ .AtH? C06 NH?\/ 3 \/ 3 \/ 3
-— TJ--------7? 7?----
where the 7? *s are left undefined, but are generally understood to 
be the alkyl radicals making up the proteins From his experiments 
on gelatin using AgNOg and K^FefCN}^, Loeb (76) concluded that on 
the alkaline side of the isoelectric point, only the -COOH group 
reacts, while on the acid side of the isoelectric point, only the 
-SHg group reacts. Now, using the * * zwitterionfr representation 
for the albumin since it is an ionogenic amphoteric substance, the 
equation for the combination of the albumin molecule with a cation 
can be represented as
T ? " * " 3*TKc„r ^ " cooh
And, in a similar manner, the equation for the combination of the 
albumin molecule with an anion can be represented as
_ NH$ flu C_  fVti, t
coo* ^  K ^ c o o *
though no definite work was done to establish the fact that a 
etolchiometrlcal chemical compound was formed, all evidence points 
to the fact that the reaction between the AuCl̂ , —ion and the albumin
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molecule is of a chemical nature. If the surface of the adsorbing 
substrate be likened to a checkerboard, the white and black squares 
could be represented by amino and carboxyl groups* Such an arrange* 
®snt gives us areas with both negative and positive electrostatic / 
charges* During the adsorption process, ions such as H+ and OH- 
may be electrostatically adsorbed on such a surface so as to give 
the effect of an overall positive or negative charge. In such 
eases* however* the fundamental charge on a *' unit cell" in the 
surface is not permanently altered* In chemical adsorption,I
4
however, chemical combination takes place and the electrostatic 
forces of the ** unit cells ” are permanently affected by direct 
chemical union with the probable formation of homopolar bonds* 
this seems to be the case with the albumin ehloroaurate complex*
The formation on standing of a gold coagulum which undergoes 
photodecomposition upon exposure to sunlight is without doubt due 
to a ehem±eal reaction between the AuCl^-ion and the albumin.
Loeb (?6) found that the isoelectric point was the critical pH for 
the photodecoaposition* It should also be pointed out here that 
when the O.Ql H solutions of PbCL>, Ce(NOg) gand Th(KOg)^ were added 
to the very dilute solutions of albumin in preparing the streaming 
solutions, milky swirls were formed which disappeared on thorough 
mixing of the streaming solution. This indicates the formation of 
& compound of limited solubility.
Heart., let us consider the charge density on the adsorbed albu­
min and the thickness of the diffuse double layer in connection with 
the zeta potential produced at the albumin-solution interface for 
the different electrolyte systems that have been investigated in
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this study* In Figs* 14-85 are found the curves In which these 
three quantities— zeta potential, charge density and thickness of 
the double layer— are plotted against the concentration of the 
electrolyte in the streaming solution* Since the charge density 
has the same sign as the. zeta potential, the charge density has 
been plotted so as to accentuate this fact* The thickness of the 
double layer Is always a positive quantity*
Curves for UCl, HCl, BaClg, PbClg, Ce{NOs)s, Th{WGs)4 and 
HAuCl^ are shown respectively in Figs. 14-80. This affords a 
comparison of the four valence types of cations and the interesting 
ease of HAuCl4 for which there Is a transition from predominant 
cationic influence to predominant anionic influence. In the case 
of LiCl and BaClg the charge density has a small initial negative 
value which slowly increases negatively with increasing concentra­
tion and flattens out for the higher concentrations* with PbClg 
amd Ge(MOs)g the small initial negative charge on the surface is 
slowly overcome and a small positive charge is gradually built up 
with increasing concentration* HCl and ThfNOg)^ contain cations 
that, are strongly capillary active, and, thus, with these two elec­
trolytes the charge is rapidly reversed with increasing concentra­
tion and a large positive charge is produced which tends to level 
off at the higher concentrations. For Th(N0g)4 a much larger charge 
is developed than for HCl, which is in agreement with the zeta 
potential values* With HAuC14 the negative charge is rapidly 
reversed, the positive charge passes through a maximum, the charge 
is again reversed and a large negative charge which flattens out 
is produced* The charge density curves in many characteristics
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are w y  similar to the zeta potential curves •
Bat for each one of these electrolytes the curve for the 
thickness of the diffuse double layer has identically the same 
characteristics * In fact* the only difference between the respec­
tive curves is a slight shift to a smaller thickness for the hi-, 
tri-, and tetravalent cations from that given for a univalent 
cation* This shift is due to the increase is ionic strength*
However, it should be pointed out that this shift in the thickness 
of the double layer with increasing concentration (or ionic strength) 
is not linear* Thus, the thickness of the double layer is a function 
of the specific character of the electrolyte as well as of the ionic 
strength* 8ow it can be seen in Figs. 14-80 that the thickness of 
the double layer decreases rapidly with the initial increases in 
the concentration of the electrolyte, but the rate of decrease falls 
off rapidly until at a concentration of 3 x IQ M the decrease In 
thickness is very small and at an almost constant rate*
In order to study the relative influence of different valence 
type anions, a group of potassium salts was studied* Curves for 
this group are found in Figs* 21-2?. The salts included are KC1, 
SPSS, KHOg, KgCOg, &gS04, KgPO^, and K4Fe(C&)6* %  comparison with
Fig* 14, it is seen that seta potential-, charge density-, and 
thiekness of double layer—concentration curves for these salts are 
very similar to the respective curves for L1C1* It has previously 
been pointed out that the zeta potential-concentration curves f or 
this group of potassium salts are very similar, the chief difference 
being the magnitude of the negative potential varied slightly in 
going from one anion to another*
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The charge density curves for these potassium salts show that 
with increasing concentration the negative charge at the interface 
increases rather slowly and that the rate of increase decreases 
with increasing concentration. It is interesting to note the rela­
tive values of the charge for a given concentration* It is seen 
that even for univalent anions the magnitude of this charge varies 
slightly with different ions* If the valence of the anion is 
increased, the magnitude of the charge produced by the electrolyte 
increases. If the anions studied are arranged according to the 
magnitude of the negative charge associated with it, we have the 
series Cl* <  CSS* <  R0g" <  S0^~~ <  C0S~“ < Fe(CN)e * < and
P04 . Compared to the other anions, the C0g~~-ion and the PG4~~~-ion
produce abnormally high charges* But, as in the ease of the zeta 
potential, this apparently anomalous effect can be eaqplained on the 
basis of the hydrolysis of the salt and the capillary activity of 
the resulting OET-ion*
The curves depicting the change In the thickness of the double 
layer with concentration are exactly like those of Figs* 14-30.
That is, for the initial increases in the concentration of the elec­
trolyte, the thickness decreases rapidly but at a concentration of 
3 x 1CT4 If the decrease in the thickness of the double layer is 
*»n»n and nearly constant* Again, there is a slight decrease in 
the thickness of the double layer with an increase in the ionic 
strength. For the three univalent anions, the thickness was the 
same; and for the two divalent anions, the thickness was the same.
In Figs. 23-33 are given the same three curves for a series 
of determinations in which the concentration of the electrolyte was
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kept constant, Bach of the members of this series contained HC1 
plus one other electrolyte in varying relative concentrations.
Except for one sequence of S x 10~4 N HCl ♦ L1C1 streaming solutions, 
the concentration of the streaming solutions was maintained at 
4 x lcT4 If, The following combinations were studied: HC1 ♦ LiCl,
hCl ♦ SCI, HCl ♦ K&HS, HG1 4 HAnCl^ {no photodecomposition),
HCl ♦ HA12CI4 {photodecoraposition), HCl + PbCl2, and HCl ♦ ThfNOgJ^.
Th© very Interesting things are revealed by these curves* First, 
the charge density is seen to vary almost directly with the zeta 
potential* It is observed that the seta potential-concentratlon 
carve and the charge density-coneentration curve for each combina­
tion of electrolyte have exactly the same characteristics* Second, 
the thickness of the double layer is practically constant* In the 
case of the Fb -ion and the Th -ion, there is a slight decrease
in the thickness with increasing concentration of the respective
+ +polyvalent cation* Also, in the case of the Id -ion and the K -ion, 
there is a very slight increase in the thickness w ith increasing 
concentration of the respective univalent cation* Thus, it is 
evident that the thickness of the double layer is primarily a func­
tion of the concentration of the electrolyte in the streaming solu­
tion although the valence of the ions of the electrolyte and the 
specific capillary activity of the ions enter as variables of the 
second order of magnitude*
The question might be raised as to whether this slight change 
in the thickness of the double layer can be explained by using the 
ionic strength rather than the concentration* Tables fill and IX 
show that although the thickness of the double layer is also
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primarily & function of the ionic strength* other corrections of a 
second order are necessary* Too, there Is a very slight variation 
oven for systems of constant ionic strength as occurs in the 
HCl + LiCl system* And if we take the thicknesses of systems with 
ionic species of different valence® at a given ionic strength, we 
again find a slight variation although the agreement is close*
la order to show that for a given electrolyte the ionic strength 
is a direct function of the concentration, as is obviously true 
from toe definition of ionic strength, fig* 36 is presented. In 
this figure, toe seta potential, the charge density and the thick­
ness of the double layer are plotted against both the concentration 
and toe ionic strength, using ThfN03 )4 as the electrolyte* Two 
scales for the concentration are used* For one scale, one unit of 
concentration is taken the same as one unit of ionic strength; for 
the other scale, one unit of concentration is taken the same as 
two and one-half units of ionic strength* In the latter case, we 
find that the same curves are obtained regardless of whether Ionic 
strength or concentration is used. In the former case, the curves 
have been greatly contracted* But by choosing the scale for the 
ionic strength properly, the same contracted curves could be
by plotting against the ionic strength instead, of concen­
tration* Both methods of expressing Ionic effects are equally 
effective for electrokinetic phenomena*
SUMMARY
I* Based upon the previously existing streaming potential 
methods fo~ determining the seta potential at a solid-liquid inter­
face* a method has been described by which the zeta potential at 
an adsorbed albumin-aqueous solution interface can be measured by 
the streaming potential technique. A specially prepared streaming 
cell was designed using a single capillary tube of Pyrex glass or 
quarts.
2. Poiseuille’s law was observed to hold for this capillary 
system; that is, the seta potential was observed to be a linear 
function of the hydrostatic pressure forcing the liquid through the 
eapillaiy.
S. The seta potential produced at an adsorbed albumin-aqueous 
solution interface was found to be of the order of 10"® volts; the 
Charge density was found to be of the order of 100 electrostatic 
units of charge; and the thickness of the diffuse double layer was 
found to be of the order of 1Q~® centimeters.
4. The isoelectric point of native albumin has been shown to 
occur at a pH of 4.58-4.57 (ISO). The isoelectric point of adsorbed 
albumin determined by the streaming potential technique of this 
investigation was found to occur at a pH of 5.58* This change indi­
cates that denatur at ion has taken place. Such denaturation is 
produced by the rupture of hydrogen bonds and an intramolecular 
rearrangement which orients the polar groups in the direction of 
the streaming solution.
5* The effect of the adsorbing surface on the zeta potential 
was studied by using quart* capillaries as well as Pyrex glass
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capillaries* As would be expected* the isoelectric point was found 
to be Invariant with respect to the two adsorbing surfaces and no 
essential difference between the zeta potential-pH curves was found* 
this fact corroborates the observation that the surface at which 
the potential develops consists of oriented albumin molecules*
A* Determinations were made at various temperatures from S0° 
to 65° 0* in an effort to ascertain the temperature coefficient of 
the zeta potential at an adsorbed albumin-aqueous solution inter­
face. Except for a small divergence above a pH of 5.7 and below a 
pH of 4*6* the zeta potential-pH curves for all these temperatures 
were found to be identical* The maximum temperature coefficient 
amounted to 0.11 x 10~® volts per degree at a pH of 8.4 between 
80° and 50°. For temperatures above 60° the streaming solution 
became cloudy showing that coagulation was taking place*
7. The zeta potential of albumin from fresh eggs was compared 
with that from the commercial dehydrated product* Except for a 
divergence at the ends of the pH range similar to that observed at 
high temperatures, the albumin from the two sources showed the same 
eleetrokinetie properties*
B# A definite buffer action was exhibited by the albumin. A
-4decrease, in the conductivity of the 4 x 10 H HGl + LiCl streaming 
solutions was observed for the initial additions of HCl* The combi­
nation of the albumin with the H*—ions was found to be stoichiometric.
9. The effect of the concentration of the albumin in the stream­
ing solution was studied* The isoelectric point was found to be 
Invariant with respect to the concentration of the albumin. However, 
a small decrease la the zeta potential due to buffer action was
observed with an increase in the albumin concentration*
10* The influence of a number of electrolytes upon the zeta 
potential, the charge density, and the thickness of the double 
layer eras observed. The effects are specific for each ion*
11* Potassium thiocyanate (KC$5) exhibited a peptizing action 
on the adsorbed albumin surface* The pH of the isoelectric point 
was observed to shift from a value of 5.58to that of 5.15 when a 
streaming solution 4 x l<f* N in HCl * KCHS was used*
IS* Chloroauric acid (HAuCl̂ ] formed a gold colored gelatinous 
coagulum with toe albumin in the streaming solution which underwent 
photochemical decomposit ion in sunlight to give a deep purple color*
mAThe pH values of the 4 x 10 N HCl * HAuCl^ solutions were between 
3*4 and 3*5* The photodecomposition produced an increase in toe 
magnitude of the zeta potential at the adsorbed albumin-aqueous 
solution interface*
13* Streaming solutions 4 x ICf*4* !? in hydrochloric acid and 
lithium chloride (HCl * LiCl) and hydrochloric acid mid potassium 
chloride (HCl ♦ E3C1) gave exactly the same zeta potential for 
corresponding concentrations of HCl as streaming solutions which 
contained only HCl. This reveals the abnormally high capillary 
activity of the H+-ion at the albumin interface.
14. The effect of the concentration of different individual 
electrolyte species upon toe zeta potential at an adsorbed albumin- 
aqueous solution interface was Investigated. The electrolytes 
studied were lithium chloride (LiOl), hydrochloric acid (HCl), 
chloroauric acid (HAuCl^), barium chloride (BaClg), lead chloride 
(FfcCl̂ ), cerous nitrate (Ce(N03)s), and thorium nitrate (Th{ MOgUl.
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The concentration of each electrolyte ranged from a concentration 
—4of 0 to 8 x 10 N except for HCl where the maximum value was 
4 x 10 *̂ distinctive seta potential—concentration curves were 
obtained for each of the normal cationic species— uni-, hi-, tri-, 
and tetravalent*
15* If the cations are arranged according to their influence 
on the seta potential we have the following sequence: Li <
♦  *> . + ♦ +  ♦ ♦  ■ + ^4,44 _  . X A3a < Ce < Pb < ,H < Th . The H -ion and the Pb -ion 
displayed an abnormal effect, the H*-ion because of its great 
capillary activity and the Fb**-ion because of its high molecular 
weight and specific action with albumin*
16* The influence of a heavy anion is exhibited in the case 
of AQCl*"-ion in the seta potential-concentration curve for 
SAoCl^. Until a concentration of 0.3 x 10 8 HAtCl. was reached,
the seta potential was found to be influenced almost entirely by 
the concentration of the H+-ion. At this concentration the influ­
ence of the AuCl̂ **-ion strongly manifested itself end, with further 
increase in concentration, soon exerted the predominant influence* 
This is due to chemical adsorption resulting in the formation of an 
chloro&urate complex and a resulting change in the nature 
of the surface of the adsorbing substrate*
17* The following group of potassium salts was used in order 
to determine the Influence of uni-, bi—, tri—, and tetravalent 
cations upon the seta potential: potassium chloride (KC1),
potassium thiocyanate (KCN5), potassium nitrate (KNOg), potassium 
sulfate (KgSO^}, potassium carbonate (KgCOg), potassium phosphate 
(K3PO4), and potassium ferrocyanide {K^F e(CN)g). A characteristic 
minimum value in the zeta potent ial-concent rat ion curve was observed
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f©T each of these electrolytes. This minimum is due to a critical 
specific adsorption of the anions. It will be noticed that the 
00^ -ion and the PO^ -ion apparently exhibit an abnormally large 
influence on the seta potential. It is probable, however, that 
their anomalous position is not a specific property of the ions 
themselves. The abnormality is best explained as being due to the 
strongly capillary active OFT -ions produced by the hydrolysis of 
their salts.
18. ^he charge density at the adsorbed albumin-aqueous solu­
tion Interface and the thickness of the diffuse double layer were 
calculated for each of the electrolyte systems investigated, The 
seta potential, the charge density and the thickness of the double 
layer were plotted against the concentration of the electrolyte 
for each of these systems. A close relationship between the charge 
density and the zeta potential exists since 0“ » , The charge
density was positive, negative or zero just as the zeta potential 
was positive, negative or zero, and the magnitude of the charge 
density was large or small with increasing concentration according 
to the magnitude of the zeta potential.
19. If the cations are arranged in increasing order according 
to the positive charge which they produced at the albumin interface, 
we obtain the sequence LI* ^ Ba** < Ce **< Pb*+ < R+ < Th*+*+. 
If the anions are arranged according to the increasing magnitude of 
the negative charge associated with it, we have the series Cl ^
CHS“  < S03" * S04~  < C0S c (Fe(CM)6) C and P04
20. In ease of a variable concentration of a single electro­
lyte, the thickness of the diffuse double layer was found to decrease
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vary rapidly with the initial increases in the concentration of the 
electrolyte bat the rate of decrease fell off rapidly until a concen­
tration of S x IQ-*4 N was reached and thereafter it was uniform,
21* fhe thickness of the double layer was found to be primarily 
a function of the concentration of the electrolyte in the streaming 
solution* The valence of the ions and the specific capillary activ­
ity of the respective ions enter only as variables of the second 
order of magnitude* Thus» if the total electrolyte concentration 
was kept constant* the thickness of the double layer was observed 
to remain nearly constant regardless of the relative concentrations 
of the two electrolytes in the system or of the behavior of the 
seta potential and the charge density*
22* It was pointed out that for a given electrolyte system 
the loslc strength and the concentration are linearly dependent 
variables, For different electrolyte systems, the correlation 
between the seta potential, the charge density or the thickness 
of the double layer and the ionic strength was found to be but 
little better, if any, than the correlation between the same three 
variables and the concentration*
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